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Preface

This is a Marxist study of the Russian Revolution of
rgrT and the Chinese Revolution of 1949, designed to
demonstrate their unity and continuity as two succes-
sive stages in the world socialist revolution. Their
common theoretical foundation is expounded by means
of extensive quotations from the Marxist classics,
especially the writings of Lenin and Mao Tse-tung.
These enable the reader to follow the two revolutions
through the minds of those who led them, and at the
same time they provide him with an introduction to the
basic principles of dialectical and historical materialism;
for that theory can only be understood in the light of the
revolutionary struggles out of which it has grown and
in which it finds its fullest and clearest expression.

The book is dedicated to the memory of Douglas
Garman, from whom I received my training in
Marxism. As national education organiser of the British
Communist Party (C.P.G.B.), he created a network of
Party schools, attended by industrial workers from all
parts of the country and tutored by himself and others
whom he had trained in his superb method of teaching
through controlled discussion. He gave up this work in
rg5o owing to disagreements with the Party leadership
over the revisionist line of the British Road to
Socialism, which he opposed from the beginning. In
that struggle he was defeated, but among those who
passed through his Party schools there were many who,
like myself, have never forgotten his lessons in revolu-
tionary dialectics, and this has helped them to see

rvhere the revolutionary path lies today.
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CHAPTER I

The Dictatorship of the

Proletariat

The first step in the revolution by the working
class is to raise the proletariat to the position of
ruling class, to win the battle for democracy.

-Communist 
Manifesto

r. Working-class Power

Lenin wrote :

Those who recognise only the class struggle are not
yet Marxists. . .. Only he is a Marxist who extends
recognition of lhe class struggle to recognition of the
dictatorship of the ttroletariat. This is what con-
stitutes the most profound d,istinction between the
Marxist and the ordinary petty (as well as big)
bourgeois. This is the touchstone on which the real,
understanding and recognition of Marxism should be
tested. (LCW 25.4r r.)

Thus, the concept of proletarian dictatorship enters
into Lenin's very definition of a Marxist. Accordingly,
if rve accept this definition, we too must use it as a
touchstone to distinguish between the conflicting inter-
pretations of Marxism that are current at the present
duy.

CIass society rests on exploitation. The exploiters
form the ruling class, the exploited the subject class or
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classes. The ruling class enforces its rule by means of
the state, which is an organ for the forcible repression
of one class by another. Its chief instruments are the
army and the police :

The distinctive feature of the state is the existence
of a separate class of people in whose hands pozuer is
concentrated. (LCW I.4Ig)

According to Marx, the state is an organ of class
rule, an organ for the oppression of one class by
another; it is the creation of 'order', which legalises
and perpetuates this oppression by moderating the
conflict between the classes. (LCW 2SAB7.)

A standing army and police are the chief instru-
ments of state power. (LCW 25.389.)

Thus, every form of class society-slave-owning,
feudal, capitalist-is a dictatorship of the ruling class.
The form of state varies. In capitalist-that is,
bourgeois-society it may be more or less democratic; it
may allow for parliamentary elections based on univer-
sal suffrage; but it is still a dictatorship-'a dictatorship
of the bourgeoisie masked by parliamentary forms'
(LCW 3o.roo) :

Bourgeois democracy, which is invaluable for edu-
cating the proletariat and training it for struggle, is
always narrow, hypocritical, spurious and false; it
always remains democracy for the rich and a swindle
for the poor. (LCW zB.roB.)

Accordingly, while urging the workers to make full
use of bourgeois democratic rights 'in the spirit of the
rnost consisten,t and resolutely revolutionary democracy'
(LCW zr.4og), Lenin warned them that it was an
illusion to suppose that they could win power by par-
liamentary means. This was the main issue between
him and the revisionists of his day :

The most dangerous thing about the Berne
International is its verrbal recognition of the dictator-
ship of the proletariat.. .. Attempts are being made
to recognise the diotatorship of the proletariat in
words in order to smuggle in along with it the 'will
of the majority', 'universal suffrage' (this is exactly
what Kautsky does), ibourgeois parliamentarism,
rejection of the idea that the entire hourgeois maoh-
inery of the state must be destroyed, smashed, blown
up. These new evasions, new loopholes of reformism,
are most of all to be feared.

The dictatorship of the proletariat would be im-
possible if the majority of the population did not
consist of proletarians and semi-proletarians. Kautsky
and Co. try to falsify this truth by arguing that 'the
vote of the majority' is required for the dictatorship
of the proletariat to be recognised as 'valid'. Comical
pedants ! They fail to understand that voting within
the bounds, institutions and customs of bourgeois
parliamentarism is a part of the bourgeois state
machinery that Lras to ibe broken and smashed from
top to bottom in order to pass from bourgeois demo-
cracy to proletarian democracy. (LCW zg.5lo.)

It follows that all attempts to use the apparatus of the
bourgeois state, which seryes to protect bourgeois
righ,ts, for the purpose of abolishing those rights, are
doomed to failure :

It is the greatest delusion, the greatest self-
deception, and a deception of the people, to attemPt
by means of this state aPparatus to carry out
such reforms as the abolition of landed estates
without compensation, of the grain monopoly, etc.
This apparatus . . . is absolutely incapable of carrying
out reforms which would even seriously curtail or
limit the rights of 'sacred private property', much less

abolish those rights. That is why it always happens,
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under all sorts of 'coalition' cabinets, which include
'socialists', that these socialists, even when individuals
among them are perfectly honest, in reality turn out
to be either a useless ornament or a screen for the
bourgeois government, a sort of lightning conductor,
to divert the people's indignation from the govern-
ment, a tool for the government to deceive the
people. .. . So it has been and so it always will be so
long as the old bourgeois, bureaucratic state appara-
tus remains intact. (LCW 25.369.)

Consequently, the bourgeois state can only be over-
thrown by force. The dictatorship of the bourgeoisie
must be replaced by the dictatorship of the proletariat :

The essence of Marx's theory of the state has been
mastered only by those who realise that the dictator-
ship of a single class is necessary not only for every
class society in general, not only for the proletariat
which has overthrown the bourgeoisie, but also for
the entire historical period which separates capitalism
from 'classless society', from communism. Bourgeois
states are most varied in form, but their essence is
'the same: all these states, whatever their form, in
the final analysis are inevitably the dictatorship of
the bourgeoisie. The transition from capitalism to
communism is certainly bound to yield a trernendous
aibundance and variety of political forms, but the
essence will inevitably be the same; the dictatorship
of the proletariat. (LCW 25.+ry.)

The form in which this dictatorship emerged in Russia
was one in which the proletariat, supported by the poor
peasantry, seized state power from- the feudal lind-
owners and the big bourgeoisie or capitalist class
(LCW es.r rs).

In this way, having seized power, the proletariat
abolishes bourgeois democracy and replaces it with
protretarian democracy :

The proletariat takes Power, becomes the ru'ling

class, smashes bourgeois parliarnentarism and bour-
geois democracy, suPPresses the 

- 
bourgeoisie, sup-

p.etses all attempts of all othet classes to return to

Lapitalitm, gives real freedom and democracy to 
-the

working people (which is practicahle only when

private ownership of the means of production has

been abolished) and gives them, not just the right to,

but the real ttse of, what has heen taken |tom the
bourgeoisie. (LCW z9'5r r.)

Thus, the dictatorship of the proletariat means demo-

cracy for the peoplJ and dictatorship over the capi-

talists :

Bolshevism has popularised throughout the world
the idea of the 'dictatorship of the proletariatr' has

translated these words from the Latin, firs't into
Russian, and then into all the languages of the

world, and has shown by the example of Sooiet
goaernnlent that the workers and poor Peasants,
iam of a backward country, even with the least

experience, education and habits of organisation,

have been able for a whole year amidst gigantic
difficulties and amidst a struggle against the ex-

ploiters (who were supported by the bourgeoisie of
t]n. white wor'ld) to maintain the power of the

working people, to create a democracy which is

i-measrribly frigher and broader than all previous

democracies-in the world, and to start the creative

work of tens of millions of workers and peasants for
the practical cbnstruction of socialism' (LCW
zB.z93.)

Siiultaneously with an immense expansion of
d.emocracy, which for the first time becomes demo'
cracy for the poor, democracy for the.people,-and
not democracy lor the moneybags, the dictatorship of
the proletariai irnposes a series of restrictions on the
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freedom of the oppressors, the exploiters, the capi-talists. We must suppress them in order to free
humanity frorn wageilr.rery; their resistance rnust be
crushed by force. (LCW z5.j1r.1
In 1949, led by the Communist party and Mao Tse_

tung, the workers and peasants of China seiz.a po*., tyforce of arms and .itublirh"d u p"opi"t democratic
dictatorship, that is, a form of the diJtatorship of theproletariat c_orresponding to the special conditions ofChina. It differs from the Soviet form in certain
features, which will be discussed in the nexi chapter, butin essence it is the same :

are the pgople?At the present stage in China,
they are the working class, the peasantry", the urban
petty bourgeoisie and the national rboureeoisie, These
classes, led by the working class and rh? Communist
Party, unite to form theii own state and elect their
o-wn government; they enforce their dictatorship over
the_ running-dogs of imperialism_the landlord chssand the bureaucrat-bourgeoisie, as well as the
representatives of these classes, the Kuomintang reac_
tionaries and ,their accomplices_suppress them] allow
them only to behave themselves an&'not to be unrulyin word or deed. If they speak or act in an unruly
way, they will be promptly stopped and punishei.
Democracy is practised 

- 
within^ the .arrk, of tfre

people, who enjoy the rights of freedom of speech,
assembly, association, and so on. The right to vote
belongs only to the people, not to the reactionaries.
The combination of these.two aspects, democracy for
the people and dictatorship oveithe reactionu.ilr,l"
the people's democratic diciatorship. (MSW 4.4r7.)

z. Continuation of the Class Struggle

The class struggle does not cease after the overthrow of

the bourgeoisie. On the contrary, it persists for a long
time and in many respects becomes fiercer :

The abolition of classes requires a long, difficult
and stntrboro class struggle, which, after the over-
throw of capitalist rule, after the destruction of the
,bourgeois state, alter the establishment of the dicta-
torship of the proletariat, does not disappear (as the
vulgar representatives of the old socialism and the
old Social Democracy imagire), trut merely changes
its forms and in many respects becomes fiercer.
(LCW 29.389, cf. SCW ryA57,)

During this period the dictatorship of the proletariat
has to be maintained in order to suppress the continued
resistance of the bourgeoisie, to transform the economic
basis by replacing capitalist with socialist production,
and to carry the revolution into the ideological sphere :

The bourgeoisie in our country has been con-
quered, but it has not yet been uprooted, not yet
destroyed, not even utterly lbroken. flhat is why we
are faced with a new and higher form of struggle
against the Lrourgeoisie-the transition from the very
simple task of further expropriating the capitalists to
the much more complicated and difficult task of
creating conditions in which it will be impossible for
the bourgeoisie to exist or for a new bourgeoisie to
arise. (LCW 27.244.)

This dictatorship presupposes the ruthlessly severe,
swift and resolute use of force to crush the resistance
of the exploiters, the capitalists, the landowners and
their underlings. Whoever does not understand, this is

not a revolutionary, and must be removed from the
post of leader or adviser of the proletariat.

But the essence of proletarian dictatorship is not in
force alone, or even mainly in force. Its chief feature
is the organisation and discipline of the advancedI
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contingent of the working people, of their vanguard,
their sole leader, the proletariat, whose object is to
build social,ism, abolish the division of society into
classes, make all members of society into working
people, and remove the basis for all exploitation of
man by man. This object cannot be achieved at one
stroke. It requires a f.airly iong period of transition
from capitalism to socialism, because the reorganisa-
tion of production is a difficult matter, because radical
changes in all spheres of life need time, and because
the enormous force of habit of running things in a
petty-Lrourgeois and bourgeois way carr only be over-

99me by a long and stubborn struggle. That is why
Marx spoke of an entire period of the dictatorship of
the proletariat as the period of transition from capi-
talism to socialism. (LCW 29.SBB.)

The class of exploiters, the landowners and capi-
talists, has not disappeared, and cannot disappear, all
at once under the dictatorship of the proletariat.
The exploiters have been smashed, but not destroyed.
They still have an international base in the form of
international capital, of which they are a rbranch.
They still retain in part certain means of production.
They still have money, they still have vast social
connections. Just because they have been defeated,
the energy of their resistance has increased a
hundred and a thousand fold. The (art' of state,
military and economic administration gives them a
superiority, a very great superiority, so that their
importance is incomparably greater than their
numerical proportion of the population. (LCW
3o.r r5.)

More recently Lenin's view has been reaffirmed by
Mao Tse-tung:

The current great proletarian cultural revolution is
absolutely necessary and most timely for consolidating

the d,ictatorship of t'he proletariat, preventing capi-
talist restoration, and building socialism. (PR 6g-
r8.r5.)

g. The Ideological Struggle

Both before and after the proletarian revolution the
proletariat has to wage a continuous struggle against
bourgeois, and particularly petty-bourgeois, ideology.
The formulation of rbourgeois ideas is mainly tthe work
of bourgeois intellectuals, who play an important part
in the ideological struggle, especially in revolutionary
periods. At such times some of them, like Marx him-
self, 'go over to the proletariat', having 'raised them-
selves rto the level of comprehending theoretically the
historical movement as a whole' (ME r.43, cf. LCW
5.37s).

The special features of petty-bourgeois ideology
arise f,rom the status of the petty bourgeois as a small
proprietor. As such, he has a vested interest in bour-
geois society; but at the same time, being exploi'ted by
the big proprietors, he is in constant danger of being
ruined and thrown d,own into the proletariat. Occupy-
ing as he does an unstable position between the two
main contending classes, he tends to vacillate :

It is a truth long known to every Marxist that in
every capitalist society the only decisiae forces are
the proletariat and the bourgeoisie, while all social
elements occupying a posi,tion ibetween these classes

and falling within the economic category of the
petty Lrourgeoisie ineoitably vacillate between these

decisive forces. (LCW zB.t86.)

The petty bourgeoisie inevitably and unavoidably
vacillated between the dicrtatorship of the bour-
geoisie (Kerensky, Kornilov, Savinkov) and the dic-
tatorship of the proletariat; for, owing to the basic
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features of its economic position, the petty bour-

geoisie is incapaible of doing anything indepen-

dently. (LCW z8.3oo.)

In between the proletariat and the bourgeoisie

there is another clasi of people, who incline first this

way and then the other. This has always been the

"urL 
in all revolutions, and in capitalist society, in

which the proletariat and the 'bourgeoisie form two

hostile "r*pt, it 
is impossible for intermediate sec-

tions not to exist 'between 'them. The existence of
these waverers is historically inevitable, and unfor-
tunately these elements, who d-o not know them-

sel,res on whose side they will fight tomorrow, will
exist for quite some time. (LCW zB.47t')

In its struggle for the allegiance of the petty bour-

geoisie the pioletariat has to carry on -the 
same struggle

i,itfrin itsef ; for it has itself evolved historically out of

the pettv bourgeoisie, urban and rural, and moreover is

.or,rtrrrily incriasing its numbers from the same source'

The struggle againsi the big bourgeoisie takes the form
of a., op"e"r, coifrontation between capital and labour,

but the struggle against petty-bourgeois ideology is

largely a stru{gle wiihin the ranks of the working class :

One of the most profound causes that give rise

periodically to diflerences over tactics is the very

lrowt r of ihe labour movement. If this movement is

iot measured'by the criterion of some fantastic ideal,

but is regarded as a practical movement of ordinary
oeople. ii wilt be clear that the enlistment of ever

iurg". .rmbers of new 'tecruits', the attraction of new

,""iiorrt of working people, must inevitably be accom-
panied by waveri-ngs in the sphere of theory and

iactics, by repetitions of old mistakes, by a temporary
reversi,on' t; antiquated views and antiquated
mettrods, and so forth. (LCW t6.S+l')

Nowhere in the world has the proletarian move-
ment come into being, nor could it have come into
being, 'all at once', in a pure class form, ready-made,
like Minerva from the head of Jove. Only through
long struggle and hard work on the part of the most
advanced workers, of all class-conscious workers, was
it possible to build up and strengthen the <:lass

movement of the proletariat, ridding it of all petty-
bourgeois admixtunes, restrictions, narrowness and
distortions. The working class lives side by side with
the petty bourgeoisie, which, as it becomes ruined,
provides increasing numbers of new recruits to the
ranks of the proletariat. (LCW zo.z5z.)

All over the world, in every capitalist societn the
proletariat is inevitably connected with the petty
bourgeoisie by a thousand ties, and everywhere the
period of the formation of workers' parties was
attended by its more or less prolonged and persistent
ideological and political subjection to the bourgeoisie.
This is common to all capitalist countries, but it
assumes different forms in different countries, depend-
ing on historical and economic factors. (LCW zo.z68.)

Th,is struggle within the working-class movement is a
necessary preparation for the revolution, beoause in a
revolutionary situation even those disagreements which
had previously seemed unimportant may suddenly
become crucial :

It is quite natural that ttre petty-bourgeois world
outlook should crop up again and again in the
ranks of the broad workers' parties. . . . What we
no\M often experience only in the domain of
ideology, narnely, disputes over theoretical amend-
ments to Marx; what now crops up in practice only
over side-issues in the labour rnovement, as tactical
differences with the revisionists and splits on this
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basis-all this is bound to be experienced by the

working class on an incomparably larger scale, when

the prJletarian revolution will sharpen all disputed

iss.re^s, focrs all differences on points of immediate

impo.tance in determining thg conduct o'f the

*ur..r, and make it necessary in the heat of tLre

battle to distinguish enemies from friends and cast

out bad allies in order to deal decisive blows at the

enemy. (LCW I5.39)

After the revolution the proletariat must maintain its
ideological struggle throughout the period of socialist

constriction foi- as long as srn-all-scale production,

which is the basis of petty-bourgeois ideology, continues

to exist :

IJnfortunately, small-scale production is still wide-

spread in the world, and small-scale.production en-

["nders capitalism and the bourgeoisie continuously-

iaily, krouily, sPontaneously, on. a mass scale' All
the# reasoni *it " the dictatorship of the proletariat
necessary, and victory over the bourgeoisie is impos-

sible without a long, stubbom and desperate life-and-
death struggle, which calls for tenacity, discipline,

and a single, inflexible will. (LCW 3r.24.)

The abolition of, classes means, not merely ousting

the landowners and capitalists-that is something we

accomplished with comparative ease; it rneans abol-

ishing-the small cotnmodity producers, and they can-

not 5e ousted or crustred; we must learn to liae wilh
them. They can, and rnust, be transformed and

re-educated only by prolonged, slow, cautious organi-
sational work. Trhey surround the proletariat on

every side with a petty-bourgeois atmosphere, which
permeates and corrupts the proletariat, and con-

stantly oauses among the proletariat -relapses 
into

petty-'borr.g.ois spinelessness, disunity, individualism,

and alternating moods of exaltation and dejection.
. . . The dictatorship of the proletariat means a per-
sistent struggle-bloody and bloodless, violent and
peace{ul, military and economic, educational and
administrative-against the forces and traditions of
the old society. (LCW 3r.44, cf.. MSW 3.2r5.)

4. 'Left' and Right Opportunism

The principal petty-bourgeois trends in the working-
class movement are, in the order of their development,
anarchism, syndicalism, reformism, and revisionism.

Anarchism originated in Russia. One of its leaders,
Bakunin, was an opponent of Marx in the First
International. According to Marx, the state, as the
instrument of class rule, will necessarily persist so long
as society is divided into classes; and the task of the
proletariat is, not to abolish the state, but to replace the
bourgeois state with the proletarian state. Only in this
way can the conditions be created for the ultimate
disappearance of classes. According to Bakunin, the
abolition of the state is the immediate task, which the
workers are to carry out, not by forming a workers'
party, not by political struggle at all, but by direct
action. The anarchists failed to understand that the
abolition of the state belon.qs to a future historical
stage, which can only be reached through the dictator-
ship of the proletariat :

Anarchism is bourgeois individualism in reverse.
Individualism as the basis of the entire anarchist
world outtrook. . . . Failure to understand the develop-
ment of society-the role of large-scale production-
the development of capitalism into socialism. Anar-
chism is a product of despair. The psychology of the
unsettled intellectual or the vagabond, not of the
pnoletarian. (LCW 5327, cf . 25.+84.)
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Syndicalism is closely related to anarchism. The syn-

dicalist, too, repudiates the dictatorship of the proletar-
iat. He maintains that through the trade unions the
workers can call a general strike, seize control of pro-
duction, and so overthrow capitalism.

Reformism originated in Britain. The Fabians were a
group of intellectuals and working-class leaders who
prorrid"d a theoretical basis for the Labour Party. Their
idea of the 'inevitability of gradualisrn' embodies the
essence of reformism-the idea that oapitalism can be
transformed into socialism by a series of gradual
changes, without any qualitative change, that is, with-
out a revolution,

From Britain reformism spread to the continent,
especially to Germany, where it took the form of
revisionism. The founder of revisionisrn was Bernstein,
who had at one time been a Marxist' He borowed
many of his ideas from the Fabians (LCW 37.z9r, cf.
n.g7o). Revisionism differs from reformism simply in
that the reformist ideas are presented as amendments to
Marxism. In Germany Marxism was too deeply rooted
among the workers to be ignored, and therefore it was

reinterpreted in such a way as to be emptied of its
revolution,ary content :

The Bernsteinians accepted, and accept, Marxism
minus its direct revolutionary content. They do not
regard ttrre parliamentary struggle as merely one of
the weapons particularly suitable for definite &ristor-
ical periods, but as the main and almost the sole

form of struggle, making 'force', 'seizure', 'dictator-
ship'unnecessary. (LCW to.24g, cf. l9.3oo.)

. But, after Marxism had ousted all the more or less

integral doctrines hostile to it, the tendencies ex-
pressed in those doctrines began to seek other chan-
nels. The forms and causes of the struggle changed,
but the struggle continued. And the second half-

century in the existence of Marxism began-in the
nineties-with the struggle of a trend hostile to
Marxism within Marxism itself. Bernstein, a one-time
orthodox Marxist, gave his name to this trend by
coming forward with the greatest noise and the most
purposeful expression of amendments to Marx,
revision of Mar-x, revisionism. (LCW I5.32)

'The movement is everything, the ultimate aim is
nothing'. This catch-phrase of Bernstein's expresses
the substance of revisionism better than many long
disquisitions. To determine its conduct frorn case to
case, to adapt itself to the events of the day and to
the chopping and changing of petty politics, to forget
the primary interests of the proletariat and the basic
features of the whole capitalist system, o{ all capi-
talist evolution, to sacrifice these primary interests for
the sake of real or assumed advantages of the
moment-such is the policy of revisionism. (LCW
r 5.37)

When the Russian Social-Democratic Party was
reconstituted in r9o3, there existed within it from the
beginning two contrary trends-the revolutionary trend,
represented by the Bolsheviks, and the opportunist
trend, represented by the Mensheviks :

In the turbulent years rgo5-o7 Menshevism was an
opportunist trend backed by the bourgeois liberals,
which brought liberal-bourgeois tendencies into
the working-class movement. ,Its essence lay in an
adaptation of the working-class struggle to suit liber-
alism.

Bolshevism, on the other hand, set before the
Social-Democratic workers the task of rousing the
democratic peasantry for the revolutionary struggle,
despite the vacillation and treachery of the liberals.
(LCW zr.g3z.)
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In speakins of 'opportunism' here, Lenin is thinking of

."io.*it* "o. ,.,ritionism-of the Menshevik tendency

to 'tall' behind the bourgeoisie. In the same period the

Bolsheviks had to combit 'adventurist' or 'anarcrhistic'

tendencies-what Lenin called'revolutionary adventur-

ir* tiCW 6.186) or 'petty-bourgeois revolutionism'

iiaw 3r.3z,3g.zr'). In fact, ihese two opposite tenden-

il.r, trtJ o[p.ii""iit and the anarchist, are complemen-

tary to one another, Iike the two sides of the same

coin:

T[re anarchists rail at the Social-Democratic mem-

bers of parliament and refuse to have anything-to do

with them, refuse to do anything to develop a
proletarian party, a proletarian.po]icy, and proletar-

iu., *.*b"it of- p"rtiument. And in practice the

anarchists' phrase-mongering converts them into the

truest accomplices of opportunism, into the reverse

side of opportunism. (LCW I5.39I)

Anarchism was not infrequently a kind of penalty

for the opportunist sins of the working-class move-

ment. T,he two monstrosities complemented each

other. (LCW 3I.32.)

Thus, we may say that anarchism and reformism (or

opportunism) aie two petty-bor.rrgeois tendencies in the

*'o'.king-clasi *orre*"t t, which, altn'ough opposed to
one an6ther ) are at the same time united in being both

opposed to ilIarxism. In order to give expression to this

uniertying unity, Mao Tse-tung employs-the term 'op-
portunism; to cover both tendencies and distinguishes

ih.* ut 'Left' opportunism (anarchism and syndi-

calism) and Right bpportunisrn (reformism and revi-

sionism) respectively :

History tells us that correct political and military
lines do not emerge and develop spontaneously and

tranquilly, but only in the course of struggle' These
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lines must combat 'Left' opportunism on the one
hand and Right opportunism on trhe other. Without
combating and overcoming these harmful tendencies,
which damage the revolution and the revolutionary
war, it would be impossible to establish a correct line
and win victory in this war. (MSW I.I94.)

Within the Party opportunist tendencies manifest
themselves commonly in two forms: timidity, or
'tailism', due to over-estirnation of the enemy, and
impetuosity, or 'adventurism', due to under-estimation
of the enemy. The Right opportunist tends to lag
behind, the 'Left' opportunist to rush ahead :

It often happens that thinking lags behind reality;
this is because man's cognition is limited by
numerous social conditions. We ate opposed to
diehards in the revolutionary ranks, whose thinking
fails to advance with changing objective circum-
stances and has manifested itself historically as Right
opportunism. These people fail to see that the struggle
of opposites has already pushed the objective process
forward, while their knowledge Lras stopped at the
old stage. This is characteristic of the thinking of all
diehards. . . .

We are opposed to 'Left' phrase-mongering. TLre
thinking of 'Leftists' outstrips a given stage of
development of the objective process; some regard
their fantasies as truth, while others strain to realise
in the present an ideal trhat can only be realised in
tlie future. They alienate themselves from the cur-
rent practice of the majority of tire people and from
the realities of the day, and show themselves adven-
turist in their actions. (MSW r.3o6, cf. 4.r9z.)

To sum up, w'e may say that there is only one road
to socialisrn-the road that leads to and through the
dictatorship of the proletariat. The opportunist road
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that is presented as an alternative, whether Right or
'Left', is in reality identical with the capitalist road,
that is, the dictatorship of the bourgeoisie :

The main thing that socialists fail to understand
and that constitutes trheir short-sightedness in matters
of theory and their political betrayal of the proletar-
iat is that in capitalist society, whenever there is any
serious aggravation of the class struggle intrinsic to
that society, there can be no alternative but the
dictatorship of the bourgeoisie or the dictatorship of
the proletariat. Dreams of some third way are reac-
tionary, petty-bourgeois lamentations. That is borne
out by more than a oentury of development of bour-
geois democracy and the working-class movement in
all the advanced countries, and notably by the exper-
ience of the past five years. It is also borne out by
the whole science of political economy, by the entire
content of Marxism, which reveals the economic
inevitatrility, wherever commodity economy prevails,
of tlre dictatorship of the bourgeoisie, which can only
be replaced by the class which the very growth of
capitalism develops, multiplies, welds together and
strengthens, that is, the proletariat. (LCW 28.463.)

rB rg

From the Bourgeois to the

Proletarian Reuolution

The development of modern industry cuts from
under its feet the very foundation on which the
bourgeoisie produces and appropriates products.
What the bourgeoisie produces above all, there-
fore, is its own grave-d,iggers. Its fall and the
victory of the proletariat are equally inevitable.

*Communist Manif esto

r, The Relation of Classes in Modern Society

The Russian Revolution of ryr7 and the Chinese
Revolution of rg49 are two successive events in a
single historical process, which had its roots in the
beginnings of capitalist society. ,In order to under-
stand the relation between them we must see them
both in relation to the process as a whole.

In his treatise On Contradiction Mao Tse-tung
writes :

The fundamental contradiction in the process of
development of a thing and the essence of the
process determined by this fitndamental contradic-
tion will not disappear until the process is com-
pleted; but in a lengthy process the conditions
usually differ at each stage. The reason is that,
although the nature of the fundamental contradic-
tion in the process of development of a thing and



the essence of the process remain unchanged, the

fundamental contradiction becomes more and more
intensified as it passes from one stage to another
in the lengthy process. In addition, among the

numerous major and minor contradictions which
are determined or influenced by the fundamental
contradiction, some become intensified, some are

temporarily or partially resolved or mitigated, and

some new ones emerge; hence the process is

marked by stages. If people do not pay attention
to the stages in the process of development of a

thing, they cannot deal with its contradictions
properly. (MSW I.325)

In human history antagonism between classes

exists as a particular manifestation of the struggle
of opposites. Consider the contradiction between
the eiploiting and the exploited classes. Such contra-
dictory classes coexist for a long time in the same

society, be it slave society, feudal society, or capitalist
society; but it is not until the contradiction between

the two classes develops to a certain stage that it
assumes the form of open antagonism and

develops into revolution. (MSW I.343)

Capitalist society rests on the growth of com-

modiiy production. It marks the stage. at which
labori-power itself has become a commodity. This is

the essence of the process. Its evolution is deter-

mined iby the developrnent of the fundamental con-

tradiction inherent in it, namely, the contradiction
between the social character of production and the

private character of ownership' This contradiction
manifests itself in the class struggle tretween the

proletariat and the bourgeoisie.
Feudal society evolves on the basis of a simple

agrarian economy. The best part of the land is

oivned by the feudal lords and cultivated for them

by peasants or serfs, who own 'their own implements
but are obliged to hand over to their lords a
poltion of rrv{rat they produce. The antagonism
between these two classes is the principal contradic-
tion of feudal society. As commodity production
develops, there emerge, within the feudal system,
two new classes-the bourgeoisie, or capitalists, en-
gaged in trade and manufacture, and the proletariat,
drawn mostly from 'the impoverished peasantry, who
own nothing but their labour-power, which they sell
to the capitalists in return for wages. Thus, the
bourgeoisie finds itself in opposition both to the
feudal lords, who obstruct the growth of commodity
production, and to the proletariat, whose labour it
exploits. This dual stra1ss161-levolu'tionary in
relation to the feudalists, counter-revolutionary in
relation ,to the proletariat-is inherent in the nature
of the bourgeoisie. In the final stage of feudal
society the bourgeoisie places itself at the head of
the peasantry and the proletariat and with their
support overthrows the feudai lord,s and estatrlishes

itself as the ruling class. This is the bourgeois revo-
lution.

In capitalist society commodity production is freed
from all feudal restrictions. The feudal lords merge
with the bourgeoisie, while the peasantry becomes
differen,tiated into a rural ourgeoisie (farmers) and a

rural proletariat (farm labourers). The principal con-
tradiction is now the growing antagonism between
the bourgeoisie and the proletariat.

Capitalist society develops through two main
stages-industrial capitalism and monopoly capitalism
or imperialism. Both stages are marked by further
growth of commodity production and intensification
of the antagonism between the bourgeoisie and the
proletariat. In the first stage, based on free com-
petition and colonial expansion, there emerge new
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contradictions-[s1'il/sgn the big bourgeoisie and the
petty bourgeoisie, urban and rural, and between capi-
talism and-the colonial peoples. These conditions lead
to the second stage, marked by the transformation of
free competition into monopoly, the export of capital,
and the exploitation of the colonies as sources of
cheap laboui and raw materials. This stage is marked

by intensification of all the major contradictions-
ibetween the proletariat and, the bourgeoisie, between

imperialism and the colonial peoples, and between

rivil imperialist powers; and these contrad-ictions lead

to impeiialist wars, until in one country after another
the proletariat seizes power with the suPport of the

*r.ri, of the peasantry and establishes itself as the

ruling class. This is the proletarian revolution.
Th; principal bourgeois revolutions of modern

Europe ire thi English (16+g), Che French (1789), 'the

German (IB4B), and the Russian (,9o5, I9r7)' In
1649 and 1769 the bourgeoisie seized power from the

feudalists, ibut subsequently came to terms with them'
In lB4B and r9o5 it did not seize power but received

certain concessions. In February rgrT it did seize

power but was overthrown nine months later by the

proletariat.
The hesitancy of the bourgeoisie in carrying

through these revolutions arises from its dual charac-

ter. II we examine them in turn, we find that each

of them, as compared with the preceding, is marked

by deeper contridiotions, which lead gradually to-a
transformation in the character of the revolution' In
1649 the proletariat played onfV a- very- small part'
In'i789 ii was active but still dependent on the
petft blureeoisie. In rB4B it was so active that the

ilorigeoisie" took fright and capitulated to the feu-

dalisis, leaving the revolution uncompleted' The same

thing happeried in r9o5, 
- 
only by this time the

prolEtariai was so strong that a few years later it

succeeded in forcing the bourgeois revolution through
to its completion by carrying it forward into the
proletarian revolution.

At the ,beginning of r9o5, arguing against those
petty-bourgeois socialists who disdained the idea of
participating in a bourgeois revolution, Lenin wrote :

To the proletarian the struggle for political lib-
erty and a democratic republic in a bourgeois
society is only one of the necessary stages in the
struggle for the social revolution that will over-
throw the bourgeois system. Strictly differentiating
between stages that are essentially different,
soberly examining the conditions under which they
manifest ,themselves, does not at all mean indefi-
nitely postponing one's ultimate aim or slowing
down one's progress in advance. On the contrary,
it is for the purpose of accelerating the advance
and achieving the ultimate aim as quickly and
securely as possible that it is necessary to understand
the relation of classes in modern society. (LCW 8.24,
cf. 9.5o.)

z. T he Russian Reuolution

By the end of the nineteenth century the bourgeois
revolutions of Western Europe had for the most part
been completed. Feudalism had ibeen abolished and
capitalism was entering on the stage of imperialism.
Russia, however, was still semi-feudal.

The growth of industrial capitalism in Russia may
be dated from the Peasant Reform of 186r. This was
a concession won by the new manufacturing bour-
geoisie from the Tsarist autocracy, the regime of the
feudal landowners. Its effect was to abolish serfdom
in such a way that the land,owners retained many of
their feudal privileges, rvhich they used to intensify
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their exploitation of the peasantry (LCW 17.rzt)'
Based on small holdings and primitive instruments,
agriculture remained backward and unproductive'
Fimine was endemic' Many ruined peasants left
their villages to work on the railways or to provide
cheap labour for the new industries in the towns
(LCW 2.99-roo). Civil and political liberties did not
exist (LCW q tzt).

The Peasant Reform was followed by a period of
extremely rapid industrial growth :

After l86r capitalism developed in Russia so

rapidly that in a few decades it brought about a
trinsformation which had taken centuries in some

of the old countries of Europe. (LCW 17.tzz')

Ilence, while the peasantry was crushed 'by in-
numerable survivals of medievalism as well as by
capitalism' (LCW IB.r43), the bourgeoisie found
itself confronted, on the one hand, Lry an oppressive

and corrupt autocracy, still dbstructing the develop-

ment of capitalism, and, on the other, by a

vigorous induitrial proletariat equipped. with a know-
leJge of Marxist theory, which embodied the lessons

leaint from rTBg and lB4B and also from the Paris

Commune o,f rBTr (LCW I9.539-4o).
These contradictions issued in the revoiution of

rgo5. If the bourgeoisie had then placed itself at

the 
" head of the proletariat and the peasantr)', it

would have been strong enough to overthrow the

Tsar and establish a bourgeois-democratic republic'
But it shrank from doing so, because it was afraid
of the proletariat :

The antagonism between the proletariat and the

bourgeoisie is much deeper with us than it was in
1789, rB4B, or l87l; hence the bourgeoisie will be

more afraid of the proletarian revolution and will

throw itself more readily into the arms of reac-
tion. (LCW B.z5B.)

Hence the bourgeoisie strives to put an end to
the rbourgeois revolution half-way frorn its destin-
ation, u,hen freedom has been only half won, by
a deal with the old authorities and the landlords.
This striving is grounded in the class interests of
the bourgeoisie. In the German bourgeois revo-
lution of rB4B it was manifested so clearly that
the Communist Marx spearheaded proletarian
policy against the 'compromising' (Marx's expres-
sion) liberal bourgeoisie. Our Russian bourgeoisie is
still rnore cowardly, and our proletariat far more
class-conscious and better organised than was the
German proletariat in rB4B. In our country the
full victory of the bourgeois-dernocratic movement
is possible only in spite of the 'compromising'
liberal bourgeoisie, only in the event of the mass
of the democratic peasantry following the proletar-
iat in the struggli for full freedom and ali the
Iand. (LCW r2.335)

Accordingly, the bourgeoisie renounced its revolution-
ary aims and came to terms with the autocracy. The
contradiction hetween feudal privilege and capitalist
enterprise remained unresolved (LCW 13.442, r9t43,
2o17d. Meanwhile, the monopoly capitalists of the
West, who had already begun to invest in Russian
industry, were supporting the Tsar, because they too
were afraid of the proletariat :

The world bourgeoisie is giving ,billions in loans
to an obviously rbankrupt Tsar, not only because it
is lured, like all moneylenders, by the prospect of
big profits, lbut because it realises its own vested
interest in the vic,tory of the old regime over the
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revolution in Russia, since it is the proletariat that
is at the head of this revolution. (LCW ry.$4.)

From the experience of r9o5 Lenin concluded that
the bourgeois revoiution could not succeed in Russia
so long as it was under the leadership of the bour-
geoisie :

In the view of the Bolsheviks the proletariat has
laid upon it the task of pursuing the bourgeois-
democratic revolution to its consummation and of
being its leader. This is only possible if the
proletariat is able to carry with it the rnasses of
the democratic petty bourgeoisie, especially of the
peasantry, in the struggle against the autocracy
and ,the treacherous liberal bourgeoisie. (LCW
rz.49o.)

The victory of the bourgeois revolution in our
country is impossible as the uictory of the bour-
geoisie. This sounds paradoxical, trut it is a fact.
The preponderance of the peasant population, its
terrible oppression by 'the semi-feudal big landown-
ing system, the strength and class-consciousness of
the proletariat, already organised in a socialist
party-all these circurnstances impart to ozr bour-
geois revolution a specific character. This peculiar-
ity does not eliminate the bourgeois character of
the revolution. . ..It only determines ,the counter-
revolutionary character of our bourgeoisie and the
necessity of a dictatorship of the proletariat and
the peasantry for victory in such a revolution.
(LCw r5.56.)

Accordingly, Lenin put ,forward the perspective of a
revolution to be effected in two stages: first, a revolu-
tionary-democratic dictatorship of the proletariat and
the peasantry, and, second, a dictatorship of the

proletariat supported by the poor peasantry. In the
first stage, the bourgeois-democratic revolution would
be completed by abolishing the remnants of feu-
dalism; in the second, the struggle for socialism
would begin. By distinguishing the two stages in this
way, the proletariat would gain the support of the
whole peasantry for the first stage and ensure
the continued support of the poor peasantry for the
second,. At the same time, while insisting on the
need to distinguish ;between them, Lenin recognised
that in 'the actual struggle the two stages might
become interwoven, and in that case the proletariat
should be prepared to pass without a pause from
the first stage to the second :

The major distinguishing feature of this revo-
lution is the acuteness of the agrarian question. It
is rnuch more acute in Russia than in any other
country in similar conditions. The so-called
Peasant Reform of 186l was carried out so incon-
sistently and so undemocratically that the principal
foundations of feudal landlord d,omination
remained unshaken. For this reason, the agrarian
question, that is, the struggle of the peasants
against the landowners for 'the land, proved one
of the touchstones of the present revolution. . . .

Such an alignment of forces leads inevitably to
the conclusion that the ibourgeoisie can be neither
the motive {orce nor the leader in the revolution.
Only the proletariat is capable of consummating
the revolution, that is, of achieving complete vic-
tory. But this victory can be achieved only if the
proletariat succeeds in getting a large section of
the peasantry to follow its lead. The victory of the
present revolution in Russia is possible only as the
revolutionary-democratic dictatorship of the
proletariat and the peasantry. (LCW rz.45B.)
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With atl the peasants right through to the end

of the bourgeois-d,emocratic revolutionl and with
the poor, the proletarian and semi-proletarian, sec-

tion of ih" p"rtut tt forward to the socialist revo-

lution ! Tfrat has been the policy of the

Bolsheviks, and it is the only Marxist policy'

(LCW zB.3ro.)

Like everything else in the world, the

revolutionary-democratic dictatorship od the

proletariat and the peasantry has 
- 
a past and a

iuture. Its past is autocracy, serfdom, monarchy,

and privilege. In the struggle against this

past . . . a 'siigle will' of the proletariat and the

peasantry is fossible, for here there is a unity of

interests.
Its future is the struggle against private

property, the struggle of the ;\Mage-earner against

it "'"*pioy.r, 
the iiruggle for socialism' Here sing-

leness of *ifi it irnpossiUle. Here the path before

us lies not from artocracy to a repu'blic ut from

a petty-bourgeois democratic republic to socialism'
-Of 'coursel in actua historical circumstances, the

elements of ihe past become interwoven with those

of the futurel the two paths cross' ' ' ' We all

counterpose bourgeois revolution and socialist revo-

Iution; we all iisist on the absolute necessity of

strictlv distinguishing between them' However, can

i, U"' denied that ln the course oI history indi-

vid,ual, particular elements of the two revolutions

become interwoven? (LCW S'B+-S)

From the democratic revolution we shall at

once, and precisely in accordance with the meas-

"." 
'.f our strength, the strength of the class-

conscious, organised proletariat, begin to Pass to

tt " t*iuiitt ftrrolutiot. We stand for uninterrupted
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revolution. We shall not stop half-way. (LCW
9.46-7.)
In February tgr7, after two and a half. years of

imperialist war, the workers, peasants and soldiers of
Russia were in revolt, demanding peace, land and
bread. Isolated and utterly d,iscredited, the Tsarist
autocracy had opened secret negotiations with
Germany for a separate peace. Then, under pressure
from the British and French, who were determined
to keep Russia in the war, the bourgeois leaders
cornpelled the Tsar to abdicate and proclaimed a
democratic reputrlic. In this, however, they were
acting from weakness, not from strength. It became
clear that they had no intention of meeting the
people's demands. Lenin perceived that, if what had
been gained was not to be lost, it was necessary to
pass at once to the second stage of the revolution :

The specific feature of the present situation in
Russia is that the country is passing from the first
stage of the revolution-which, owing to the insuffi-
cient class-consciousness and organisation of the
proletariat, placed power in the hands of the
bourgeoisie-to its second stage, which must place
power in the hands of the proletariat and the poorest
section of the peasants. (LCW z4.zz.)

The question is one of advance or retreat. No one
can stand still in a revolution. . . . Power transferred to
the revolutionary proletariat, supported by the poor
peasants, trneans'transition to a revolutionary struggle
for peace in the surest and least painful f,orms ever
known to mankind. . . . (LCW z5.z8.)

A year later, looking back on the October Revolution,
Lenin wrote :

The course taken by the revolution has confirmed
the correctness of our reasoning. First, with the



'whole' of the peasants against the monarchy, the
landowners, med,ievalism (and to that extent the revo-
lution remains bourgeois, bourgeois-d emocratic) ; t h en,
with the poor peasants, the semi-proletarians, all the
exploited, against capitalism, including the rural rich,
the kulaks, the profiteers, and to that extent the
revolution trecomes a socialist one. To attempt to raise
an artificial Chinese Wall between the first and the
second, to separate them by anything else than
the degree of preparedness of the proletariat, and the
degree of its unity with the poor peasants, means to
distort Marxism dreadfully, to vulgarise it, to replace
it with liberalism. (LCW z8.3oo.)

Speaking on the fourth anniversary of the revolution,
Lenin said :

The direct and immed,iate dbject of the revolution
in Russia was a bourgeois-democratic one, namely, to
destroy ,the survivals of medievalism and sweep them
away completely, to purge Russia of this barbarism,
this shame, and to remove this obstacle to all culture
and progress in our country. And we can justifiably
pride ourselves on having carried out that purge wifh
greater determination and much more rapidly, boldly
and successfully, and, from the standpoint of its
effect on the masses, much more widely and deeply,
than the great French Revolution over one hundred
and twenty-five years ago. . . . We have consurnmated
the bourgeois-democratic revolution as nobody had
done before. We are aduancing'towards the socialist
revolution consciously, firmly and unswervingly,
knowing that it is not separated from the bourgeois-
democratic revolution try a Chinese Wall, and know-
ing too that in the last analySis struggle alone will
determine how far we shall advance, what part of
this immense and lofty task we shall accomplish, and
to what exten-t we shall succeed in consolidating our
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victories. Time will show. But we see even now that
a tremendous amount-tremendous for this ruined,
exhausted, backward country-has already been done
for the socialist transformation of society. (LCW
33.5r )

g. The Chinese Reuolution

In l94o Mao Tse-tung wrote :

The first imperialist world war and the first victor-
ious socialist revolution, the October Revolution,
have changed the whole course of world history and
ushered in a new era. It is an era in which the world
capitalist front has collapsed in one part of the globe
(one-sixth of the world) and has fully revealed its
decadence everl'where else; in which the remaining
capitalist parts cannot survive without relying more
than ever on the colonies and semi-coloniesl in which
a socialist state has been estakrlished and has pro-
claimed its readiness to give active support to the
liberation movements of all colonies and semi-
colonies. . . . In this era, any revolu,tion in a colony or
semi-colony that is d,irected against imperialism, i.e.
against the international bourgeoisie or international
capitalism, no longer comes wittrin the old category
of the bourgeois-democratic world revolution, but
within the new category. It is no longer part of the
old bourgeois, or capitalist, world revolution, but is
part of the new world revolution, the proletarian-
socialist world revolution. (MSW 2;.43-4, cf. SCW
to.244-55.)

At the beginning of the present century China was a
semi-feudal, semi-colonial country, in which .the masses
of the peasantry were exploited by the feudal land-
owners and by a number of colonial powers, which had
occupied the ports, seized control of the anks, and



established a commercial network for plundering the
country. In this they were supported by the rich mer-
chants, moneylenders and financiers who constituted
the big bourgeoisie-the comprador orbureaucrat capi-
talists. These two classes, ,the feudal landowners and the
comprador bourgeoisie, formed the social base for im-
perialist oppression in China.

Between these two exploiting classes and the masses of
the people stood the middle, or national, bourgeoisie.
These were industrial capitalists whose efforts to build
native industries were frustrated by feudaJism and im-
perialism. From that point of view they were inclined to
side with the people, hut at the same ,time they were
themselves exploiters, afraid of the proletariat, and so

they tended to vacillate.
The only consistently an,ti-feudal, anti-imperialist

classes were the peasantry and the proletariat. The vast
majority of the peasantry were ,poor peasants, that is,
rural proletarians and semi-proletarians. The industrial
proletariat was small, ibut after the first world war, and
more especially after the October Revolution, it grew
rapidly in strength and influence :,

The modern industrial proletariat numhers about
two million. It is not large because China is econo-
mica\ backward. These two million ind;ustrial
workers are mainly employed in five industries-
railways, mining, maritime transport, textiles and
shiptruilding-and a great numher are enslaved in
enterprises owned by foreign capitalists. Though not
very numerous, the industrial proletariat represents
China's new productive forces, is the most progressive
class in modern China, and has become the leading
force in the revolutionary movement. (MSW r.rB.)

Thus, the peasantry constituted the main body, and the
proletariat the leading force, of the revolutionary move-
ment:

Only under the leadership of the proletariat can the
poor and middle peasants achieve their liberation, and
only by forming a firm alliance with the poor and
middle peasants can the proletariat lead tlhe revo-
lution to victory. (MSW 2$24.)

In the period tgrr-27 there were several revolution-
ary uprisings, all directed against feudalism and imper-
ialism, but none of them were successful :

Strictly speaking, China's bourgeois-democratic
revolution against imperialism and feudalism was
begun'by Dr Sun Yat-sen and has been going on for
more than fi,f,ty years. . . . Was not the revolution
started, Lry Dr Sun Yat-sen a success ? Didn't it send
the Emperor packing? Yet it was a failure in the sense
that, while it sent the Emperor packing, it left China
under irnperialist and feudal oppression, so that the
anti-imperialist and anti.feudal revolutionary task
remained unaccomplished. (MSW 2.242.)

The bourgeois-democratic revolution which started
in Kwangtung had gone only half-way when the
comprador and landlord classes usurped the leader-
ship and immediately shifted it on to the road of
counter-revolution. (MSW r.63.)

These failures proved that the aims of the bourgeois-
democratic revolution were unattainable under bour-
geois leadership :

What is the nature of the Chinese revolution ?

What kind of revolution are we making today?
Today we are making a bourgeois-democratic revo-
lution, and nothing we do goes beyond its scope. By
and large, we should not destroy the bourgeois
system of private property for the present; what we
want to destroy is imperialism and feudalism. This is
what we mean by the bourgeois-democratic rev-
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olution. But its accomplishment is already beyond
the capacity of the bourgeoisie and must depend on
the efforts of the proletariat and the broad masses

of the people. (MSW z.z4z.)

Accordingly, it was argued by Mao Tse-tung that
the bourgeois-democratic revolution should be carried
through by the proletariat with the support of all
the other classes opposed to imperialism and feu-
dalism, including the national bourgeoisie. This rvas

a new type of bourgeois-democratic revolution, which
he named 'new-democratic' in order to distinguish it
from the old type. In 1939 he wrote :

What indeed is the character of the Chinese
revolution at the present stage? Is it a bourgeois-
democratic or a proletarian-socialist revolution ?

Obviously, it is not the latter but the former. .

However, in present-day China the bourgeois-
democratic revolution is no longer one of the old
general type, which is now obsolete, trut one of
the new special type. We call this tlpe the new-
democratic revolution, and it is developing in all
other colonial and semi-colonial countries as well
as in China. The ne'"v-democratic revolution is

part of the world, proletarian-socialist revolution,
for it resolutely opposes imperialism, i.e. in'terna-
tional capitalism....A new-democratrc revolution
is an anti-imperialist and anti-feudal revolution of
the broad masses of the people under the leader-
ship of the proletariat. Chinese society can
advance to socialism only through such a revo-
lution. There is no other way. (MSW z4z6-7.)

Such was the evolution of the people's democratic
dictatorship which was established in China in t949,
marking the completion of the bourgeois-democratic
revolution and the inception of the proletarian-

socialist revolution. The Chinese people's democratic
dictatorship is the dictatorship of the proletariat in a
new form corresponding to the conditions prevailing
in a semi-colonial country in the new era introdnced
by the Octdber Revolution. It resembles the Soviet
form in that it, too, is based on the worker-peasant
alliance, that is, on the alliance of the proletariat
and the peasantry under the leadership of the
proletariat; but it differs from the Soviet form in
that the basis of the alliance is broader, including as
it does the entire peasantry and the national bour-
geoisie. In China the contradiction between the
proletariat and the bourgeoisie ,was handled in such
a way that the national bourgeoisie accepted
proletarian leadership in the new-democratic revo-
lution of 1949. This was only possible because the
proletariat was guided, hy Lenin's theory of uninter-
rupted revolution as applied to the concrete con-
ditions of China by Mao Tse-tung.
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CHAPTER III

The Proletariat and the Peasantry

All previous historical movements were move-
ments of minorities, or in the interest of
minorities. The proletarian movement is the
self-conscious, independent movement of the im-
mense majority. The proletariat, the lowest
stratum of our present society, cannot stir,
cannot raise itself up, without the whole super-
incumbent strata of official society being sprung
into the air.

-Communist 
Manifesto

r. The Leading Role o.f the Proletariat

There is only one really revolutionary class in modern
society :

Beginning with the Communist lvlanifesto, all
modern socialism rests on the indisputable trutrh that
the proletariat alone is a really revolutionary class
in capitalist society. The other classes may and do
become revolutionary only in part and under certain
conditions. (LCW 6.r97, cf. r6.356.)

It is important to understand how the proletariat has
come to occupy this position.

The antagonism between the proletariat and the
bourgeoisie expresses, as we have seen, the fundamen-
tal contradiction of capitalist society, namely, the con-
tradiction between the social character of production
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and the private character of ownership. As capitalism
develops, with small-soale production giving Place to
large-siale production, so the contradiction between

production 
-and ownership is intensified, until the

iystem of private ownership is shattered and replaced
by a system of public ownership, that is, socialism.

The unit of capitalist production is the factory, in
which large numLrers of workers are brought together.
These workers own nothing excePt their labour-Power,
which they sell to the capitalists in order to live. Of
alt the workers they are exploited the most intensively;
but, working as they do together, they are in a
position to organise themselves in self-defence. They
take a united stand against the common enemy,

become class-conscious, establish trade unions, create
an independent working-class party, and equip them-
selves with Marxist theory, which is itself a product of
their struggle :

The very conditions of their lives make the
workers capable of struggle and impel them to
struggle. Capital collects the workers in great masses

in big cities, uniting them, teaohing t'hem to act in
unison. At every step the workers come face to face
with their main enemy-the capitalist class. In com-
bat with this enemy the worker becomes a socialist,
comes to realise the necessity of a complete recon-
struction of the whole of society, the complete abo-
lition of all poverty and oppression. (LCW 16.3or,
cf.7.4r5.)

I,n its knowledge of capitalist society, the proletar-
iat was only in the perceptual stage of cognition in
the first period of its practice, the period of
machine-smashing and s,pontaneous struggle; it knew
only sorne of the aspects and the external relations
of the phenomena of capitalism. The proletariat was
trhen still a 'class-in-itself'. But, when it reached the
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second period of its practice, the period of conscious
and organised economic and political struggles, the
proletariat was able to comprehend the essence of'
oapitalist society, the relations of exploitation
between social classes and its own historical task;
and it was able to do so because of its own practice
and ibecause of its experience of proionged struggle,
which Marx and Engels scientifically summed up in
all its variety to create the theory of Marxism for
the education of the proletariat. It was then that
the proletariat became a 'class-for-itself'. (MSW
r.3or, cf.3rz.)

Thus, we may say that the proletariat assumes its
leading role in virtue of its conscious identification
with the principal aspect of the principal contradiction
in oapitalist society. It represents the long-term inter-
ests of humanity. Just as the bourgeoisie overthrew the
feudal system, which obstructed the full development"
of the forces of capitalist production, so the proletariat
overthrows the capitalist system in order to free the
productive forces for the further development which
will put an end to the division of society into classes
and the exploitation of man by man.

z. The Worker-Peasant Alliance

fn contrast to the proletariat, the peasantry is as-
sociated with small-scale production and private owner-
ship:

The worker owns no means of production and
sells [rimself, his hands, his labour-power. The peas-
ant does own means of production-implemelts,
livestock, his own or rented land-and sells trhe
products of his farming, being a small proprietor, a
small entrepreneur, a petty bourgeois. (LCW 18.37,
cf. zz.g5.)

The peasants are a class of small proprietors. This
class is far less favoura'bly situated in regard to the
struggle for liberty and the struggle for socialism
than the workers. The peasants are not united by
working in big enterprisesl on the contrary, they are
disunited by their small, individual farming. Unlike
trhe ',vorkers, they do not see before them an open,
obvious, single enemy in the person of the capitalist.
T,hey are themselves to a certain extent masters and
proprietors. (LCW tr.39e, cf. 29.365.)

Nevertheless, there are certain conditions, due to the
uneven development of capitalism, in which the
proletariat can win the masses of the peasantry to its
side.

In Russia tapitalism developed later than in
Western Europe, and it developed all the more rapidly
for that reason, being partly supported by Western
capital. The result was that the antagonisrn between
the proletariat and the bourgeoisie-the principal con-
tradiction of capitalist society-entered the revolution-
ary stage before the antagonism between the peasantry
and the feudalists-the principal contradiction of
feudal society-had been resolved. The two contradic-
tions became in;terwoven. In these conditions, faced
with an alliance between the big bourgeoisie and the
feudalists, the proletariat formed an anti-feudal aI-
liance r.tith tlre peasantry, thereby rallying the masses
of the people to its side. This allianoe between workers
and peasants was trhe tbasis of the revolutionary move-
ment:

The proletariat by itself is not strong enough to
win. The urban poor do not represent any indepen-
dent interests, they are not an independent force
compared with the proletariat and the peasantry.
Tlhe rural population has the decisive role, not in
the sense of leading the struggle-that is out of the
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question-but in the sense of being able to ensure

victory. (LCW tr.g43.)

Only the proletariat can bring the democratic
revolution to its consummation, the condition being
that the proletariat, as the only thoroughly revolu-
tionary class in modern society, leads the mass of
the peasantry and imparts political consciousness to
its struggle against landed proprietorship and the
feudal state. (LCW rz.i39.)

In China capitalism developed even later than in
Russia. It evolved from the internal contradictions of
feudal society under the impact of imperialist opPres-
sion :

Just as a section of the merchants, landlords and
bureaucrats were precursors of the Chinese bour-
geoisie, so a section of the peasants and handicraft
workers were precursors of the Chinese proletariat.
As distinct social classes, the Chinese bourgeoisie
and proletariat are new-born, and never existed
before in Chinese history. They have evolved into
new social classes frorn tihe womb of feudal society.
They are twins born of C,hina's old (feudal)
society, at once linked to each other and antagonis-
tic to each other. However, the Chinese proletariat
emerged and grew simultaneously not only with
the Chinese national bourgoisie but also with the
entenprises directly operated by the imperialists in
Chin,a. Hence, a very large section of the Chinese
proletariat is older and more experienced than tlhe
C,hinese bourgoisie, and is therefore a greater and
more broadly based social force. (MSW z.3ro.)

'In these conditions, faced with an alliance between
the comprador bourgeoisie, the feudalists and the
imperialists, the proletariat' formed an anti-feudal,
anti-imperialist alliance with the peasantry, thereby

rallying to its side the masses of the people, including
even the national bourgeoisie :

The Chinese proletariat should understand tLhat,

altLrough it is t'ire class with the highest political
consciousness and sense of organisation, it cannot

win victory by its own strength alone. In order to
win, it must unite, according to varying circum-
stances, with all classes and strata that can take

part in the revolution, and must organrise a revolu-
iionu.y united front. Among all classes in Chinese

society, the peasantry is a firm ally of the working
class, the urban petty bourgeoisie is a reliable ally,
and the national bourgeoisie is an ally in certain
periods and to a certain extent. This is one of the
iundamental laws established by China's modern
revolutionary history. (MSW 2 825.)

The influence of the proletariat over tLre Peasantry
was enhanced by tihe fact that in China the peasantry
had no political party of its own :

As China has no political party exclusively
representing the peasants, and the political parties
of tLre national bourgeoisie have no thoroughgoing
land programme, the Chinese Communist Party has

become the leader of the peasants and all the other
revolutionary democrats, being the only party tnLat

has formulated and carried out a thoroughgoing
land programme, fought earnestly for the peasants'
interests, and therefore won the overwhelming
majority of the peasants as its great ally. (MSW
3.298.)

flence, in China ast in Russia, the worker-peasant
alliance was the basis of the revolutionary movement :

To sum up our experience and concentrate it in
one point, it is: the people's democratic dictatorship
under the leadership of the working class (through
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the Communist Party) and based on the alliance of
workers and peasants. (MSW 4.+22.)

In both countries the proletariat was only a minor-
ity of the movement which it led; but, as Irenin
dbserved, the strength of the proletariat is not to be

measured by its numbers :

The strength of the proletariat in any capitalist
country is far greater than the proportion it repre-
sents of the total population. This is because the
proletariat dominates the nerve centre of the entire
economic system of capitalism, and also it expresses

economically and politically the real interests of the
overwhelming majority of the working people under
capitalism. (LCW 3c,27 4, cf. 3.3r.)

Moreover, in both Russia and China, the proletariat,
though small in numbers, was rel.atively free from the
influence of reformism. Of the Russian workers Lenin
said :

In Russia we see a series of shades of opportun-
ism and reformism among the intelligentsia, the
petty bourgeoisie, etc., but it Lras affected only an
insignificant minority among the politically active
sections of the workers. The privileged stratum of
factory workers and clerical staff is very thin in our
country. The fetishisrn of legality could not appear
here. (LCW 2t.Ztg, cf. r9.r6o.)

Mao Tse-Tung says the same of the Chinese workers :

Since there is no economic basis for reformism in
colonial and semi-colonial China, as there is in
Europe, the whole proletariat, with the exception of
a few scabs, is most revolutionary. (MSW 282+.)

Thus, the decisive factor in trhe role of the proletariat
is not its numerical strength bu! its political strength.

3,The Differentiation of the Peasantry

Before the Peasant Reform of tB6I, the relations of
production in the Russian countryside had been pre-
dominantly feudal. The unit of production was the
village, or sroup of villages, which was economically
self-sufficient. What the peasants produced was con-
sumed either by themselves or by tihe landowners, to
whom they were in 'bondage. If there was a surplus, it
was disposed of in the local market. Many of the
peasants were impoverished as a result of crop failures
and debts.

With the rapid growth of commodity production
after I 86 t , these relations were to a large extent
transformed into capitalist relations, but at the same
time the big landowners retained many of their feudal
privileges, which thus became an obstacle to the fur-
ther development of capitalism. At the beginning of
the present century some r 5 per cent of the rural
population were rich peasants, that is, capitalist farm-
ers employing wageJabour; some 65 per cent were
poor peasants, that is, rural proletarians or semi-
proletarians, who had little or no land and lived by
selling their labour-power; and the remainder were
middle peasants, that is, smallholders, who were being
steadily driven down into the proletariat (LCW 6.389,
28.56).

All sections of the peasantry had a common
interest in the complete abolition of feudal relations;
but, along with this contradiction between the peas-
antry and the feudal landowners, there was a
deepening cleavage within the peasantry itself, which,
especially after r9o5, was ,being rapidly divided into
a rural bourgeoisie (the kulaks) and a rural proletariat
(LCW t5.42). Accordingly, the Social-Democrats, the
party of the proletariat, set itself the task of
mobilising the entire peasantry in support of the
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bourgeois-dernocratic revolution and at the same time

oi J"rrri.,.ing the poor and middle peasants that

their long-terir interests lay in joining forces witLr the

industrial"proletariat in the struggle for socialism :

The Social-Democrats have pointed out

repeatedly that the Peasant movement sets before

them a twofold task. IJnquestionably we rnust sup-

port this movement and spur it on, inasmuch as it is

a revolutionary-democratic rnovement' At tnLe same

time we must unsweryingly maintain our proletarian

class point of view; we must organise the rural
proletariat, like the urban proletariat, and together

wittr it, into an independent class party; we must

explain to it that itJ interests are antagonistic to
those of trhe bourgeois peasantry; we must call on it
to fight for the socialist revolution, and poin't out to
it th"at liberation from oppression and poverty lies,

not in turning several sections of the peasantry into
petty bourge6is, but only in .replacing the entire

Lorig"oit s=ystem by the socialist system' (LCW
B.e3r, cf. 4.422,9.297, ro.43B.)

Every advance in science and technology

inevitably and relentlessly undermines the foun-
dations of small-scale production in capitalist
society : and it is the task of socialist political econ-

o-y io investigate this process in all its forms, often
complicated and intricate, and to demonstrate to
the small producer the impossibility of his holding

his own under capitalism, trhe hopelessness of peas-

ant farming undei capitalism, an'd the need for the

peasant to adopt the standpoin't of the proletarian'
(LCw Is.35)

The proletarian says to the small peasant: You

are semi-proletarian, so follow the lead of the

workers; it is your on'ly salvation. The bourgeois
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says to the small peasant: You are a small pro-
prietor, a 'labouring farmer'. Labour economy
'grows' under capitalism as well. You should be
with the proprietors, not with the proletariat.

The small proprietor has two souls: one is a
proletarian and the other a 'proprietory' soul. (LCW
zo.zr6.)

Turning to China, we find that, although individual
cultivation had been established there much longer
than in Russia, the relations of production remained
predominantly feudal right down to rg4g :

Among the peasant rnasses a system of individual
economy has prevailed for thousands of years, with
each family or household forrning a productive unit.
This scattered, individual form of production is the
economic foundation of feudal ruile and keeps the
peasants in perpetual poverty. (MSW 3.r56, cf.
r.r6.)

The following assessment of the ,peasantry was made
in 1939 :

The peasantry constitutes approximately Bo per
cent of China's total population and is the main
force in her national economy today.

A sharp process of polarisation is taking place
among the peasantry.

First, the rich peasants. They form about 5 per
cent of the rural population (or about Io per cent
together with the landlords) and constitute the rural
bourgeoisie. Most of the rich peasants in China are
semi-feudal in character, since they let a part of
their iland, practise usury and ruthlessly exploit the
,farm labourers. But they generally engage in labour
themselves and in rhis sense are part of the peas-
antry. The rich.peasant form of production will
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remain useful for a definite period. Generally speak-
ing, they rnight rnake sorne use,ful contribution to
the anti-imperialist struggle of the peasant masses
and stay neutral in the agrarian revolutionary
struggle against the landtlords. . . .

Second, the middle peasants. They form a'bout zo
per cent of China's rural population. They are
economically self-supporting. . . and generally they
do not exploit others but are exploited by imper-
ialism, the landlord class, and the bourgeoisie. They
have no political rights. . . . Not only can the middle
peasants join the anti-imperialist revolution but they
can also accept socialism. Therefore the whole
midd,le peasantry can be a reliable ally of the
proletariat and is an important motive force of the
revolution. , . .

Third, the poor peasants. The poor peasants in
China, together with the farm lalbourers, form about
70 per cent of the rural population. They are the
broad peasant masses, with no land or insufficient
land, the semi-proletariat of the countryside, the
biggest motive force of the Chinese revolution, the
natural and most reliable ally of the proletariat and
the rnain contingent of China's revolutionary forces.
(MSw 2Aq.)

When we compare this analysis of the Chinese
peasantry with Lenin's of the Russian peasantry, we
see that in China the worker-peasant alliance had a
broader basis, and that this diflerence was due to the
emergence of a new contradiction-the contradiction
between the Chinese people and imperialism. By plac-
ing itself at the head, of the struggle against imper-
ialism, the Chinese proletariat was able to effect a
shift in the balance of class forces and so to isolate the
main enemy in the countryside-the feudal landlords.
It was aJble to do this because it was guided, ,through

the Communist Party, by Lenin's theory of the
worker-peasant alliance as applied to China by Mao
Tse-tung.

4.'f he Lumpen-proletariat

Thus, the worker-peasant alliance consisted basically
of an alliance between the industrial workers and
the poor peasants, that is, between the urban and
the rural proletariat and semi-proletariat. It remains
to consider the lumpen-proletariat.

This section is composed of declassed, and demor-
alised elements, not regularly engaged in production,
unorganised and largely incapable of organisation. In
the early days of the working-class movernent, when
the proletariat was still struggling to become con-
scious of itself as a separate class and to develop
the solidarity and discipline necessary for the
creation of trade unions, the lumpen-proletariat was
more of a danger to the movement than a potential
asset :

The 'dangerous class', the social scum, that pas-
sively rotting mass thrown off by the lowest layers
of old society, may, here and there, tre swept into
the movement by a proletarian revolution; its con-
ditions of [ife, however, prepare it far more for
the part of a bribed 'tool of reactionary intrigue.
(ME r.44, cf. r55.)

A similar warning was given by Lenin in IgIB,
when the Russian workers were struggling to reor-
ganise production in the chaotic conditions created
by the war :

Undoubtedln the war is corrupting people both
in the rear and at the front; people working on
war supplies are paid far above the rates, and this
attracts all those who hid themselves to keep out
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of the war, the vagabond and semi-vagabond ele-
ments, who are irnhued with one desire, to 'grab'
something and clear out. But these dlements are
the worst that has rernained of the old capitalist
system and are the vehicles of all the old evils;
these we must kick out, remove, and we must put
in the factories all the best proletarian elements
and form them into nuclei of future socialist
Russia. (LCWz6.46B.)

With this may be compared the following appraisal
by Mao Tse-tung :

Apart from all these, there is the {airly large
lumpen-proletariat, made up of peasants who have
lost their land and handicraftsmen who cannot get
work. These lead the most precarious existence of all.
. . . One of China's difficult problems is how to
handle these people. Brave fighters but apt to be
destructive, they can become a revolutionary force if
given proper guidance. (MSW r.rg.)

China's status as a colony and semi-colony has
given rise to a multitude of rural and urban unem-
ployed. Denied proper means of making a 'living,
many of them are forced to resort to illegitimate
ones, hence the robbers, gangsters, beggars and pros-
titutes, and ,the numerous people who live on super-
stitious practices. This social stratum is unstable;
dhile some are apt to be bought over by the reac-
tionary forces, others may join the revolution. These
people lack constructive qualities and are given to
destruction rather than constructionl after joining
the revolution they become a source of roving-rebel
and anarchist ideology in the revolutionary ranks.
Therefore we should know how to remould them and
guard against their destructiveness. (MSW 2825.)

This more positive appraisal reflects the advance of

the world revolution. As imperialist exploitation
becomes more intense, so the numbers of the perman-
ently unemployed increase; but at the same time, as
the revolutionary struggle grows, so too the interna-
tional proletariat extends its influence arnong all those
whom imperialism has made outcasts.

5. The Proletariat in the West

Since the growth of the proletariat is determined by
the development of capitalism, and since capitalism is
most highly developed in the advanced countries of
the West, it is pertinent to ask, why is it that in
those countries no proletarian revolution has yet
taken place? In their early years Marx and Engels
expected that the first proletarian revolution would
break out in Germany, but this expectation was not
fulfilled. The French workers did seize power in Paris
in r87r, but they were unable to hold it. At the time
of the October Revolution Russia was the most back-
ward state in Europe. At the end of the second
world war there were revolutions in several countries
in Central Europe, but not in the West. China in
I949 was more back'ward than Russia in r9r7.

This question needs to be considered in connection
with the converse question, why did the Russian and
Chinese revolutions take place as early as they did ?

The answer lies, as we have seen, in the uneven
development of capitalism. In Russia and China the
bourgeoisie was still struggling to shake off the
shackles of feudalism at a time when the bourgeoisie
of the West had entered the stage of imperialisrn. It
was weakened still further in Russia ,by its depen-
dence on Western capital (LCW 20.399) and in
China by imperiatist oppression. The proletariat, on
the other hand, was strengthened in Russia by draw-
ing on the revolutionary experience of the West, and
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in China by the example of the October Revolution
and the support of the Soviet Union. These extemal
factors combined to intensify the internal contradic-
tions and so to shift the balance of class forces in
favour of the proletariat.

In the West, where the development of capitalism
had ,begun much earlier, feudalism had been almost
completely eliminated, and from the beginning the
bourgeoisie had ibeen enriching themselves from the
plunder of America and Asia. In this way ,they

strengthened their position at home. Drawing on the
immense profits of colonial exploitation, they made
substantial concessions to ,the industrial workers and
bought over many of their leaders. Ilence, in ad-
dition to the gulf dividing the proletariat of the
metropolitan countries from the workers and peasants
of the colonies, the metropolitan proletariat was itself
divided and infected to a considerable extent With
bourgeois ideology. The effect of imperialism in these
countries was to mitigate the internal contradictions
and so to shift the ba,lance of class forces in favour
of the bourgeoisie.

That this was Lenin's opinion is clear from many
passages in his writings :

Only the proletarian class, which maintains the
whole of society, can bring about the social revo-
lution. Ilowever, as a result of the colonial policy,
the European proletarian finds himself partly in a
position in which it is not his own labour, but the
labour of the practically enslaved natives in the
colonies, that maintains the whole of society.. . .In
certain countries 'this provides the material and econ-
omic basis for infecting tLre proletariat with colonial
chauvinism. (LCW ry.77, c'f . zr.z43.)

,Is the actual condition of the workers in the
oppressor and the oppressed nations the same, from

the standpoint of the national question? No, it is not
the same.

(r) Economically the difference is that sections of
the working class ,in the oppressor nations receive
crurnlbs from the super-profits which the bourgeoisie
of those nations obtains tby extra exploitation of the
workers of the oppressed nations. Besides, economic
statistics show that here a larger percentage of the
workers become 'straw bosses' than in the oppressed
nations, a larget percentage rise to the labour aristo-
cracy. T*tat is a fact. To a certoin degree the workers
of the oppressor nations are partners oI their own
bourgeoisie in plundering the workers-and lhe mass
of the population-of the oppressed nations.

(z) Politically, the difference is that, compared with
the workers of the oppressed nations, they occupy a
prioileged psition in many spheres of political life.

(3) Ideologicallly, or spiritually, the difference is
that they are taught, at school and in life, disdain
and, contempt for the workers of the oppressed
nations. (LCW 23.55)

It would perhaps be expedient to emphasise more
strongly and to express more vividly in our pro-
gramme the prominence of the handful of the richest
imperialist countries, which prosper parasitically by
robbing colonies and weaker nations. This is an
extremely important feature of imperialism. To a
certain extent it facilitates the rise of powerful revo-
lutionary movements in countries su;bjected'to imper-
ialist plunder and in danger of lbeing crushed and
partitioned by the imperialist giants (such as Russia),
and on the other hand it tends to a certain extent to
prevent the rise of profound revolutionary rnove-
ments in the countries that plunder by imperialist
methods many colonies and foreign lands, and thus
make a cornparatively large portion of their popu-
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lation participants in the division of the imperialist
loot. (LCW e6.r68, cf. zg.tz3,3r.r9r, zgo.)

However, in regard to Britain it must not be
forgotten that. . . . the percentage of workers and
office employees who enjoy a petty-bourgeois stan-
dard of living is exceptionally high, owing to the
actual enslavement of millions of people in Britain's
colonial possessions. (LCW 22.456.)

So we see that in the imperialist countries even the
proletariat, that most revolutionary of classes, may
cease to be revolutionary.

At the present dan with dhe oppressed peoples in
revolt all over the world and imperialism heading for
total collapse, ,the situation in the West is beginning to
change. If the relatively high standard of living en-
joyed iby the workers of these countries was won on the
basis of colonial exploitation, then, with the collapse of
that basis, they will be compelled to shed their refor-
mist illusions, and so v/ill recover their revolutionary
consciousness.

F,inally, it may be noted that in these advanced
capitalist countries the industrial workers forrn a higher
percentage of ,the total population than in any others.
Again we see that the strength of the proletaiiat is not
to be measured by its numbers.

CIIAPTER IV

Tlte Jt[ational Qtestion

In proportion as the exploitation of one individual
try another is put an end tq the exploitation of
one nation by another will 'also be put an end to.

In proportion as the antagonisnr between classes
within the nation vanishes, ,the hostility of one
nation to another will come to an end.

-Communist 
Manif esto

r. The Nation in Modern Society

The nation is a social formation which first took shape
with the growth of commodity production during the
transition from feudalism to capitalism. One of the
aims of the bourgeois-d,emocratic revolution is national
independence. In the evolution of capitalist society, a
struggle for national independence-a national move-
ment, as it is called-arises when the 'trourgeoisie of a
subject people rallies the rest of the people in an
attempt to shake off ,the rule of a foreign power and
estatrlish its own state. The word 'people' in this con-
text means a community of persons occupying a com-
mon territory and speaking a common language. Such
communities have, of course, existed from the earliest
times, but it is only in modern society that 'they have
become nations.

The economic basis of national movements was ex-
plained by Lenin as follorus :

For the cornplete victory of commodity produc-
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tion, the bourgeoisie must capture ,the home rnarket,
and there must be politically united territories whose
population speaks a single language, with all
obstacles to the development of the language and its
consolidation in iliterature eliminated. Therein lies
the economic foundation of national movements.

Language is the most important means of human
intercourse. Unity and unimpeded development of
Ianguage are the most important conditions for gen-
uinely free and extensive commerce on a scale com-
mensurate with modern ,capitalism, for a free and
broad grouping of the population in all its various
classes, and lastly for establishing a close connection
between the rnarket and every proprietor, big and
small, and between buyer and seller. (LCW 20.396.)

The earliest national movements arose in Western
Europe. Out of the unstable, heteroeeneous kingdoms of
the feudal era there emerged,, mainly in the seventeenth
and eighteenth centuries, a dozen independent states.
Most of these developed as single-nation states: that is
to say, each country was occupied by a single people
speaking a common language. Only in the British Isles
was there a national minority large enough to give rise
to a struggle for independence. The English ,failed to
consolidate their conquest of Ireland, and during the
eighteenth centurythere arose an Irish national move-
ment.

It must be remembered, however, in speaking of ,these

countries as single-nation states, that most of them were
engaged from the beginning in carving out colonial
ernpires overseas. In this way nations formerly oppressed
became themselves oppressors of other peoples. The
result was both to p.o*tt" the growth of national move-
ments among the colonial peoples and also, as explained
in Chapter III, to retard the proletariat of the oppressor
nation in its struggle against the bourgeoisie :

'No nation can be free if it oppresses other nations'
(Marx and Engels). A proletariat that tolerates the
slightest coercion of other nations by its 'own' nation
cannot be a socialist proletariat. (LCW zr.gr7.)

Turning to Eastern Europe as it was on the eve of the
first world war, we find that, outside the Balkans, where
there were six small states (several of them with sutrstan-
tial national minorities), there were no single-nation
states at all. The whole area was covered by two multi-
national states, feudal in origin and torn by national
conflicts. At the end of the war the Austro-Hungarian
Empire ibroke up into a number of independent bour-
geois nation-states, and meanwhile the Russian Empire
was transformed into a union of socialist repu,blics with
smaller autonomous areas inhabited hy national rninor-
ities. Their line on the national question was an impor-
tant factor contributing to the victory of the Bolsheviks
in those areas (SCW 6.r52).

To complete the picture, we must add, two major
nation-states from outside Europe.

The United States of America was formed from a
group of colonies founded by West European settlers,
who in 1776 declared their independence of British
rule. Augmented continuously by mass immigration
from all parts of Europe, the population has never-
theless (apart from the Negroes and the Indians) been
unifi.ed on the basis of bourgeois equality and the use
of a common language:

We know that the specially favourable conditions
in America for the developrnent of capitalism, and
the rapidity of this development, have produced a
situation in which vast national differences are
speedily and ,fundamentally smoothed out, as
nowhere else in the world, to form a single
'American' nation. (LCW 4.276.)
In Japan the development of capitalism was as late
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as in Russia and so rapid that the bourgeoisie merged
with the feudal nobility without a breach. Japan was
the only nation-state of non-European origin to become
a major imperialist power :

In Asia itself the conditions for the most complete
development of commodity production and the
freest, widest, speediest growth of capitalism have
been created only in Japan, that is, oniy in an
independent nation-state. Japan is a bourgeois state,
and for that reason has itself lbegun to oppress ottrer
nations and to enslave colonies. We cannot say
whether Asia will have had time to develop into a
system of independent nation-states, like Europe,
before the collapse of capitalism; but it remains an
undisputed fact that capitalism, having aa,,akened
Asia, has called forth national rnovements every-
where in that cou-tinent too. (LCW 2o.3gg)

Summing up the situation as he saw it in 1916,
Lenin distinguished three types of national movement :

First type: the ad,vanced countries of Western
Europe (and America), where the national movement
is a ,thing of. the past. Second type: Eastern Europe,
where it is a thing of the present. Third type: the
semi-colonies and colonies, where it is largely a thing
of. the future. (LCW 23.38.)

Finally, we must note that, in addition to the
creation of separate nation-states, capitalism reveals, in
its later stages, a contrary tendency leading to the
removal of national barriers :

Developing capitalism knows two historical tenden-
cies in the national question. The first is the awaken-
ing of national life and national movements, the
struggle against all national oppression, and the
creation of nation-states. The second is the develop-

ment and growing frequency of international inter-
course in every form, the breakdown of national
barriers, the creation of the inte.rnational unity of
capital, of economic life in general, of politics,
science, etc. Both tendencies are a universal law of
capitalism. Tire former predominates in the begin-
ning of its development, the latter characterises a
mature capitalism moving towards its transformation
into socialist society. (LCW 2c..27.)

The international unity of capital calls forth the interna-
tional unity of labour. After the contradiction between
capital and labour has been resolved in socialism,
national divisions will finally disappear :

To the old world, the world of national oppression,
national bickering, and national isolation, the workers
counterpose a new world, a wortrd of unity between
the working people of all nations, a worid in which
there is no place for any privileges or for the slightest
degree of oppression of man by man. (LCW r9.ge.)

z. ?,lational Self -determination

The attitude of the proletariat to the national question
follows from its attitude to the bourgeois revolution. The
proletariat supports the bourgeoisie in its struggle
against feudalism and irnperialism, and is ready to take
over ,the leadership of that struggle, if the bourgeoisie
should capitulate. Accordingly, it supports the bourgeois-
democratic principle of equal rights for all citizens,
regardless of nationality, and recognises that nations
emerging within a multinational state have the right to
secede :

For different nations to live together in peace and
freedom, or to separate and form different states (if
that is more convenient for them), a full democracy,
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upheld by the working class, is essential. No privileges
for any one nation or any one languagel not the
slightest degree of oppression or the slightest injustice
in respect of a national minority-such are the prin-
ciples of working-class democracy. (LCW tg.gr, cf.
2$.)

In so far as national peace is possible at all in a
capitalist society based on exploitation, profit-making
and strife, it is attainable only under a consistently
and thoroughly democratic republican system of
government which g'uarantees full equality for all
nations and languages, recognises no compulsory
official language, provides the people with schools

where instruction is given in all the native languages,
and has a constitution containing a fundamental law
which prohibits any privileges to any one nation and
any encroachment on the rights of a national minor-
ity. (LCW t9.427.)

At the same time, while supporting the bourgeois-
democratic principle of equal rights for all nationalities,
the proletariat insists, in opposition to the bourgeoisie,
that the national struggle is surbordinate to the class

struggle :

The bourgeoisie always places its national
demands in the forefront, and does so in categor-
ical fashion. With the proletariat, lhowever, these

demands are subordinated, to the interests of the
class struggle. (LCW zo.4ro.)

Successful struggle against exploitation requires
that the proletariat should be free of nationa ism,
and be absolutely neutral, so to speak, in the fight
for supremacy that is going on among 'the bour-
geoisie of the various nations. If the proletariat of
any one nation gives the slightest sup;port to the
privileges of its own' national bourgeoisie, that

will inevitably arouse distrust among the proletar-
iat of another nationl it will weaken the interna-
tional class solidarity of the workers and divide
them, to the delight of the bourgeoisie. (LCW
zo.4z4.)

The proletariat cannot support any consecration
of nationalism; on the contrary, it supports every-
ttring that helps to obliterate national distinctions
and remove national barriers; it supports every-
thing that makes the ties between nationalities
closer, or tends to merge nations. (LCW 20.35.)

If the proletariat favours the merging of nations, why,
it may be asked, does it recognise their right to
independence ? Recause it is only through the fulfilment
of national aspirations that national divisions can be

overcome:

We want lree unification; that is why we must
recognise the right to secede. Without freedom to
secede, unification cannot be called free. (LCW
26t76.)

3. Wars ol National Liberation

At the Third Congress of the Communist International
(r9zr)Lenin said:

It is perfectly clear that in the impending decisive
battles of the world revolution the movement of the
majority of the world's population, directed initially
towards national liberation, will turn against capi-
talism and imperialism, and will perhaps play a
much more revolutionary part than we expect. ...In
spite of the fact that the masses of toilers-the
peasants in the colonial countries-are still rbackward,
they will play a very important revolutionary part in
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the coming phases of the world revolution. (LCW
32.482.)

Since then, throughout the colonial and semi-colonial
world the class struggle has assumed the form of
national struggle, giving rise to wars of national liber-
ation and revolutions of the 'new-democratic' type
discussed in Chapter II. In China during the war of
resistance against Japan Mao Tse-tung said :

In a struggle which is national in character the
class struggle takes the form of national struggle,
which demonstrates the identity between the two. On
the one hand, for a given historical period the poli-
tical and economic demands of the various classes

must not ,be such as to disrupt co-operationl on the
other hand, the dernands of the national struggle
(the need to resist Japan) should ,be the point of
departure for all class struggle. Thus there is identity
in the united front etween unity and independence
and between the national struggle and the class

struggle. (MSW z.zr5.)

It has recently been demonstrated in one country after
another, and above all in Vietnam, that even a small
and materially backward nation, organised under the
Communist Party and guided by Mao Tse-tung's
strategy of people's war, can defeat the most powerful
of all imperialist states, armed with a vast military
machine on which monopoly capitalism has squandered
all its wealth.

The war of liberation in Vietnam has won world-
wide support. In this way the national struggle of a
single people has become an international struggle,

which in its turn has aroused new national struggles in
other countries, including the United States. The
struggle of the American Negroes for freedom and

equal rights is itself a national movement, as Lenin
recognised :

In the United States, the Negroes . . . should be
classed as an oppressed nation; for the equality won
in the Civil War of 186l-65, and guaranteed by the
Constitution of the Republic, was in many respects
increasingly curtailed in the chief Negro areas (the
South) in connection with the transition from the
progressive, pre-monopoly capitalism of 186o-7o to
the reactionary, monopoly capitalism (imperialism) of
the new era. . , . (LCW n.275.)

Similarly, in declaring his support for the movement,
Mao Tse-tung has pointed out that it is both a national
struggle and a class struggle :

The speedy developrnent of the struggle of the
American Negroes is a manifestation of sharpening
class struggle and sharpening national struggle within
the United States. . . .

'In the final analysis, national struggle is a matter
of class struggle. . . . The evil system of colonialism
and imperialism arose and throve with the enslave-
ment of Negroes and tihe trade in Negroes, and it
will surely come to its end rvitrh the complete emanci-
pation of the black people. (PR 63-33.)

As the struggles for national liberation expand, so the
area remaining under imperialist rule contracts; as that
area contracts, so its exploitation is in ensified, thus
provoking new struggles for national liberation. This is
the vicious circle from which imperialism has no
escape :

U.S. imperialism, which looks like a huge monster,
is in essence a paper tiger, now in the throes of its
death-bed struggle. In the world of today, who
actually fears whom? It is not the Vietnamese
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qeople, the Laotian people, the Palestinian people,
the Arab people, or the people of other countries,
who fear U.S. imperialism; it is U.S. imperialism
which fears the people of the world. It becomes
panic-stricken at the mere rustle of leaves in the wind.
In.numerable facts prove that a just cause enjoys
abundant support, while an unjust cause finds littie
support. A weak nation can defeat a strong, a small
nation can defeat a big. The people of a small
country can certainly defeat oppression by a big
country, if only they dare to rise in struggle, dare to
take up arnm, and grasp in their orvn hands the
destiny of their country. This is a law of history. (pR
7o-22.)

4. National uersus Regional Autonomy
In affirming the right of every nation to secede and
form an independent state, Lenin did not mean that
the party of the proletariat was committed in all cases
to advocating the exercise of that right. On tlie con-
trary, he recognised that in some cases secession might
be inexpedient :

The right of nations to self-determination (that is,
the constitutional guarantee of an absolutely free
and democratic method of deciding the question of
secession) must under no circumstances be confused
with the expediency of secession for a given nation.
The Social-Democratic Party must decide the
question, exclusively on its merits in each case in
conformity with the interests of social development
as a whole and with the interests of the prolelarian
class struggle for socialism. (LCW rg.42g.)

Il T"I -also happen, of course, that secession is pre-
cluded by the objective situation. Some nationalities
are too small or too scattered to form independent
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states. IIow, then, is the national question to be solved
in cases where secession is judged to be inexpedient or
impracticable ?

There are, as Lenin points out, two opposite
solutions of this problem-the bourgeois solution of
cultural-national autonomy and the proletarian
solution of regional and local autonomy.

According to the principle of cutrtural-national auton-
omy, the mernbers of each nationality form a 'national
association', whioh controls their social and cultural
life, including education. Thus, the schools are
segregated according to nationality. Lenin asks:

Is suoh a division, be it asked, permissible from
the standpoint of dernocracy in general and from
the standpoint of the interests of the proletarian
class struggle in particular?

A clear grasp of the essence of the 'cultural-
national' autonomy programme is sufficient to
enable one to reply without Lresitation : it is
absolutely impermissible. . . .

If the various nations living in a single state are
bound by economic ties, then any attempt to divide
them permanently in 'cultural' and particularly
educational matters would be absurd and reaction-
ary. On the contrary, efforts should be made to
unite the nations in educational matters, so that the
schools should be a preparation for what is actually
done in real life. At the present time we see that
the diflerent nations are unequal in the rights they
possess and in their level of development. (Jnder
these circumstances, to segregate the schools accord-
ing to nationality would actually and inevitably
u)orsen the conditions of the more backward
nations. . . ,

Segregating the schools according to nationality is
not only a harmful scheme but a downright swindle
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on the part of the capitalists. Trhe workers can be
split up, divided and weakened by the advocacy of
such an idea, and still more by segregation of the
ordinary people's schools according to nationality;
while the capitalists, whose children are well
provided with ricrh private schools and specially
engaged tutors, cannot i.n any way be threatened by
any division or weakening through 'cultural-national
autonomy'. (LCW rg.5o3-S.)

Thus, the effect of cultural-national autonomy is to
divide the workers and so place them more fi.rmly
under bourgeois control.

Against this Lenin put forward the principle of
regional and local autonomy. True national equalitn
he argued, calls for:

wide regional autonorny and fully democratic self-
government, with the boundaries of the self-
governing and autonomous regions determined by
the local inhabitants on the basis of economic and
social conditions, national make-up of the popu-
lation, etc. (LCW ry.427.)

In order to eliminate national oppression, it is very
important to create autonomous areas, however
small, with entirely homogeneous populations, to-
wards whioh members of the respective nationalities
scattered all over the country, or even all over the
world, could gravitate, and with which they could
enter into relations and free associations of every
kind. (LCW 2o.5o.)

The principle of local autonomy also includes :

the right of the population to receive instruction in
their native tongue in schools to be established for
the purpose at the expense of the state and the local
organs of self-government; the right of every citizen
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to use his native language at meetings; the native
language to be used in all local, public and state
institutions; the obligatory official language to be
abolished. (LCW 2+.472.)

On the last point Lenin has also this to say :

The requirements of economic exchange will them-
selves decide which language of the given country it
is to the aduantage of the majority to know in the
interests of commercial relation,s. (LCW I9.355.)

Is not an 'official language' a stick LTtat driues
people away f.rom the Russian language? Why will
you not understand the psychology which is so im-
poxtant in the national question, and which, if the
slightest coercion is applied, besmirches, soils, nullifies
the undoubtedly proeressive importance of centrali-
sation, large states, and a uniform language ? (LCW
r 9.499.)

'fhere still remains the problem of the large indus-
trial centres, whose population is necessarily heterogen-
eous, being drawn from all parts of the country and
from countries overseas, and is at the same time so

closely mixed that even the principle of local autonomy
is insufficient to ensure full national equality. This was
already a world-wide problem in Lenin's time :

There can be no doubt that dire poverty alone
compels people to abandon their native land, and
that the capitalists exploit the immigrant workers in
the most shameless manner. But only reactionaries
can shut their eyes to the progressiue sienificance of
this modern migration of nations. (LCW ry.454.)

Referring to the school census of r9I r, Lenin remarks :

The extremely mixed national composition of the
population of the large city of St. Petersburg is at
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once evident. This is no accident but results from a
law of. capitalism, which operates in all continents
and in all parts of the world. Large cities, factory
centres, railway centres, commercial and industrial
centres generally, are certain, more than any others,
to have very mixed populations, and it is precisely
these centres that grow faster than others and attract
ever larger numbers of the inhabitants of the back-
ward rural areas. (LCW I9.532)

He observes that, if the principle of cultural-national
autonomy had been applied in St. Petersburg, there
would have been no less than twenty-three 'national
associations', eacth with its own sohools. I{e continues :

The interests of democracy in general and of the
working class in particular demand the very opposite.
We must strive to secure the mixing of the children
of. all nationalities in unifornt schools in each locality.
... It is not our business to segregate the nations in
matters of education in any way; on the contrary, we
must strive to create the fundamental democratic
conditions for ttre peaceful coexistence of nations on
the basis of equal rights. (LCW r9.532)

Here, toq the solution lies in the fullest extension of
democracy. Lenin shows this by taking an extreme case.

After noting that the school population of St. Peters-
burg included one Georgian child, he remarks :

We may be asked whether it is possible to
safeguard the interests of the one Georgian child
among the 48,o76 schoolchildren of St. Petersburg on
the basis of equal rights. And we should reply that it
is impossible to establish a special Georgian school in
St. Petersburg on the basis of Georgian 'national
culture'. . . . But we shall not be defending anything
harmful, or striving after anything impossible, if we
demand for this child free government premises for
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lectures on the Georgian language, Georgian history,
etc., the provision of Georgian books from the
Central Library for this child, a state contribution
towards the fees of the Georgian teacher, and so

forth. Under real democracy. " . the people can
achieve this quite easily. But this real democracy can
be achieved only when the workers of all nationalities
are united. (LCW r9.533.)

5. National and International Culture

The bourgeoisie has always Lrad a dual character, revo-
lutionary in relation to the past, counter-revolutionarv
in relation to the future, and in the final stage of
capitalisrn the negative aspect predominates. The class
which once led the fight for national independence now
imposes its rule on other nations. The culture which
was once full of life and vigour now becomes a dead
weight crushing the aspirations of subject peoples. In
some cases the people itself is physically exterminated,
like the American Indians and the Australian abor-
igines. In other cases the people is enslaved and its
culture stamped out, like the South African Bantus.
Elsewhere more subtle methods are employed :

The imperialists ihave never slackened their efforts
to poison the minds of the Chinese people. This is

their policy of cultural aggression. And it is carried
out through missionary work, through establishing
hospitals and schools, publishing newspapers, and
inducing Chinese students to study abroad. Their
aim is to train intellectuals who will serve their
,interests and to dupe the people. (MSW 2.5t2.)

Ttre same dualism is revealed in the bourgeoisie of
tLre oppressed nation, whioh wavers between its desire
for national independence and its fear of socialism, and
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so is always ready, as in Greece and Ireland, to sell its
cultural heritage :

'We', the proletariat, have seen dozens of times
how the bourgeoisie betrays the interests of freedom,
motherland, language and nation, when it is con-
fronted by the revolutionary proletariat. (LCW
6.46e, cf.23.6r.)

From this it follows that the future of world culture,
which is the sum total of national cultures, is in the
hands of the international proletariat. What will that
future be ? This question has been answered in general
terms both by Lenin and by Mao Tse-tung :

The elemenfs of democratic and socialist culture
are present, if only in rudimentary form, in eaery
national culture, since in every nation there are
labouring and exploited masses, whose conditions of
life inevitably give rise to the ideology of democracy
and socialism. B:ut eoery nation also possesses a bour-
geois culture (and most nations a reactionary and
clerical culture as well) in the form, not merely of
'elements', but of the dominanf culture. Therefore
the general national culture is the culture of the land-
lords, clergy and bourgeoisie. . . .

In advancing the slogan,of 'the international cul-
ture of dernocracy and the world unorking-class
movement', we take from each national culla:re only
its democratic and socialist elements; we take them
only and absolutely in opposition to the bourgeois
culture and bourgeois nationalism of each nation.
(LCW 20.24.)

We have said that China's new culture at the pre-
sent stage is an anti-imperialist, anti-feudal culture of
the masses of 'the people under the leadership of the
proletariat. Today, anything that is truly of t[re
masses must necessarily be led by the proletariat.
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Whatever is under the leadership of the bourgeoisie
cannot possibly be of the masses. Naturally, the same
applies to the new literature and art which are part
of the new culture. We should take over the rich
legacy and the good traditions in literature and art
that have been handed down from past ages in
China and foreign countries, but the aim must still
be to serve trhe masses of the people. Nor do we
refuse to utilise the literary and artistic forms of the
past, but in our hands tihese old forms, remoulded
and infused with new content, also become some-
thing revolutionary in the service of the people.
(MSw 3.76.)

The proletarian culture of the future will be inter-
national in content, national in form. It will be inter-
national, and therefore homogeneous, in content,
because it will express the socialist outlook common to
the masses of the people of all nations. It will be
national, and therefore varied, in form, because that
outlook will be embodied concretely in forms deter-
mined by the language, customs and traditions of eaoh
nation. As Stalin explained :

Proletarian in content, national in form-such is
the universal culture towards wlhich socialism is
proceeding. Proletarian culture does not abolish
national culture, it gives it content. On the other
hand, national culture does not abolish proletarian
culture, it gives it form. The slogan of national
culture was a bourgeois slogan so long as the bour-
geoisie was in power and the consolidation of
nations proceeded under the aegis of the bourgeois
order. The slogan of national culture became a
proletarian slogan when the proletariat came to
power, and when the consolidation of nations began
to proceed under the aegis of Soviet power. (SCW
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Similarln Mao Tse-tung has said :

For the Crhinese Communists, who are part of the
great Chinese nation, flesh of its flesh and blood of
its blood, any talk about Marxism in isolation from
China's characteristics is merely Marxism in the
abstract, Marxism in a vacuum. Ifence to apply
Marxism concretely in China, so that its every
manifestation has an indubitably Chinese character,
that is, to apply Marxism in the light of China's
specific characteristics, becomes a problem which it
is urgent for the whole Party to understand and
solve. Foreign stereotypes must be abolished, there
rnust be less singing of emptn abstract tunes, and
dogmatism must be laid to rest; they must be
replaced by the fresh, liveiy Chinese style and spirit
which the common people of China love. To separ-
ate internationalist content from national form is
the practice of those who do not understand the
first thing about internationalism. (MSW z.zo9, cf.
gBr )

Mao Tse-tung is speaking here of Party propaganda,
but what he says appiies equally to culture; and not
only to Crhinese culture, but to the culture of all
nations, great and small, old and new, including those
which, after being crushed by imperialism and brought
to the verge of extinction, will be saved by socialism.
Thus, proletarian culture will be richer than bourgeois
culture and infinitely more varied.

CIIAPTER V

Socialism in One Country

The proletariat have nothing to lose but their
chains. They have the world to win. Working-men
of all countries, unite !

-Communist 
Manif esto

t. Marx's Theory of Permanent Reuolution

Lenin's contribution to Marxist theory was defined by
Stalin as follows :

Leninism is Marxism of the era of imperialism and
of the proletarian revolution. To be more exact,
Leninism is the theory and practice of the proletar-
ian revolution in general, the theory and tactics of
the dictatorship of the proletariat in particular. Marx
and Engels pursued their activities in the pre-
revolutionary period (we have the proletarian revo-
lution in mind), when developed imperialism did not
yet exist, in the period of the proletariat's prepar-
ation for revolution, in the period when the proletar-
ian revolution was not yet an immediate practical
inevitability. Lenin, however, the disciple of Marx
and Engels, pursued his activities in the period of
developed imperialism, in the period of the unfolding
proletarian revolution, when the proletarian revo-
lution had already triurnphed in one country, had
smashed bourgeois democracy and had ushered in
the era df proletarian democracy, the era of the
Soviets. (SCW 6.73.)
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The era of imperialism, or monopoly capitalism,
opened in the last years of the nineteenth century and
culminated in the October Revolution of rgr7. It coin-
cided, therefore, with the period of Lenin's activities,
which began in the nineties and ended a few years
after the revolution which he led. The theoretical
analysis o{ imperialism was his, and so too was the
leadership of the October Revolution. In this chapter it
will be shown how, starting from the perspective of
world revolution which had been outlined by Marx and
Engels on the basis of their activities in the era of
indr.rstrial capitalism, Lenin worked out a new perspec-
tive corresponding to the conditions of the imperialist
era, which Marx and Engels did not live to see :

Marx, in the era of laissez-faire capitalism, could
not conoretely know certain laws peculiar to the era
of imperialism beforehand, because imperialism, the
last stage of capitalism, had not yet emerged and the
relevant practice was lacking; only Lenin and Stalin
could undertake this task. (MSW I.299)

ln 1847, in a draft which served as a basis for the
Communist |rtanif esto, Engels raised the question
whether it was possible that the proletarian revolution
might take place in one country alone :

Can this revolution take place in one country
alone? No. Large-scale industry has, by the very fact
that it has created a world market, bound all the
nations of the earth, and notably the civilised
nations, so closely together, that each depends on
what is happening in the others. Further, in all the
civilised countries it has evened up social develop-
ment to such an extent that in all of them the
bourgeoisie and the proletariat have ibecome the two
decisive classes of society, and the struggle between
them the major struggle of our times. Therefore, the

communist revolution will not be simply a national
revolution, but will take place simultaneously in all
the civilised countries, that is, at ieast in England,
America, France and, Germany. (Quoted in SCW
8.z6o, cf. 7.n7.)

In the final draft of the Manifesto the idea of 'simul-
taneous revolution' was not mentioned. The authors
confined their attention to the situation in Germany,
where the bourgeois revolufion had not yet taken
place :

The Communists turn their attention chiefly to
Germany, because that country is on the eve of a
bourgeois revolution that is bound to be carried out
under more advanced conditions of European civili-
sation, and with a much more developed proletariat,
than that of England in the seventeenth and of
France in the eighteenth century, and because the
bourgeois revolution in Germany will be but the
prelude to an immediately following proletarian
revolution. (ME t.65.)

A full analysis of the situation in Germany, together
with a forecast of the further perspective, was given by
Marx in r85o :

While the democratic petty bourgeoisie wish to
bring the revolution to a conclusion as quickly as
poss.ible and with the achievement at most of the
above demands, it is or.lr interest and our task to
make the revolution pemanent, until all the more or
less possessing classes have been displaced from
domination, until the proletariat has conquered state
power, and the association of proletarians, not only
in one country but in all the dominant countries of
the world, has advanced so far that competition
among the proletarians of these countries has ceased
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and that at least the decisive forces are concentrated
in the hands of the proletarians. (ME r.r ro.)

In this forecast the impending revolution is described as

'permanent'. It is to begin with a bourgeois revolution
in Germany, which will be followed without interrup-
tion by a proletarian revolution in that country, and
that in turn will ibe carried into lhe other advanced
countries of the West, until the proletariat has estab-
Iished its supremacy all over the world; and meanwhile
the transition from the lower stage of communism (that
is, socialism) to the higher stage will have begun. This
idea of 'permanent 1sy9|u1len'-that is, revolution con-
tinuing by stages-marks the central point at which the
Marxist theory differs both ifrom reformism (which
eliminates the revolution) and from anarchism (which
eliminates the stages).

Further, as Marx explained, the success of the revo-
lution in Germany would depend on the skill with
which the proletariat handled its relations with the
peasantry. In the first stage, directed against the feu-
dalists and their allies among the big bourgeoisie, the
proletariat was to 'march together' with the democratic
petty bourgeoisie (inc,luding the peasantry) ; in the
second stage, it was to advance 'beyond the petty-
bourgeois demands and initiate the proletarian revo-
lution. Analysing the reasons for the defeat of the
German revolution, Engels pointed to the failure of the
proletariat to establish close ties with the peasantry :

The mass of the nation, small bourgeois artisans
and peasants, were left in the lurch by their nearest
and natural allies, the bourgeoisie, because they were
too revolutionary, and partly also by the proletar-
iat, because they were not sufficien-tly advanced.
(MEP r5z.)

After the Peasant Reform of 186r Marx and Engels

looked to Russia as 'the vanguard of revolutionary
action in Europe' and envisaged, the possibiiity that a
bourgeois revolution in that country might become 'the
signal for a proletarian revolution in the West' (ME
r.2+, cf. z.6o). In other words, Russia might play the
part which they had previously assigned to Germany.
They still believed that, when the proletarian revo-
lution did come, it would be simultaneous.

Lastiy, the proletarian revolution was to issue in the
dictatorship of the proletariat. This concept is already
implicit in the Manif esto (in the sentence quoted at the
head of Chapter I) but was first expressly formulated
by Marx in rB5z :

And now, as to myself, no credit is due to me for
discovering the existence of classes in mod.ern society
or the struggle between them. Long before me bour-
geois historians had described the historical develop-
ment of this class struggle and bourgeois economists
the economic ana.tomy of classes. What I did that
was new was to prove : (l) that tlrc existence ol
classes is only bound up with particular historical
phases in the deuclopment of production,' (z) that the
class struggle necessarily leads to the dictatorship of
the ltroletariat; (q) that this dictatorship itself only
constitutes the transition to the abolition of all classes

and to a classless society. (ME 2.452.)

One essential element in the concept was still lacking-
the need for the proletariat to destroy the bourgeois
state machine. This was one of the lessons of the Paris
Commune, as Engels explained, :

The Commune was compelled to recognise frorn
the outset that the working class, once come to
power, could not carry on ibusiness with the old state
machine; that in order not to lose again its newly-
won supremacy, it must, on the one hand, do away
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with all the old repressive machinery previously used
,against it, and, on the other, safeguard itself against
its own deputies and officials by declaring them all
without exception sulbject to recall at a\y moment.
(ME r.483.)

In these jdeas of Marx and Engels we recognise the
three main features of Lenin's revolutionary strategy as
descrlbed above in Chapters I,III ' the dictatorship of
the proletariat, the uninterrupted transition from the
bourgeois to the proletarian revolution, and the worker-
peasant alliance. There is, however, one point at which
Lenin's perspective, in the form which it eventually
assumed on the eve of the October Revolution, differed
sharply from theirs.

z. The Victory of the October Reaolution

As rve have seen, Marx and Engels believed that the
proletarian revolution would break out simuitaneously
in the advanced countries of the West, sparked off
perhaps by a bourgeois revolution in Russia. Frorn this
it followed ,by implication that, if it should tre at-
tempted (as in the Paris Commune) in a single country
without the support of similar revolutions elsewhere, it
would, be unable to survive.

For many years Lenin accepted these assumptions :

We will make the Russian political revolution the
prelude to the socialist revolution in Europe. (LCW
8.3o3, cf 54r, g.57, 412, 432.)

The Russian revolution can achieve victory by its
own efforts, ibut it cannot possibly hold and conso-
,lidate its gains by its own strength alone. It cannot
do this unless there is a socialist revolution in the
West. (LCW to.z8o, cf..92,334,3g4, r3.32j.)

Lenin never ceased to believe that 'the objective con-

ditions in Western Europe were ripe for a socialist
revolutiorr' (LCW zr.4rg); but, after ihe collapse of the
Second International in r9r4, when the woiking_class
leaders of the West repudiated their pledges to oppose
the imperialist war, he recognised tfrit tie subjective
conditions had become unfavourable :

.In the early period of the revolution many enter-
tained the hope ,that the socialist revolution would
begin in Western Europe immediately the imperialist
war ended. At the time when the masses were armed
there could have been a suocessful revolution in some
of the Western countries as well. ,It could have taken
place burt for the fact that the split within the
proletariat of Western Europe *as deeper, and the
treachery of the former socialist leaders greater, than
had been imagined. (LCW 3o.4r7, ct. 3z.a:Ar.1

Meanwhile, in the,course of his work on imperialism he
had reached the conclusion that, in the new world
situation, the old theory of ,simultaneous, revolution,
*hj.h, implied that a proletarian revolution attempted in
a single country could not be successful, was out oi dute :

IJneven economic and political d.evelopment is an
atbsolute law of capitalism. Hence, the victory of
socialism is possible first in several or even in'one
capitalist country taken separately. The victorious
proletariat of that country, having expropriated the
capitalists and organised socialist production, would
stand up against the rest of the world, the capitalist
world, attracting to its cause the oppressed claises of
other countries, raising revolts in those countries
against the capitalists, and in the event of necessity
coming out even with armed force against the exploit-
ing classes and their stares. (LCW zi.34z.)

In 1916 he went further, asserting that the socialist
revolution could not be simultaneous :
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The development of capitalism proceeds extremely

,.re,r"rrly in different counlties' It cannot be otherwise

,rra", Jo**odity production' From this it follows

i.r"trrtuUty that socialism cannot achiewe victory

;;;i;;"sly in att countries' It will achieve victory"d;J-i;;"" 
o, serre.al, while the others,wjll remain for

;;; ;;; bourgeois or pte-bo"geois' (LCW 4; g')

And, after the new socialist republic had emerged

,ri"to.iow frorn the war of intervention and the civil

rvar, he declared :

t has turned out that, while our forecasts did not

materialise simply, rapidly and directly' they were

iulfilled in so far'u, *" uthi"''ed the main thing' The-

rrossibilitv has been maintained of the existence of

;;;i;;L" .,rt" u"a the Soviet Republic even in the

I;;;;;ffi" *Lrld socialist revolution being delaved'

(LCW 3r.4rr.)
But is the existence of a socialist republic in a

caoitalist environment at all conceivaL'le? From the

"Hii-lJ ,ra militarv asPects it seemed inconceivable'

Tfr^i i, ;, possible, both'politica-lly-and militarily' has

,,o* U."., prorred. It is a fact' (LCW 33' I 5 I ')

In reaching this conclusion, Len-in did not mean to

imply that ihe survival of the Soviet republic. was

thenceforth guaranteed. On the contrary' he continued

io-*ri"t*"ihat the victory of socialism could not be

;g;;;-;t final until it had been won on a world

scale :

The final victory of socialism in a single country is

of course impossible' (LCW z6'47o')

Everyone knows the difficulties of a revolution' It

-u, U"ei., with brilliant success in one country and

ii,"i, g"-rrl."ugh agonising periods, since final victory

;;iy porrluL oi u -ita scale, and only by the
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joint efforts of the workers of all countries. (LCW
27.372.)

We have always known, and shall never forget,
that ours is an international cause, and that, until
the revolution takes place in all lands, including the
richest and most highly civilised, our victory will be

only a half-victory, perhaps even less. (LCW 3I.399)

We have always said that we are only a single link
in the chain of world revolution. (LCW 3r.43r, cf .

32.36 t.)

g. Uneuen Deaelopment

In rejecting the theory of simultaneous revolution
Lenin appealed to the law of the uneven development
of capitalist society.

IJneven development, arising as it does from the
nature of commodity production, is found in all stages

of capitalist society, and indeed also in pre-capitalist
society, in so far as it too reveais rudimentary forms of
commoclity production I but, just as capitalism marks
the highest stage in the growth of commodity produc-
tion, the stage at which labour-power ibecomes a com-
modity, so it is in the era of imperialism, the highest
stage of capitalism, that the law of uneven development
becomes a major factor in world revolution. All this
was shown by Lenin in his study of imperialism' His
argument may be presented in the form in which it was

later summarised by Stalin in dealing with the question
at issue :

What is the law of the uneven deveiopment of
capitalism, whose operation under the conditions of
imperialism leads to the victory of socialism in one

country?
Speaking of this ,law, Lenin held that the old,

pre-monopoly capitalism had already passed into im-
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perialism; that the world economy is developing in
the conditions of a frenzied struggle between the
leading imperialist groups for territory, markets, raw
materials, etc.; that the division of the world into
spheres of influence between the imperialist groups is

already complete; that the development of capitalist
countries does not proceed evenly, not in such a way
that one country follows after another or advances
parallel with it, but spasmodically, through some
c.ountries which had previously outstripped the others
being pushed back and new countries advancing to
the forefront; that this manner of development in
the capitalist countries inevitably engenders conflicts
and wars between the capitalist powers for a fresh
redivision of an already divided world; that these
conflicts and wars lead to the weakening of imper-
ialism; that owing to this the world imperialist front
becomes easily liable to be breached in individual
countries; and that because of this the victory of
socialism in individual countries becomes possible.

We know that quite recently Britain was ahead of
all the other imperialist states. We also know that
Germany then began to overtake Britain and
demanded a 'place in the sun' at the expense of
other countries and in the first place of Britain. We
know that it was precisely as a result of this circum-
stance that the imperialist war of r9I4-IB arose.
Now, after the imperialist war, America has spurted
far ahead and out-distanced both Britain and the
other European powers. It can scarcely be doubted
that this contains the seeds of great new conflicts and
wars.

The fact that in consequence of the imperialist
war the imperialist front was breached in Russia is

evidence that in the present-day conditions of capi-
talist development the chain of the imperialist front

will not necessarily break in the country where
industry is most developed, but where the chain is

weakest, where the proletariat has an important
ally-such as the peasantry, for instance-in the
fight against imperialist rule, as was the case in
Russia. (SCW 8.265.)

In Russia, the law of uneven development operated in
such a way as to turn the ibalance of class forces in
favour of the proletariat :

Owing to a numtrer of historical causes-the
greater backwardness of Russia, the unusual hard-
ships inflicted on her by the war, the utter rottenness
of Tsarism, and the extreme tenacity of the tra-
ditions of r9o5-the revolution broke out earlier in
Russia than in other countries. (LCW 25364, cf.
29.307)

In the West, however, where the bourgeoisie was firmly
established and the proletariat divided, the first step in
the revolution-the seizure of state power-was bound
to be more d,ifficult :

It would be a very great illusion, a very great
mistake, to forget that it was easy for the Russian
revolution to begin but difficult for it to take further
steps. This was inevitable, because we had to ,begin

with the most backward and rotten political system.

The European revolution will have to begin against
the bourgeoisie, a much more serious enemy, and
under immeasurably more difficult conditions. (LCW
27.r76, cf. 98.)

Thus, the effect of imperialism was to speed up the
revolution in the backward country and slow it down
in the more advanced. Such are the dialectics of
uneven development.
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4, Reuolution in the East

After the October Revolution it became clear rhat the
next advance of the world revolution would not neces-
sarily be confined to Europe. The imperialists had
succeeded for the time being in containing the revo-
lution in the West, ibut they could not prevent the
victory of the October Revolution from reverberating
like thunder all round the world :

I think that what the Red At.ry has
accomplished-its struggle and the history of its
victory-will ,be of colossal, epoch-making signifi-
cance for all the peoples of the Bast. It will slhow
them that, weak as lhey may rbe, invincible as may
seem the power of their European oppressors, who in
the struggle employ all the marvels of technology
and military art-even so, a revolutionary war
waged 'by oppressed peoples, if it really succeeds in
arousing the workers and the exploited in their mil-
lions, harbours such potentialities, such miracles, that
the emancipation of the peoples of the East is now
quite practicable, from the standpoint not only of the
prospects of the international revolution, but also of
the direct military experience acquired in Asia, in
Siberia-the experience of the Soviet republic, which
has suffered armed invasion from all the powerful
imperialist countries. (LCW 30.r53)

Hence, there was now being forged in the East, rvhere
conditions were even more backward than they had
been in Russia, a new link in the chain of world
revolution :

Mean*hile, India and China are seething. They
represent over 7oo million people, and together with
the neighbouring Asian countries, which are in all
ways similar to them, over half the world's inhab-
itants. Inexorably and with mounting momentum

they are approaching their r9o5, with the essential
and important difference that in I9o5 the revolution
in Russia could still (at any rate in the beginning)
proceed in isolation, that is, without other countries
being immediately drawn in; whereas the revolutions
now maturing in India and China are being-have
already been-drawn into the revolutionary struggle,
the revolutionary movement, the world revolution.
(LCw 33.3so)
The impact of the October Revolution in China has

been described by Mao Tse-tung :

It was through the Russians that the Chinese
found Marxism. Before the October Revolution, the
Chinese were not only ignorant of Lenin and Stalin,
they did not even know of Marx and Engels. The
salvoes of the October Revolution brought us
Marxism-Leninism. The October Revolution helped
progressives in China, as throughout the world,
to adopt the proletarian world outlook as the instm-
ment for studying a nation's destiny and considering
anew their old problems. Follow the path of the
Russians-that was their conclusion. (MSW +.+ry.)

Ten years later, when the first wave of the Chinese
revolution had expended itself, ending in defeat for
the revolutionary forces, many comrades, misled by
the outward appearance of things, despaired of
China's future. In this situation Mao Tse-tung wrote :

Althou$h the sutrjective forces of the revolution in
China are now weak, so also are ali organisations
(organs of political power, armed forces, political
parties, etc.) of the reactionary ruling classes, resting
as they do on the lbackward and fragile social and
economic structure of China. This helps to explain
why revolution cannot hreak out at once in the
countries of Western Europe, where, although the
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subjective forces of revolution are now perhaps
somewhat stronger than in China, the {orces of the
reactionary ruling classes are many times stronger,
and it also holps to explain why the revolution will
undoubtedly move towards a high tide more rapidly
in China, for although the subjective forces of the
revolution in China at present are weak, the forces
of the counter-revolution are relatively weak too.
(MSW r.r r9.)

By 'the subjective forces of the ,revolution' are rneant
the organised forces of the revolution. These forces, it
is argued here, were really, despite appearances, stron-
ger in China than in the West, because the forces
ranged against them were weaker. Further, the
situation in China was such that the revolutionary
forces were bound to grow :

In other words, our forces, though small at pre-
sent, will grow very rapidly. In the conditions
prevailing in China, their growth is not only possible
but indeed inevitable, as the May 3oth movement
and the Great Revolution which followed, have fully
proved. When we look at a thing, we must examine
its essence and treat its appearance merely as an
usher at the threshold, and once we cross the
threshold, we must grasp the essence of the thing;
this is the only reliable and scientific method of
analysis. (MSW I.IIg.)

Turning to India, we find there a trroadly similar set
of conditions, rbut the balance of forces was different.
On the one hand, in British India capitalist relations
were more highly developed, and the big bourgeoisie
was more united, being tied to a single imperialist
power, not torn between rival powers, as in China
(MSW 2.4$).At the same time, feudal relations still
survived, especially in the native states. On the other

hand, the proletariat failed to establish an alliance with
the peasantry. Thus, the counter-revolutionary forces
were stronger and the revolutionary {orces weaker than
in China. The result was that the bourgeoisie retained
the leadership of the national rnovement and came to
terms with feudalism and imperialism.

{n the surnmer of 1945, when the war in the West
was at an end and the surrender of Japan already
assured, the American imperialists used their latest
technologicai marvel to wipe out two Japanese cities.
The purpose of this action, which must be counted as

one of the greatest crimes in the whole history of
warf.are, was to intimidate all those, especially in Russia
and China, who rnight dare to challenge the world's
new masters. At the same time they were pouring
money and war materials into the .rotten regime of
Chiang Kai-shek in the hope that he would destroy
communism in China, which they would then use as a
base for a renewed war against the ,Soviet lJnion. Four
years later Chiang Kai-shek was routed by workers and
peasants trained, in Mao Tse-tung's strategy of people's
war (which was derived partly from the experience of
the Red Army in the Russian civil war) ; and a people's
democratic dictatorship was established in Peking.
Imperialism had suffered a second Shattering blow.
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CHAPTER VI

The Part2

The Communists fight for the attainment of the

immediate aims, fbr the enforcement of the

momentary interests, of the working class; but in
the movement of the present they also represent

and take care of the future of that movement'

-Communist 
Manilesto

r. Lessons of the Paris Commune

On March rB, rB7I, when the French bourgeoisie had

capitulated to the Prussian invaders rather than fight on

*iin working-class support, the workers of Paris

revolted and seized, po*e.. In place of the bourgeois
parliament they set up the Commune, which had

executive as rvell as legislative functions' Its members

were elected by universal suffrage and subject to instant

recall. The standing army was abolished and replaced

by the armed p"opi"; the police were 'brought directly

,r.rd.. p"prlar-'control; the magistrates and all other

public tffi"iolt were elected by the workers and paid a

iorkman's wages' This was the first time in history that

the proletariat had succeeded in overthrowing the hour-

g"oi.i" and setting up its own state; and, although the

Commrrna.ds were not Marxists, the new state assumed

in their hands the form of a proletarian dictatorship as

conceived by Marx and Engels. Engels wrote later :

Well and good, gentlemen; do you want to know
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what this dictatorship looks like? Look at the Paris
Commune. That was the dictatorship of the proletar-
iat. (ME r.+BSJ

The Commune lasted only a few weeks. There was no
working-class party, the trade-union movement was still
in its infancy, and through lack of experience the leaders
made some serious mistakes. They were too lenient to
the enemy, and they did not succeed in estao-lishing a
worker-peasant alliance. Above ail, being preoccupied
with armed sruggle against the troops encircling the
city, they had little time for socialist construction (LCW
r7:4r). At the end of May the Commune was over-
thrown, and the workers of Paris-men, women,
children-were massacred in thousands by the riflemen
of that same bourgeoisie which only eighty years before
had overthrown lhe feuclal monarchy in the name of
liberty, equality and fraternity.

And yet, regarded historically, it was not a failure.
Referring to Marx's judgement of it, Lenin wrote :

In September rBTo Marx had called the insur-
rection an act of desperate folly; but in April
t87r, when he saw the mass movement of the
people, he rvatched it with the keen attention of a
participant in great events marking a step forward
in the historic revolutionary movement. (LCW
r z.Io9.)

Not only was it the first proletarian dictatorship, but
its organisational unit, the commune, was the
prototype of the Soviets of Workers' Deputies, which
sprang up in Russia in r9o5 and again in r9r7 :

Only the Soviet organisation of the state can
really effect the immediate break-up and total
destruction of the old-that is, bourgeois-
bureaucratic and judicial machinery, which has
,been-and inevitably had to be-retained even in
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the most democratic republics, and which is, in
actual fact, the greatest obstacle to the practical
implementation of democracy for the workers and
working-people generally. The Paris Commune took
the first epoch-making step along this path. The
Soviet system has taken the second. (LCW 28.466.)

The lessons to be learnt from the experience of rBTr
were embodied by Lenin in the work of the revolu-
tionary party which he founded and led; and of
those lessons one of the most important was precisely
the need for such a party-a party equipped with a
revolutionary theory, united within itself by a com-
bination of democracy and discipline, and bound by
close ties to the masses.

z. The Party of a N ew Type

The theoretical principles underlying the organisation
of a proletarian party were worked out by Lenin in
the period which began with the preparations for the
revolution of rgo5 and ended with the October
Revolution. During the greater part of this period the
Party rwas banned, with only brief intcrvals of
legality, and it was sutrject throughout to persecution
from the Tsarist police. In these circumstanccs it was
necessary that the leadership should consist of a solid
core of professional revolutionaries :

I assert : (I) that no revolutionary movement can
endure without a stable organisation of leaders main-
taining continuity; (z) that the broader the popular
mass drawn spontaneously into the struggle, forming
the basis of the movement and participating in it, the
greater the need for such an organisation and the
more solid it must te...; (3) that the organisation
must consist chiefly of people professionally en-
gaged in revolutionary activity; (+) that in an

autocratic state, the more we confine membership
of such an organisation to professional revolution-
aries trained in the art of combating the political
police, the more difficult it will be to unearth the
organisation and (5) the greater the number of
people from the working class and other social
classes who will be able to join the movement and
work actively in it. (LCW 5.464.)

The need for a highly centralised leadership was
d,riven home by the following experience :

The rapid alternation of legal and illegal work,
which made it necessary to keep the general staff-
the leaders-under cover and cloak them in the
greatest secrecy, sometimes gave rise to extremely
dangerous consequences. The worst of these was
that in rgrz the agent proaocateur Malinovsky got
into the Bolshevik Central Committee. He betrayed
scores and scores of the .best and most loyal com-
rades, caused them to be sent to penal servitude,
and hastened the death of many of them. (LCW
3r.+5-)

At the same time, if the members of the Party were
to work together effectively, it was necessary that
they should act on the basis of collective decisions
reached after full and free discussion. This principle
of unity in action com,bined with freedom of criticism
is the basis of democratic centralism.

When the Party emerged above ground in lgl7, it
contained a core of trained revolutionaries, but at
that time there was a large influx of new members,
who did not recognise the need for Party discipline.
Among these was Trotsky, who joined in July rgr7.
Lenin's principles were upheld iby Stalin, who
succeeded in the face of itter opposition in establish-
ing a collective leadership, but despite repeated
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efforts, extended over rnany years (SCW 6.238, 7.2o,
31, 16r, ro.3e8, t1.75, rZ7, rzSzz), he was unable to
check the growth of bureaucracy and came to rely
himself increasingly on adrninistrative methods, with
the result that the relationship between the Party and
the masses was impaired.

Meanwhile Lenin's principles were being applied in
China by Mao Tse-tung. There, too, the Party had
suffered savage persecution (MSW 2876); but, thanks
to the vast extent of the country, offering ample
room for manoeuvre in a peasant war, the
Communists were able to establish liberated areas,

some of which they administered for many years
before I94g. In this way they accumulated, a {und of
practical experience, which, combined with a close

study of the history of the Bolshevik Party, enabled
them to carry the theory and practice of democratic
centralism forward to a higher stage.

Lenin's theory of the 'party of a new type', as

developed by Mao Tse-tung, may be considered
under three heads: the vanguard Party; dernocratic
centralism; and the mass line.

3.The Vanguard Party

The proletariat, as it becomes conscious of its role in
history, organises itself as the vanguard of the other
exploited, classes, principally the petty bourgeoisie,
giving them leadership, winning their suPport, and at
the same time opposing the vacillations and
deviations which they bring with them into the
movement. This it can only do if it is itself organised
under the leadership of an independent proletarian
party:

In its struggle for power the proletariat has no
other weapon but organisation. Disunited by the
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rule of anarchical competition in the bourgeois
world, ground down by forced labour for capital,
constantly thrust back into the 'lower depths' of
utter destitution, savagery and degeneration, the
proletariat can [sg6mg-4nd will inevitatrly
,fsg6ms-2n invincible force only when its ideolo-
gical unification in accordance with the principles
of Marxism is consolidated'by the material unity o{
organisation, which welds millions of toilers into an
army of the working class. (LCW 7.+r5.)

A Social-Democrat must never for a moment
forget that the proletariat will inevitably have to
lvage a class struggle for socialism even against the
most democratic and republican bourgeoisie and
petty bourgeoisie. That is beyond doubt. Hence the
absolute necessity of a separate, independent,
strictly class Party of Social-Democracy. (LCW
g.Bs)

The Party is the politically conscious, advanced
section of the class. It is its vanguard. The strength
of that vanguard, is a hundred times, more than a
hundred times, greater than its nurnbers. (LCW
r 9.4o6.)

One of the greatest and most dangerous mistakes
made by Communists (as genera,lly by revolution-
aries who have successfully accomplished the begin-
ning of a great revolution) is the idea that a
revolution can be made by revolutionaries alone.
On the contrary, if it is to he successful, all serious
revolutionary work requires that we should under-
stand and translate into action the idea that revo-
lutionaries can only play the part of vanguard of
the truly virile and advanced class. A vanguard
performs its task as vanguard only when it is able
to avoid isolation from the people it leads and is



really able to lead the whole mass forward. (LCW
33.227-)

In order to carry out its task as vanguard, the
Farty must learn to handle correctly the relations
between the proletariat and the several sections of
the petty trourgeoisie and the relations between differ-
ent sections of the proletariat itself :

Capitalism would not be capitalism if the
proletariat pur sang were not surrounded, by some
very motley types, intermediate between the
proletarian and the semi-proletarian (who earns his
livelihood in part by selling his labour-power),
between the semi-proletarian and the small peasant
(and petty artisan, handicraft-worker, and small
master in general), rbetween the small peasant and
the middle peasant, and so oflr and if the
proletariat itself were not divided into more or
less developed, strata, if it were not divided ac-
cording to territorial origin, trade, sometimes ac-
cording to religion, and so on. From all this
follows the necessity, the absolute necessity, for the
Communist Party, the vanguard of the proletariat,
its class-conscious section, to resort to changes of
tack, to conciliation and compromises with the
various groups of proletarians, with the v-arious
parties of the workers and small masters. It is
entirely a matter of knowing how to apply these
tactics in such a way as to raise, not lower, the
general level of proletarian class-consciousness, of
revolutionary spirit, of the ability to fight and
win. (LCW 9r.74.)

The Chinese Party was faced with similar problems
in establishing its alliance with the petty bour-
geoisie :

Among the petty-bourgeois masses outside the
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Party, in addition to the peasants who form the
main force in the Chinese bourgeois-democratic
revolution, the urLran petty bourgeoisie is also one
of the motive forces of the revolution in the
present stage, because the great majority of its
memt,ers are subject to all kinds of oppression, are
being constantly and rapidly driven to poverty,
bankruptcy and unemployment, and very urgently
demand economic and political democracy. But, as
a class in transition, the petty bourgeoisie has a
dual character, As for its good and revolutionary
side, the great majority of this olass are receptive
to the political and organisational influence of the
proletariat, and even to its ideological influence, at
present they demand a democratic revolution and
are capable of uniting and fighting for it, and in
the future they can take the path of socialism
together with the proletariat; but as for its bad
and backward side, not only has this class various
weaknesses which distinguish it from the proletar-
iat, but when deprived of proletarian leadership, it
often veers and falis under the influence of the
liberal bourgeoisie, and becomes their prisoner. In
the present stage, therefore, the proletariat and its
vanguard, the Communist Party of China, should
base themselves on a firm and broad alliance with
the masses of the petty bourgeoisie outside the
Party, and should, on the one hand, be lenient in
dealing with them and tolerate their liberal ideas
and style of work, in so far as these do not
impede the struggle against the enemy or disrupt
the social life we share in common, and, on the
other, give them appropriate education so as to
strengthen our alliance with them. (MSW 3.2r4.)



4. D enxocratic C entralism

Party discipline rests on democracy under centralised
leadership. In this way freedom of discussion and
criticism is combined rvith unity in action. The loiver
bodies elect the higher and are subject to their con-
trol. Majority decisions are binding. These principies
correspond to every class-conscious worker's exper-
ience of trade-union struggle :

We have already more than once enunciated our
theoretical views on the importance of discipline
and how this concept is to be understood in the
party of the working class. We defined it as unity
of action, freedom of discussion and criticisnt Only
such discipline is worthy of the democratic party of
the advanced class. The strength of the working
class lies in organisation. lJnless the masses are
organised, the proletariat is nothing. Organised-it
is everything. Organisation means unity of action,
unity in practical operations. . . . Therefore the
proletariat does not recognise unity of action lvith-
out freedom to discuss and criticise. (LCW r r.3ro.)

Is it really so difficult to understand that, before
a decision has been taken by the centre on a
strike, it is permissible to agitate for and against it,
lbut that alter a decision in favour of a strike (with
the additional decision to conceal this from the
enemy) to carry on agitation against the strike is
strike-breaking? Any worker will understand that.
(LCW z6.zz4.)

When the Party is working illeg-ally, the scope for
discussion and criticism is necessarily restricted, but at
the same time there can be no discipline without
confidence in the leadership. The terms of admission
to the Third (Communist) International, founded in
r9zo, included the following :
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Parties belonging to the Communist International
must be organised on the principle of democratic
cen.tralism. In this period of acute civil war, the
Communist Parties can perform their duty only if
they are organised in a most centralised manner,
are marked by an iron discipline bordering on
military discipline, and have strong, authoritative
party centres invested with wide powers and enjoy-
ing the unanimous confidence of the membership.
(LCW 3r.zro.)
In the course of a long struggle to build the

Bolshevik Party on this basis, Lenin had to combat
the anarchistic attitude to discipline prevalent among
the Menshevik intellectuals. To one of these, who
complained that he looked on the Party as though it
r.ere 'a huge factory', Lenin replied :

This dreadful word of his at once betrays the
mentality of the bourgeois intellectual unfamiliar
with either the practice or the theory of proletar-
ian, organisation. For the factory, which to some
seems only a bogey, represents that highest form of
capitalist co-operation which has united and disci-
plined the proletariat, taught it to organise, and
placed it at the head of all the other sections of
the toiling and exploited population. And Marxism,
which is the ideology of the proletariat trained by
capitalism, has been, and is, training unstable intel-
lectuals to distinguish Lretween the factory as a
means of exploitation (discipline based on fear of
starvation) and the factory as a means of organi-
sation (discipline based on collective labour united
by the conditions of a technically advancecl form
of production). The discipline and organisation
which come so hard to the bourgeois intellectual
are easily acquired by the proletariat just because
of this factory 'schooling'. (LCW 7.39I.)



This is where the proletarian who has been
through the sohool of the ofactory' can and should
teach a lesson to an,archistic individualism. The
class-conscious wolker has long since emerged from
the state of infancy when he used to fight shy of
the intellectual as such. The class-conscious worker
appreciates the richer store of knowledge and the
wider political outlook which he finds amonq
Social-Democratic intellectuals. But, as we proceed
with the building of a real Party, the class-
conscious worker must learn to distinguish the
mentality of the soldier of the proletarian armv
from the mentality of the bourgeois intellectual
who parades anarchistic phrases I he must learn to
insist that the duties of the Party member be
fulfilled not only by the rank and file but by the
'people at tlre top' as well. (LCW 7 Sg4.)

The circumstances in whioh the Chinese Party was
built were different, and in some respects less diffi-
cult, since the Bolsheviks had blazed the trail; but
the principles at issue were the same:

If we are to make the Party strong, we must
practise dernocratic centralism to stimulate the ini-
tiative of the whole membership. There was more
centralism during the period of reaction and civil
war. In the new period, centralism must be closely
linked with democracy. Let us apply democracy,
and so give scope to initiative throughout the
Party. Let us give scope to the initiative of the
whole Party membership, and so train new cadres
in great numbers, eliminate the remnants of sectar-
ian,ism, and unite the whole Party as solidly as

steel. (MSW r.zgz.)

For these reasons, education in democracy must
be carried on within the Party so that members

can understand the meaning of democratic life, the
meaning of the relationship between democracy
and centralism, and the way in whioh democratic
centralism should be put into practice. Only in this
u,'ay can we really extend democracy within the
Party and at the same time avoid ultra-democracy
and the laissez-f aire which destroys discipline.
(MSW z.zo5.)

The Chinese Party attracted recruits in large num-
bers, not only from the peasantry, but from the urban
petty bourgeoisie and particularly the intellectuais; but
these, too, became good Party members only after sub-
mitting to a process of ideological remoulding in
accordance with the principles formulated by Lenin :

But the case is entirely different with those of
petty-bourgeois origin who have voluntarily aban-
doned their original class stand and joined the
party of the proletariat. The Party should adopt a
policy towards them that difiers in principle from
that towards the petty-bourgeois masses outside the
Party. Since such people were close to the proletar-
iat to begin with and joined its Party voluntarily,
they can gradually become proletarian in their
ideology tihrough Marxist-Leninist education in the
Party and steeling in mass revolutionary struggles,
and they can be of great service to the proletiiian
forces. . . , It has to be emphasised, however, that
the revolutionary character of the petty bourgeois
who has not yet been proletarianised is essentially
different from the revolutionary character of the
proletarian, and that this difference can often
develop into a state of antagonism. . . . If the
advanced elements of the proletariat do not draw a
firm and sharp line between Marxist-Leninist
ideology and the original ideology of those Party
members who came from the petty bourgeoisie, and
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do not educate them and struggle with threm in a

serious but appropriate and patient way, it will be

impossible t" o.r"r.o*" their petty-bourgeois

ideology, and, wntat is more, these members will
i""vit"'biy strive to remould the vanguard of the

proletariat in their own image and usurp Party
ieadership, thus damaging the cause o{ the Farty
and the people. (MSW 3.2r+.)

trn the Chinese democratic revolutionary move-

ment, it was the intellectuals who were first to

awaken. . . . But the intellectuals will accomplish

nothing if they fail to integrate themselves with the

workeri and peasants. In tire final analysis' th:
dividing line bitween revolutionary intellectuals and

non-rev'olutionary or counter-revolutionary .intellec-
tuals is whether or not they are willing to integrate

themselves with the workers and peasants and

actually do so. (MSW z.z3B.)

Lastly, democratic centralism is the organising -prin-
ciple, not only of the proletari?n party, but of the

new proletarian state, bised in Russia on the soviets

and in China on the people's conEgesses :

Now, if the proletariat and poor peasants take

state power into their own hands, organise them-
selves quite freely in cornmunes, and unite the

action of uU tt " communes in striking at capital,
in crushing the resisiance of the capitalists, and

transferring the privately-owned railways, factories,

land and io on to the entire nation, to the whole

of society, won't that be centralism? Won't that
be the rnost consistent democratic centralism and

moreover proletarian centralism ? (LCW 25'429')

The organisational principle of the new-

democratic state should be democratic centralism,

with the people's consresses determining the major
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policies and electing the governments at the
various levels. It is at once democratic and
centralised, that is, centralised on the basis of
democracy and democratic under centralised
guidance. T[ris is the only system that can give
full expression to democracy with full powers
vested in the people's congresses at all levels and,
at the same time, guarantee centralised adminis-
tration with the governments at each level exercis-
i.g centralised management of all the affairs
entrusted to them by the people's congresses at
the corresponding level and safeguarding whatever
is essential to the democratic life of the people.
(MSW 3,280, cf. 2.57,352, MFE 86.)

5. From the Masses,to the Masses

One of the fundamental principles of Party work, as

developed in China, is what is known as 'the mass
line', that is, the systematic cultivation of the closest
possible interaction between the Party and the masses.

This was one of the lessons which the Chinese Party
learnt from the Russian Revolution :

The more acute the class struggle becomes, the
more necessary it is for the proletariat to rely,
most resolutely and completely, on the broad
masses of the people and to bring into full play
their revoiutionary enthusiasm to defeat the
counter-revolutionary forces. The experience of the
stirring and seething mass struggles in the Soviet
{Jnioi-r during the October Revolution and the
ensuing civil war proved this truth to the full. It is
from Soviet experience in that period that the
'mass line' our Party so often talks about was
derived. (HE zo.)

If the party is to lead the masses, it must serve
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trheir interests. It must serve in order to lead. It
must, therefore, be in close contact with them. Only
in this way can it guide their activities and correct
its own mistakes :

To serve the rnasses and express their interests,
having correctly conceived those interests, the
advanced contingent, the organisation, must carrv
on all its activities among the masses, drawing
from them all the best elements without exception,
at every step verifying carefully and objectively
whether contact with the masses is being main-
tained and whether it is a Iive contact. In this
way, and only in this way, does the advanced
contingent train and enlighten, the masses, expres-
sing their interests, teaching them organisation and
directing all their activities along the path of con-
scious class politics. (LCW I9.4og)

A political party's attitude to its own mistakes is
one of the most important and surest ways of
judging how earnest the party is and how it fulfils
in practice its obligations to its class and the work-
ing people. Frankly acknowledging a mistake,
analysing the conditions that have led up to it,
and thrashing out the means of rectifying it-that
is the hallmark of a serious partv; that is how it
should perform its duties; that is ho,r,v it should
educate and train its class and then lhe masses.
(LCw 2r.57.)

This principle of 'the mass line' is regarded as the
starting-point of all work in the Chinese Party :

All work done for the masses must start from
their needs an.d not from the desire of any indi-
vidual, however well-intentioned. It often happens
that objectively the masses need a certain change,
but subjectively they are not as yet conscious of the
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need, not yet willing or determined to make the
change. In such cases we should wait patiently. We
should not make the change until, through our
work, most of the masses have become conscious of
the need and are willing and determined to carry it
out. Otherwise we shall isolate ourselves from the
n)asses. (MSW 3.%6,)

Our point of departure is ;to serve ,the people
whole-heartedly and never for a moment divorce
ourselves from the masses, to proceed in all cases
from the interests of the people an.d not from the
interests of individuals or groups, and to understand
the identity of our responsibility to the people and
our responsibility to the leading organs of the Party.
Communists must be ready at all times to stand up
for the truth, because truth is in the interests of the
people; Communists must be ready at all times to
correct their mistakes, because mistakes are against
the interests of the people. Twenty-four years of
experience tell us that the right task, policy and
style of work invariably conform to the demands of
the masses at a given time and place and invariably
strengthen our ties with the masses, and trhe wrong
task, policy and style of work invariably disagree
with the demands of the masses at a given time and
place and invariably alienate us from the masses.
(MSw 3.3I5.)

We Commun,ists are like seeds and the people are
like the soil. Wherever we go, we must unite with
the people, take root and blossom among them.
Wherever our comrades go, they must build good
relations with the masses, be concerned for them
and [relp them to overcome ttheir difficulties. We
must unite with the masses; 0he more of the masses
we unite with, the better. We must go all out to
mobilise the masses, expand the people's forces, and,



under the leadership of our Party, defeat the aggres-
sor and build a new China. (MSW a.58.)

We must criticise and struggle with certain cadres
and Party members, who have committed serious
mistakes, and certain bad elements among the
masses of workers and peasants. In suoh criticisrn
and struggle we should persuade the masses to
adopt correct methods and forns and to refrain
from rough actions. This is one side of the matter.
The other side is that these cadres, Party members
and bad elements should be made to pledge that
they will not retaliate against the masses. It should
be announced that the masses not only have the
right to criticise them freely but also have the right
to dismiss them from their posts when necessary, ot'
to propose their dismissal, or to propose their expul-
sion frorn the Party and even to hand the worst
elements over to the people's courts for trial and
punishment. (MSW 4.r86.)

The relation between the Party and the masses, like
the relation between the Party leadership and the
rank-and-fi1e, is a unity of opposites, in which each
acts and reacts upon the other :

As Comrade Mao Tse-tung says, the correct poli-
tical line should be 'from the masses, to the
masses'. To ensure that the line really comes frorn
the masses, and in particular that it really goes
back to the masses, there must be close ties not
only between the Party and the masses outside the
Party (between the class and the people) but above
all between the Party's leading bodies and the
masses within the Party (between the cadres and
the rank-and-file) ; in other words, there must be a
correct organisational line. (MSW 3.2o8.)

Further, this cyclical interaction between Party and
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people corresponds to the dialectical relation between
theory and practice ,in the Marxist theory of know-
ledge :

In. all the practical work of our Part% all correct
leadership is necessarily 'from the masses, to the
masses'. This means: take the ideas of the masses
(scattered and unsystematic ideas) and concentrate
them (through study turn them into concentrated
and systematic ideas), then go back to the masses

and propagate and explain these ideas, until the
masses embrace them as their own, hold fast to
them and translate them into action, and test the
correctness of these ideas in such action. Then once
again concentrate ideas from the masses and once
again go to trhe massers, so that the ideas are
persevered in and carried through. And so on over
and over again in an endless spiral, with the ideas
becorning more correct, more vital and richer each
time. Such is the Marxist theory of knowledge.
(MSW 3.r r9)

From liv.ing perception to abstract thought, and

from this to practice-suoh is the dialectical path
of the cognition of truth, of the cognition of objec-
tive reality. (LCW 38. t 7 r .)

Hence, in the building of socialism the develop-
ment of society becomes a conscious process con-
ducted by the masses of the people under the
leadership of the proletariat and its party :

In the present epoch of the development of
society, the responsibility of correctly knowing and
changing the world Lras been placed by history
upon the shoulders of the proletariat and its party.
This process, the practice of dhanging the world,
which is determined in accordance with scientific
knowledge, has already reached a historic moment
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in the world an'd in China, a great moment un-
precedented in human history, that is, the moment
for completely banishing darkness from the world
and for changing the worid into a world of light
such as never previously existed. The struggle of
the proletariat and the revolutionary people to
change the world comprises the fulfilment of the
following tasks: to change the objective world and
at the same time their orvn subjective world-to
ohange their cognitive ability and ohange the
reiations between ttre subjective and the objective
world... . And the objective world which is to be
changed also includes all the opponen;ts of change,
who, in order to be ohanged, must go through a
stage of compulsion before they can enter the stage
of voluntary, conscious change. The epoch of rvorld
communism will be reached when all mankind
voluntarily and consciously changes itself and the
world. (MSW r.3oB.)

Thus, the Party leadership and the rank-and-fi1e, the
Party and the proletariat, the proletariat and the rest of
the people, the people and the reactionaries-lhssg 21s
four major contradictions underlying the movement
of socialist society, each of them being included in the
wider contradiction as its principal aspect. The first
three are non-antagonistic by nature, though they may
become antagonistic, if handled incorrectly; the fourth
is antagonistic by nature, but, if ihandled correctly, rvill
eventually tbecome non-antagonistic; and then, when
the transition to communism has been completed, all
forms of state power, including democracy, dictatorship
and the Party itself, will disappear :

When classes disappear, all instmments of class
struggle-parties and the state machinery-will lose
their function, cease to be necessary, therefore
gradually wither away and end their historical mis-
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sion; and human society will move to a higher stage . . .
Communists the world over are wis-er than the

bourgeoisie, they understand the laws governing the
c.xrstence and development of things, they underitand
dialectics and they can see further. The bourgeoisie
does not welcome this truth because it does not want
to be overthrown. . . . But for the working class, the
labouring 

. 
people and the Communist party tthe

question is not one of being overthrown, but of
working hard to create the conditions in which
classes, state power and political parties will die out
very naturally and mankind will enter the realm of
Great Harmony. (MSW 4.4rt.)

I
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CHAPI'ER I/II

Tlre First Socialist State

The history of all past society has consisted in
the development of class antagonisms, antagon-
isms that assumed different forms at different
epochs. But, whatsoever form they have taken,
one fact is common to all past ages, namely,
the exploitation of one part of society by the
other.

-Communist 
Manifesto

r. T he P r olet arian Re u olution

Summarising Lenin's
between the bourgeois
Stalin wrote :

of the differences
proletarian revolution,

analysis
and the

The distinction between the proletarian revo-
lution and, the bourgeois revolution may be
reduced to five main points.

r. The bourgeois revolution usually begins when
there exist more or less finished forms of the
capitalist order, forms which have grown and
ripened within the womb of feudal society prior
to the open revolution; whereas the proletarian
revolution begins when finished forms of the
socialist order are either absent or almost com-
pletely absent.

z. The main task of the bourgeois revolution
consists in seizing power and making it conform
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to the already existing ,bourgeois economy, whereas
the main task of the proletarian revolution consists
in 

. 
seizing power in order to build up a new

socialist economy.

3. The ,bourgeois revolution is usually consurn-
mated with the seizure of power, whereas in the
proletarian revolution the seizure of power is only
the beginning, and power is used ai a lever foi
transforming the old economy and, organising the
new one.

4. The bourgeois revolution limits itself to sub-
stituting one group of exploiters for another in
the seat of power, and therefore it need not break
up the old state machinel whereas the proletarian
revolution removes all the exploiting groups from
power and places in power the leader of all the
toilers and exploited, the olass of proletarians, in
view of which it cannot abstain from breaking up
the old state machine and replacing it with a-new
one.

5. The bourgeois revolution cannot rally the
millions of the toiling and exploited masses for
any length of time, for the very reason that they
are toilers and exploited; whereas the proletarian
revolution cun a.rd must join them, as toilers and
exploited, in a durable alliance with the proletar-
iat, if it wishes to carry out its main task of
consolidating the power of the proletariat and
building the new socialist economy. (SCW B.zz, cf.
LCW 27.89.)

Thus, having overthrown the bourgeoisie, the
proletariat is confronted with the task of construct-
ing a new social order, which will differ not only
from capitalism but from all previous forms of class
society in that it brings exploitation to an end. It
follows that the proletarian revolution involves more



profound changes, and there{ore greater difficulties,
than any previous revolution.

Further, these difficulties, inherent in the nature of
proletarian revolutions, were necessarily at their
greatest in the October Revolution, because it was
the first. After seizing power and defeating their
enemies, internal and external, with a Red Army
created in the thick of the fighting, the Russian
workers and, peasants turned to the task of building
socialism with no experience to draw on, with no
help from any friendly state, harassed by sabotage
organised from abroad, and faced with the threat of
renewed intervention.

The actual seizure of power had not been so diffi-
cult. This was due to the political situation created by
the war. Internally, the backward economy of the
Tsarist era had collapsed under the impact of military
defeat. Externally, the imperialist powers, locked
together as they were in mortal combat, were unable
to intervene (LCW 27.92, SCW 6.r62); and later,
when they did intervene, they were hampered by the
opposition of their own workers-revolutionary upris-
ings in Hungary and Germany, actions in support of
the Bolsheviks in France and Britain (LCW 3o.386,
33.145, SCW 6.39r). Thanks to these political factors,
the revolution survived. But then, as it passed from
the struggle for power to socialist construction, the
backwardness of Tsarism became a major obstacle :

The more backward the country which, owing to
the zigzags of history, has proved to be the one to
start the socialist revolution, the more difficult it is
for her to pass from the old capitalist relations to
socialist relations. (LCW 27.89.)

In the West the reverse situation obtained. There,
the socio-economic conditions of monopoly
capitalism-large-scale production, universal literacy,
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and a high level of labour skill and trade-union
organisation-were favourable to socialist construction;
but, so long as the workers were held back by refor-
mist illusions, the political conditions were lacking.
Lenin pointed the contrast by comparing Russia with
Germany:

Socialism is inconceivable without large-scale capi-
talist engineering based on the latest discoveries of
modern science. . . . At the same time socialism is

inconceivable unless the proletariat is the ruler of
the state. . . . In 19IB, Germany and Russia had
become the most striking emibodiment of the rnater-
ial realisation of the economic, productive and
socio-economic conditions for socialism, on the one
hand, and the political conditions, on the other.
(LCw 3e.%+.)

Accordingly, Lenin argued that in the West the revo-
lution would be slower in coming than it was in
Russia but less difficult when it did come; and at the
same time he warned the Bolsheviks not to be
deceived by the ease with which they had won power,
because their greatest difficulties lay ahead :

Anyone who has given careful thought to the
economic requisites of the socialist revolution in
Europe must be clear on the point that in Europe it
will be immeasurably more difficult to start, whereas
for us it was immeasurably easier to start; but it
will be rnore difficult for us to continue the revo-
lution than it will be over there. This objective
situation has caused us to experience an extraordin-
arily sharp and difficult turn in history. (LCW
27.%.)

Looking at the Russiar.r revolution as a rvhole, there-
fore, he concluded, :



We began our revolution in unusually difficult
conditions, suih as no other workers' revolution in
the world will ever have to face. (LCW 28.ry7.)

z. S o cialist C onstruction

At the end of the civil war the economic life of the
country was almost at a standstili, and the worker-
peasant alliance was under a severe strain. The
situation was only saved by Lenin's New Economic
Policy, through ,which production was revived on the
basis of private trade in small industry and agricul-
ture. After this period of economic restoration the
struggle for socialist construction began.

Industrialisation requires capital, and the only
available source of capital was the labour of the
proletariat and peasantry. Stalin said :

In the capitalist countries industrialisation rvas
usually effected, in the main, by robbing other
countries, by robbing colonies or defeated coun-
tries, or with dhe help of substantial and more or
less enslaving loans from abroad.

You know that for hundreds of years Britain
collected capital from all her colonies and from
all parts of the world, and was able in this way
to make additional investments in her industry.
This incidentally explains why Britain became at
one time the 'workshop of the worid'.

You know aiso that Germany developed her
industry with the help, among other things, of the
r),ooo million francs r.r'hich she levied as an
indemnity on France after the Franco-Frussian
!var.

One respect in r.t'hich our country differs from
the capitalist countries is that we cannot and must
not engage in colonial robbery, or in the plunder-

ing of other countries in general. That wan there-
fore, is closed to us.

Neither, however does our country have, or
want to have, enslaving loans from abroad. Con-
sequent y, that way too ,is closed to us.

What then remains? Only one thing, and that
is to develop industry, to industrialise the country,
with the help of internal accumuiations. . . .

But what are the chief sources of these accumu-
lations? As I have said, there are two such
sources : first, the working class, which creates
values and advances our industry; secondly, the
peasantry.

The way matters stand with the peasantry in
this respect is as follows. It not only pays the
state the usual taxes, direct and indirect; it also
ouer-pays in the relatively high prices for manu-
factured goods-that is in the first place-and it
is more or less u.nder-paid in the prices for agri-
cultural produce-that is in the second place.

This is an additional tax levied on the peas-
antry for the sake of promoting industry, which
caters for the whole country, the peasantry in-
cluded. (SCW tr.r65.)

In order to implement this poiicy it was necessary
to maintain the dictatorship of the proletariat and the
worker-peasant alliance, in which the masses of the
peasantry joined with the proletariat in the struggle
against the kulaks:

The alliance of the proletariat with the peasantrv
is an alliance of the working class with the labour-
ing masses of the peasantry. Such an alliance cannot
be effective without a struggle against capitalist
elements in the peasantry, against the kulaks. Such
an alliance cannot be a stable one unless the poor
peasants are organised as the bulwark of the work-



ing class in the countryside. That is why the al-
liance between the workers and peasants under the
present conditions of the dictatorship of the
proletariat can be effected only in accordance with
Lenin's well-known slogan : rely on the poor peas-
ants, Lruild a stable alliance with the middle peas-
ants, and never cease fighting against the kulaks.
For only iby applying this slogan can the main mass
of the peasantry be drawn into the channel of
socialist construction. (SCW r l.ror.)

tJnder Stalin's leadership these tasks were accom-
plished. In a backward country, ruined by war and
civil war, surounded by enernies, a socialist state was
created, the first in the world, with a modern industry,
modern agriculture, and a modern army strong enough
to withstand and destroy the armed might of fascist
Germany, which had been built up by the imperialists
for the express purpose of destroying socialism. For
these reasons Stalin is assured of a place in history bv
the side of Lenin.

g.'Left' and Right Deuiations

Besides the difficulties inherent in the objective
situation, there were others arising from the lack of
unity in the subjective forces of the revolution. For
many years the leadership was openly divided. The
Leninists, led by Lenin and later by Staljn, were op-
posed 'by several groups, led by Trotsky, Bukharin and
others, who were often divided among themselves but
at one in their opposition to Lenin and Stalin. Two
main lines of opposition emerged, one led by Trotskv,
who maintained that, unless there was a revolution in
the West, the Soviet republic r,r'as bound to collapse,
and the other by Bukharin, who maintained that the
kulaks should not be coerced but allor.r,ed to 'grow.
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peacefully into socialism'. These two lines exemplify the
'Left' and Right forms of opportunism, which have
been discussed in Chapter I.

In r9o5, when Lenin formulated his theory of ounin-

terrupted revolution', Trotsky put forward in oppo-
sition to it his own theory of 'permanent revolution',
borrowing the name from Marx. According to this
theory, the proletariat, having overthrown the Tsar,
will find itself in conflict with the masses of the peas-
antry and will be unable to maintain itself in power
without state support from the proletariat of the West,
that is, without a proletarian revolution in the West. In
keeping with this theory, Trotsky refused to conclude
the peace negotiations at Brest-Litovsk, on the ground
that to make peace with the German imperialists would
be to betray the coming revolution in Germany. This
was described by Lenin as a 'strange and monstrous'
decision (LCW zl.68); and, if he had not succeeded in
reversing it, the Soviet reputrlic would undoubtedly
have collapsed,.

Of course, Lenin recognised that the revolution in
Russia might fail; but he maintained that, even if it
did fail, it would still mark an advance in the world
revolution, and that it was only through a series of
such attempts, none of them completely suocessful, that
the r"rltimate victory of world socialism wouid be
secured :

We are not in a position to call forth at will a
socialist revolution in the West, which is the only
atrsolute guarantee against restoration in Russia. But
a relative and conditional 'guarantee', that is one
that would raise the greatest possible obstacles to
restoration, lies in carrying out the revolution in
Russia in the most far-reaching, consistent and deter-
mined manner possible. The more far-reaching the
revolution is, the more difficult it will be to restore
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the old order and the more gains will remain even if
restoration does take place. (LCW ry827.)

It would be a fatal mistake to declare that, since

there is a discrepalrcy between our economic 'forces'
and our political strength, it 'follorvs' that we should
not have seized power. Such an argument can be
advanced only by a 'man in a muffler', who forgets
that there will ahvays be such a 'discrepancy', that it
always exists in the development of nature and
society alike, and that only by a series of attempts-
each of which, taken by itself, will be one-sided and
suffer from certain inconsistencies-will complete
socialism be created by the revolutionary co-

operatiorr of the proletarians oI all countries. (LCW

32.33e.)

It will be seen that, apart from the name, Trotsky's
theory of 'permanent revolution' has nothing in com-
mon with IVIarx's theory except the idea of 'simultan-
eity', which proved in the event to be mistaken.
Trotsky failed to distinguish the two stages of the
revolution and denied a revolutionary role to the peas-

antry. This was the Menshevik position. Like the
Mensheviks, he failed to see that the differentiation of
the peasantry after Igo5 was making them more, not
less, revolutionary; for the peasant masses were being
drau,n closer to the urban proletariat, and at the same

time the struggle against Tsarism,. u'hich involved the
entire pcasantry, was becoming more aclrte :

Tlris task is being 'rvrongly tacLled in Nashe Slouo
by Trotsky, who is repeating his 'original' rQo5 theory
and refuses to give some thought to the reason why, in
the course of ten years, life has been by-passing this
splendid theory of his.

From the Bolsheviks Trotsky's original theory has

borrowed their call for a decisive proletarian revoiu-

tionary struggle, while from the Mensheviks it has
borrowed 'repudiation' of the role of the peasantry. . . .

A whole decade-the great decade of rgo5-15-has
shown the existence of two, and only two, class lines
in the Russian revolution. The differentiation of the
peasantry has enhanced the class struggle within
them; it has aroused many hitherto politically dor-
mant elements. It has dralvn the rural proletariat
closer to the urtran proletariat. . . . However, the anta-
p;onism between the peasantry, on the one hand, and
the Markovs, Romanovs and Khvostovs, on the other,
has becorne stronger and more acute. This is such an
obvious truth that not even the 'thousands of phrases
in ihe scores of Trotsky's Paris articles will 'refute' it.
Trotsky is in fact helping the liberal-lirbour politicians
in Russia, who hy 'repudiation' of the role of the
peasantry understand a refusal to rouse the peasants
for tlre revolution. (LCW zt.4rg-zo.)

Lenin's opinion of Trotsky's theoretical and political
line may be seen in the follorving comments :

Trotsky distorts Bolshevism, because he has never
been able to form any definite views on the role of
the proletariat in the Russian bourgeois revolution.
(LCW r6.38o.)

And that fact proves we u/ere right in calling
Trotsky a representative of the 'worst remnants of
factionalism'" . . .

LTnder cover of 'non-factionalism' Trotsky is
championing tl.re interests of a group abroad rvliich
particularly lacks definite principles and has no basis
in the working-class movement in Russia.

All that glitters is not eold. There is much glitter
and sound in Trotsl<v's phrases, but they are mean-
ingless. (LCW zo.33z.)

Trotsky has never yet held a firm opinion on any
rr+
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important question of Marxism. He always contrives
to worm hii way into the cracks of any difference
of opinion, and desert one side for the other. (LCW
20.447.)

In a letter dated February tg, rgr7, he wrote :

Trotsky arrived, and this scoundrel at once
ganged up with the right wing of Nouy Mir against
the Left Zimmerwaldists ! ! That's it ! ! That's
Trotsky for vou ! ! always true to himself-twists,
swindles, poses as a left, helps the right, so long as
he can.. . (LCW 35.zBB, cf. zB5.)

At the end of rgzo Trotsky produced a pamphlet in
which he attacked the Party line on developing trade
union democracy. Lenin criticised it as follows :

My principal material is Comrade Trotsky's
pamphlet, The Role and Tasks of the Trade
Unions. When I compare it with the theses he
submitted to the Central Committee, and go over it
very carefully, I am amazed at the number of
theoretical mistakes and glaring blunders it con-
tains. . . .

IIe has, I am quite sure, made a number of
mistakes bearing on the very essence of the dictator-
ship of the proletariat. (LCW 32.rg-2e, cf. 36.595.)

In t93o, fighting for the Leninist line against both
'Left' and Right deviations, Stalin made the following
analysis of Trotskyism :

What is the essence of Trotskyism?
The essence of Trotskyism is, first of all, denial of

the possibility of completely building socialism in
the U.S.S.R. by the efforts of the working class and
peasantry of our country. What does this mean? It
means that, if a victorious world revolution does not
come to our aid in the near future, we shall have to
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surren er to the bourgeoisie and clear the way for a

bourgeois-democratic republic. Consequently, we
have here the bourgeois denial of the possibility of
completely building socialism in our country, dis-

guised by 'revolutionary' phrases about the victory
of the world revolution. . . .

The essence of Trotskyism is, secondly, denial of
the possibility of drawing the main mass of the
peasantry into the work of socialist construction in
the countryside. What does this mean? It means

that the working class is incapable of leading the
peasantry in the work of transferring the individual
peasant farms to collectivist lines, that, if the victory
bf tne world revolution does not come to the aid of
the working class in the near future, the peasantry
will restore the old bourgeois order. . . .

The essence of Trotskyism is, lastln denial of the
necessity for iron discipline in the Party, recognition
of freedom for factional groupings in the Party,
recognition of the need to form a Trotskyist party.
According to Trotskyism, the C'P.S.U.(B.) must not
be a singie, united militant party, but a collection of
groups and factions, each with its own centre, its
own discipline, its own press, and so forth. What
does this mean? It means proclaiming freedom for
political factions in the Party. It means that
ireedom for political groupings in the Party must be

followed by freedom for political parties in the
country, that is, bourgeois democracy. . . .

Capitulation in practice as the content, 'Left'
phrases and revolutionary adventurist postures as the

iorrn, disguising and advertising the defeatist
content-such is the essence of Trotskyism'

This duality of Trotskyism reflects the duality in
the position of the urban petty bourgeoisie, Which is
being ruined, cannot tolerate the 'regime' of the
dictatorship of the proletariat and is striving either
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to jump into socialism 'at one go' in order to avoid
being ruined (hence aduenturism and hysteri.cs in
policy), or, if this is impossible, to make every
conceivable concession to capitalism (hence capitu-
lationin policy). (SCW t2.364.)

At the same congress Stalin analysed the Right
deviation, led by Bukharin, Rykov and Tomsky :

It cannot be said that the Right deviators do
not admit the possibility of completely building
socialism in the U.S.S.R. No, they do admit it, and
that distinguishes them from the Trotskyists. But
the misfortune of the Right deviators is that, wtrile
formally admitting that it is possible to build
socialism in one country) they refuse to recognise
the ways and means of struggle without which it is
impossible to build socialism. . . . They think that
socialism can be built on the quiet, automatically,
without class struggle, without an offensive against
the capitalist elements. They think that the capi-
talist elements will either die out imperceptibly or
else grow into socialism. Since, however, such
miracles do not happen in history, ,it follows that
the Right deviators are in fact slipping into the
viewpoint of denying the possibil'ity of completely
building socialism in our country.

Nor can it be said that the Right deviators deny
that it is possible to drar,v the main mass of the
peasantry into the work of building socialism in
the countryside. No, they admit that it is
possible, and that distinsuishes them from the
Trotskyists. But, while admitting it formally, they
will not accept the ways and means without which
it is impossible to draw the peasantry into the
work of building socialism. . . . They think that the
chief thing now is not a high rate of industrial
development, and not collective farms and state

farms, but to 'release' the elemental forces of the
market, to 'emancipate' the market and to 'remove
the shackles' from the individual farms, up to and
including those of the capitalist elements in the
countryside. Since, however, the kulaks cannot
grow in,to socialism, and 'emancipating' the market
means arming the kulaks and disarming the work-
ing class, it follows that the Right deviators are in
fact slipping into the viewpoint of denying that it
is possible to draw the main mass of the peasantry
into the work of building socialism. . . .

The Right deviators do not take tihe stand of
forming another party, and that is another thing
that distinguishes them from the Trotskyists. The
leaders of the Right deviators have openly
admitted their mistakes and have surendered to
the Party. But it would be foolish to think on these
grounds that the Right deviation is already buried.
The strength of Right opportunism is not measured
by this circumstance. The strength of Right oppor-
tunism lies in the strength of the petty-bourgeois
elemental forces, in the strength of the pressure on
the Party exercised by the capitalist elements in
general and by the kulaks in particular. . . .

That is how matters stand as regards the 'Left'
and Right deviations in the Party.

The task is to continue the uncompromising
struggle oz two t'ronts, against the 'Lefts', who
represent petty-bourgeois radicalism, and against
the Riglrts, who represent petty-bourgeois liber-
alzsrz. (SCW nq64-72.)

It only remains to add that in professing to admit
their mistakes the Rightists were guilty of deception.
It was subsequently shown at the Moscow trials that
both groups were working for the counter-revolution.
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4.The New Bourgeoisie

The proletarian revolution puts an end to exploitation,
but not to class struggle. Even after the collectivisation
of agriculture, there remains a contradiction in the

econornic base between the collective farms, which are

owned by the collective, and the state farms, which
are state-owned. Within the collective, each family has

its own holding, with the right to sell its produce on

the open market. Thus, the peasantry is still tied to
small commodity production. So, toq are the

handicraft-workers. The proletariat enjoys a higher
standard of living than the peasantry, corresponding
to the division between, town and country, which has

been inherited from oapitalist society. In industry itself
there is a contradiction between the collective charac-
ter of labour and the individual character of wages.

The capitalists, landowners and kulaks have been ex-

propriated, but they are still active, many of them

being employed in the government and public services.

Lenin warned repeatedly that, apart from the dan-
ger of foreign intervention, there still existed wit'hin
the Soviet system conditions giving rise to the possi-

bility of a capitalist restoration :

The transition from capitalism to communism
takes an entire historical epocitr. Until this epoch is

over, the exploiters inevitably cherish the hope of
restoration, and this hope tutns into attempts at
restoration. (LCW z9,z54.)

The bourgeoisie are emerging, not only from
among our Soviet governmen;t employees-only a
very few can emerge from their ranks-but from
the ranks of the peasants and handicraftsmen. .. .It
shows that even in Russia capitalist commodity pro-
duction is alive, operating, developing and giving

rise to a bourgeoisie, just as it does in every capi-
talist society. (LCW z9.r89)

As long as we live in a srnall-peasant country,
there is a surer economic basis for capitalism in
Russia than for communism. This must be borne in
mind. Anyone who has carefully observed life in the
countryside, as compared with life in the towns,
knows that we have not torn out the roots of
capitalism and have not undermined the foun-
dation, the basis, of the internal enemy. The latter
depends on small-scale production, and there is only
one way of undermining it, namely, to place the
economy of the country, including agriculture, on a
new technical basis, the technical basis of modern
large-scale production. (LCW 3 L5 r 6.)

Lenin's warning was repeated by Stalin :

Have we in our Soviet country any of the con-
ditions that would make the restoration of capi-
talism possible? Yes, we have. That, comrades, may
appear strange, but it is a fact. We have over-
thrown capitalism, we have established the dictator-
ship of the proletariat, we are developing our
socialist industry at a rapid pace and arc linking
peasant economy with it. But we have not yet torn
out the roots of capitalism. Where are these roots
imbedded ? They are imbedded in commodity pro-
duction, in small production in the towns and
especially the countryside. (SCW r r.235.)

This new bourgeoisie could not work openly-
except abroad, where the 6migr6s were very active
and well-organised-but it had its own ideology,
known as Smena-Vekhism, which Stalin described as
follows:

Smena-Vekhism is the ideology of the new bour-
geoisie, which is growing and little by little linking
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up with the kulaks and ttre intelligentsia in the
government service. The new bourgeoisie has put
forward its own ideology, the Smena-Vekh ideology,
which consists in the view that the Communist Party
is bound to degenerate and the new bourgeoisie to
consolidate itself, while it appears that, without our-
selves noticing it, we Bolsheviks are bound to reac,h
the threshold of the democratic republic, then to
cross that threshold, and, with th,e assistance of
some 'Caesar', who wi]l come forward, perhaps from
the ranks of the military or perhaps from the
government ser-vice officials, to find ourselves in the
position of an ordinary bourgeois republic. (SCW
7 $50.)

The progress of our industry, the progness of our
trading and co-operative Lrodies, the improvement of
our state apparatus, is progress and improvement of
benefit to the rvorking class, of benefit to the main
rnass of the peasantry, but of disadvantage to the
new bourgeoisie, of disadvantase to the middle
strata generally and to the urban middle strata in
particular. Is it to be wondered at that discontent
with the Soviet regirne is growing among these
strata? Hence the counter-revolutionary moods in
these circles. Henoe the Smena-Vekhist ideology as a
fashionable commodity on the political market of
the new bourgeoisie. (SCW ro.3e5.)

One of the most effective weapons in the hands of
the new bourgeoisie was bureaucracy. This was one
of the evils inherited from the old regime :

Under capitalism, democracy is restricted,
cramped, curtailed, mutilated by all the conditions
of wage-slavery and the poverty and misery of the
people. This, and this alone, is the reason why the
functionaries of our political organisations and

trade unions are corrupted-or rather tend to be
corrupted-by the conditions of capitalism and
betray a tendency to become bureaucrats, that is,
privileged persons divorced from the people and
standing aboue the people. That is the essence of
bureaucracy, and until the capitalists have been
expropriated and the bourgeoisie overthrown, even
proletarian functionaries will inevitably be 'bureau-
cratised' to a certain extent. (LCW 25.486.)

The tra.ining of new proletarian administrators was
necessarily a slow process, and mean,while many of
the old officials ,had to be retained. Many of these
were secretly hostile to the new regime, and all of
them clung to the old methods and values :

We now have a vast army of government em-
ployees, but lack sufficiently educated forces to
exercise real control over them. In practice it often
happens that here at the top, where we exercise
political power, the machine functions somehow. ...
Down below, however, there are hundreds of
thousands of old officials, whom we took over from
tihe Tsar and from bourgeois society, and who, in
part deliberately and in part unwittingly, work
against us. (LCW BZ.42B, cf . zg.gz.)

When we are told. . . that the state farms every-
where are hiding-places for old landowners slightly
disguised or not disguised at all, and that similar
things are often to be orbserved in chief adminis-
tration. and central boards, I never doubt that it is
true. (LCW 30.245.)

Stalin drerv attention to the same evil in even shar-
per terms :

f am referring to the bureaucratic elements to be
found in our party, government, trade-union, co-I
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operative and all other organisations. I am refer-
ring to the bureaucratic elements who batten on
our weaknesses and errors, who fear like the plague
all criticism by the masses, all control by the
masses, and hinder us in developing self-criticism
and ridding ourselves of our weaknesses and errors.
Bureaucracy in our organisations must not be
regarded merely as routine and red tape. Bureau-
cracy is a manifestation of bourgeois influence on
our organisations. (SCW tr.r37, cf. LCW 3z.r9r.)

The danger was all the greater because, owing to the
shortage of cadres, bureaucratic practices were pene-
trating into the Party itself :

It was only to be expected that red tape in the
Soviet apparatus would penetrate into the Party
apparatus, because the two are intimately inter-
woven. (LCW 3r.435, cf. 42t, SCW 6.ro.)

The key feature is that we have not got the
right men in the right places; that responsible
Communists, wlho acquitted themselves magnifi-
cently during the revolution, Lrave been given
commercial and industrial functions about which
they know nothing; and they prevent us from
seeing the trutih, for rogues and rascals hide them-
selves magnificently behind their backs. (LCW
33.304)

All shrewd whiteguards are definitely banking
on the fact that the alleged proletarian character
of our Party does not in the least safeguard it
against the small-proprietor elements gaining
predominance in it, and very rapidly too. (LCW
33.254,cf. r87, 3I.r r5.)

AII the work of all our economic bodies suffers
most of all from bureaucracy. Communists have

become bureaucrats. If anything will destroy us, it
is this. (LCW 35.549, cf .32.24,56.)

Even when it did not serve as a screen for
counter-revolutionaries, bureaucracy was dangerous,
because, by placing administration above politics, it
alienated the masses from the Party, and so under-
mined the basis of the dictatorship of the proletar-
iat :

The task is to learn to organise the work
properly, not to lag behind, to remove friction in
time, not to separate administration from politics;
for our administration and our politics rcst on the
ability of the entire vanguard to maintain contact
with the entire mass of the proletariat and the
entire mass of the peasantry. If anyone forgets these
cogs and becomes wholly absorbed in admini-
stration, the result will be disastrous. (LCW 33.egg)

In the sea of the people we are after all but a
drop in the ocean, and we can administer only
when we express correctly what the people are
conscious of. Unless we can do this, the Communist
Party will not lead the proletariat, the proletariat
will not lead the masses, and the whole machine
will collapse. (LCW 33.3o4J

In considering the problem of bureaucracy, Lenin
had little patience with those who, like Trotsky,
treated it as though it could be solved by speech-
making:

It will take 'decades to overcome the evils of
bureaucracy. It is a very difficult struggle, and
anyone who says we oan rid ourselves of bureau-
cratic practices overnight by adopting anti-
bureaucratic platforms is nothing but a quack with
a bent for fine words. (LCW 32.56, cf. 68, 89,
33.428, 48r.)
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5. The Need f or a Cultural Reuolution

What made the struggle against bureaucracy so diffi-
cult was that it had to be conducted simultaneously in
the economic basis and in the ideological superstruc-
ture. On the one hand, being rooted in. small corn-
modity production, it could not be completely era-
dicated until the whole economy had been recon-
structed on the basis of large-scale socialist production;
on the other, it was itself one of the main obstacles to

removed, might reverse the whole process.
Lenin understood that the key to tihe problem lay

with trhe masses. If the masses could be aroused to
take the initiative in developing production, working
not for private gain tb'r.rt for the common good, they
would both overcome in themselves the ideological
obstacles inherited from the old society and recognise
the need to take the work of administration into their
own hands,

In regard to production, the masses had already
demonstrated their initiative in the subbotniks. During
the civil war, when Kolchak's armies were threatening
to overwhelm the young Soviet republic, the railway
workers of Moscow organised teams for voluntary over-
time labour in the railway yards; and within a few
weeks the movement spread like wildfire to all the
principal railway centres and to other industries. Greet-
ing these workers, Lenin said :

Evidently this is only a beginning, but it is a
beginning of exceptionally great importance. It is the
begin,ning of a revolution which is more difficult,
more tangible, more radical, more decisive than the
overthrow of the bourgeoisie; for it is a victory over
our own conservatism, indiscipline, petty-bourgeois
egoism, a victory over rtrabits left as a heritage to the
workers and peasants by accursed capitalism. Only

when liis victory has been consolidated will the new
social discipline, socialist discipline, be createdl then,
and only then, will a reversion to capitalism become
impossible and communism become really invincible.
(LCW zg.4tr.)

In regard to administration, it was of course neces-
sary for the workers to raise their educational and
cultural level, but that in itself was not enough. If they
were to put an end to bureaucracy, it was necessary
that they should themselves participate in the work of
government. Only then would the Soviet system
become government by, and not merely f or, the people.
Speaking at the Eighth Party Congress (r9rg), Lenin
said:

We can fight rbureaucracy to the bitter end, to
complete victory, only when the whole population
participates in the work of government. In the bour-
geois republics not only is this impossible, but the law
itself preuen r ir. The rbest of the bourgeois republics,
no matter how democratic they may be, have thous-
ands of legal hindrances which prevent people from
participating in the work of government. What we
have done is to remove these hind,rances, but so far
we have not reached the stage at which the working
people could participate in government. Apart from
the law, there is still the level of culture, which you
cannot subject to any law. The result of tnLis low
cultural level is that the Soviets, which in virtue of
their prograrnme are organs of government by the
working people, are in fact organs of government for
,the working people hy the advanced section of the
proletariat, not by the working people as a whole. . . .

Bureaucracy has been defeated. The exploiters
have been eliminated. But the cultural level has not
been raised, and therefore the trureaucrats are still
occupying their old positions. They can be forced to
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retreat only if the proletariat and peasantry are
organised far more extensively than they have been
hitherto, and only if real measures are taken to enlist
the workers in government. (LCW zg.r83.)

Lenin returned to his theme at the Eleventh Congress
(rgzz)-the last that he attended,; and early in 19t3, in
one of his last articles, he issued a call for a 'cultural
revolution' :

Our opponents have told us repeatedly ,that we
were rash in undertaking to implant socialism in an
insufficiently cultured country. They were misled by
the fact o,f our having started from the opposite end
to the one prescribed hy theory-the theory of
pedants of all kinds. In our country the political and
social revolution preceded the cultural revolution,
that same cultural revolution which nevertheless con-
fronts us now. (LCW n.+7+.)
Lenin's call was repeated by Stalin :

The surest remedy for bureaucracy is raising the
cultural level of the workers and peasants. One can
curse and denounce , ureaucracy in the state appar-
atus, one can stigmatise and pillory bureaucracy in
our practical worrk; but, unless the masses of the
workers reach a certain level of cutrture, which will
create the possibility, the desire, the ability, to control
the state apparatus, bureaucracy will continue to exist
in spite of everything. Therefore, the cultural develop-
ment of the working class and of the masses of the
working peasantry, not only the development of
literacy-although literacy is the trasis of all culture-
but primarily the cultivation of the ability to take part
in the administration of the country, is the chief lever
for improving the state and every other apparatus.
This is the sense and significance of Lenin's slogan
about the cultural revolution. (SCW lo.33o, cf. r r.4o.)

rzB r29

Lastly, our economic organisations. . . .IIow are we
to put an end to bureaucracy in all these organi-
sations? There is only one sole way of doing this, and
that is to organise control from below, to organise
criticism of the 'bureaucracy in our institutions, of
their shortcomings and mistakes, by the vast rnasses of
the working class. (SCW I r.77.)

Granted the need for a cultural revolution, what
form was it to take? This problem was not solved. The
Soviet workers and, peasants had succeeded, in the
face of almost insuperable difficulties, in building
their own statel but, for the reasons given, they did
not succeed in bringing it completely under their
control.

6. The Class Struggle in Socialist Society

In February r93r Stalin uttered this prophetic warn-
lng:

We are fifty ol a hundred years behind the
advanced countries. We must make good this dis-
tance in ten years. Either we do it, or we go
under. (SCW r3.4r.)

Two years later the Nazis seized power in Germany.
Rather than face the possibility of a Communist
majority in parliament, the German monopoly capi-
talists, supported tby other monopoly capitalists of the
West, discarded the bourgeois parliamentary system,
which had 

.served 
them hitherto as a screen, and

installed an open dictatorship in preparation for what
was to be the final confrontation with the Soviet
Union. It is hgainst this background of intensive war
preparations that Stalin's handling of internal class
conuadictions must be judged.

In 1933 the first. five-year plan was completed; in



Ig37 the second five-year plan was completed' The

difficulties were immense-inexperience, incompetence'
and, above all sabotage; yet they were all overcome,

thanks to what I-enin had called 'mass heroism in
plain, everyday work' (LCW 29.+4).^ In January 1933, reviewing the results of the first

five-year plan, Stalin said :

We must rbear in mind that the growth of the

power of the Soviet state will intensify the resistance

Li ttr" last remnants of the dying classes. It is

precisely because they are dying and their days are

numibered that they will go on from one form of
attack to another, sharper form, appealing to the

trackward sections of the population and mobilising
them against the Soviet regime. (SCW r3.zI6.)

A year later, reviewing the Progress of the second

five-year pian, he said :

But can we say that we have already overcome all

the survivals of capitalism in economic life? No, we

cannot say that. Still less can we say that we have

overcome the survivals of capitalism in people's

minds. We cannot say that, not only because the

development of people's minds trails behind their
economic position, but because we are still sur-

rounded by capitalist countries, which are trying to
revive and sustain the survivals of capitalism in
economic li,fe and in the minds of the people of the

U.S.S.R., and against which we Bolsheviks must

atrways keep our powder'dry.
It stands to reason that these survivals cannot but

create a favourable soil for the revival of the

ideology of the defeated anti'Leninist groups in the

minds of individual memrbers df our Party. . . .

That is why we cannot say that the fight is ended

and that there is no longer any need for the policy of
the socialist offensive. (SCW t3.356.)

Thus, according to these two statements, the remnants
of the exploiting classes, supported by the capitalist
powers, were still endeavouring to mdbilise backward
sections of the Soviet people against the regime. The
class struggle was not only continuing but growing
sharper.

In l936 a new constitution was adopted, which
guaranteed equal rights for all, 'irrespective of race,
nationality, religion, standard of education, domicile,
social origin, property status, or past activities'. It was,
as Stalin claimed, the most democratic constitution in
the world. ,Introducing it in November of that year, he
said :

The landlord class, as you know, had already been
eliminated as a result of the victorious conclusion of
the civil war. As for the other exploiting classes, they
have shared the fate of the landlord class. The capi-
talist class in the sphere of industry has ceased to
exist. The kulak class in the sphere of agriculture has
ceased ,to exist. And the merchants and profiteers in
the sphere of trade have ceased to exist. Thus, all the
exploiting classes have now heen eliminated. (SL

s6s)
The draft of the new Constitution of the U.S.S.R.

proceeds from the fact that there are no longer any
antagonistic classes in society. . . . (SL 57 r.)

Here the exploiting classes have been eliminated; the
class struggle, it would seem, is at an end.

In March 1937, calling for greater vigilance within
the Party in defending it fnom infiltration by counter-
revolutionary agents, Stalin said :

It is necessary to shatter and discard the rotten
theory to the effect that with every step of progress
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that we make the class struggle here is bound to die
more and more, that in proportion to the growth of
our successes the class enemy becornes more and
moretamed....

On the contrary, the greater our progress, the
greater our successes, the rnore embittered the rem-
nants of the smashed, exploiting classes will become,
the more quickly they will resort to sharper forms of
struggle, the more they will do damage to the Soviet
state, the more they will clutch at the most desperate
means of struggle as the last resort of the doomed.

We must ,bear in mind that the remnants of the
routed classes in the U.S.S.R. are not alone. They
have direct support from our enemies beyond the
borders of the U.S.S.R. It would be a mistake to
suppose that the sphere of the class struggle is
bounded iby the frontiers of the U.S.S.R. While one
end of the class struggle operates wiurain the
U.S.S.R., its other end extends into the bourgeois
states around us. (SMT z6z.)

Here 'the class struggle is again envisaged as contin-
uing and growing more acute.

Finally, in his report to the Eighteenth Party
Congress in March 1939, Stalin said :

While capitalist society is torn by irreconcilable
contradictions between workers and capitalists and
between peasants and landlords-resulting in its
internal instability-Soviet society, liberated from
the yoke of exploitation; knows no such contradic-
tions, is free of class conflicts, and presents a picture
of friendly collaboration between workers, peasants
and intellectuals. (SL 645.)

Here Soviet society is again presented as being free of
class antagonisms.

How are these discrepancies to be explained? Before

attempting to answer this question, we must consider
the measures taken d,uring these years to defeat the
counter-revolutionary forces.

On the one hand, a nurnber of political leaders,
including Bukharin, Rykov and Zinoviev, also several
army generals and a chief of police, were tried and
convicted of treason and executed. Common to all
these was the conviction that in the coming war a
German victory was inevitable. In addition, a large
number of spies and other enemy agents were elim-
inated. There can be little doubt that, if these
measures had not been taken, the Soviet Union would
have been destroyed. On the other hand, in the course
of their counter-espionage activities, the security
police, who were subject to no effective control, ar-
rested on false charges many tens of thousands of
innocent persons, and large numbers of these were
executed without trial. These repressive rneasures were
directed not so much against the workers and peas-
ants, who were relatively unaffected, as against the
intelligentsia and above all the Party itself. Not only
did a large proportion of the victims consist of Party
members, but many of these were among Stalin's most
loyal supporters. The only intelligible explanation of
these events is the one that was current at the time
and suibsequently endorsed at the Twentieth Party
Congress (tgS6). Enemy agents had penetrated into
the higher ranks of the security police. Stalin accepted
responsibility for the purges, and, admitted that they
had been accompanied by 'grave mistakes' (SL 6a9).
They show how narrow was the margin by which the
counter-revolution f ailed.

These criminal violations of civic rights stand in
flagrant contradiction to the new constitution, in
which those rights were guaranteed; and this contra-
diction is clearly related to the contradiction already
noted in Stalin's analysis of the state of classes in
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Soviet society. Returning to his aualysis, we ask, what
was the actual situation ? Was the class struggle grow_
ing more acute, or was it dying away?

, During these years a new socialist economy hadbeen constructed. Capitalist ownership had been
replaced by socialist ownership, small_scale productionby large-scale production. B"i the socialisi transfor_
mation of. the political and ideological superstructurestill remained to be carried thro"ugh. A new state
apparatus had been .created, contrJled tlrrough the
farty.by the proletariat, but the masses were not yetfully involved in it. On the contrary, it had becometo some extent alienated from the masses through the
bureaucratic practices of bourgeois officials *io o"_
cupied privileged positions in ii. Bureaucratic tenden_
cies. were also growing in the party itself. The old
expioiting classes had been expropriated, but by no
means eliminated. Many formei lurdo*.r".s and tapi_
talists had found employment in the public serrric'es,
and former kulaks had joined the collective farms.
These. people had lost their property, but not their
traditions and habits and outlook- on 

'life. The massesof the peasants in the collective farms still retained the
mentality of the small proprietor. The proletariat itselfhad met the needs of 

-industrial 
development by

recruiting la_rge nurnbers from the peasantryr- and thesetoo. ibrought with 
- 
them thiir petiy_bourgeois

prejudices. Thanks to the rapid expansion of the -edu_

cational system, the masses 
^had 

raised their cultural
level,. and .illiteracy had rbeen almost entirely atbolished,
but this still fell short of the cultural revolution whichI-.enin had regarded as necessary in order to involvethe masses in the work of government. For these
reasons, the final issue of the class struggle had still to
be fought out, and, if the proletariat ltould relax its
leadership, the expropriated classes would redouble
their efforts to recover what they had lost.

A study of Stalin's speeches to Party cadres during
this period shows that he was keenly aware of the
danger that the Party might allow its ties with the
masses to be corroded by 'bureaucratic rust' (SMT
z7B). He saw the danger and warned them repeatedly
against it, but, perhaps because he was himself inclined
to rely too much on 'pure ad,ministration' (l,CW
36.6o6), he was unable to prevent it; and it was through
this weakness in the socialist defen,ces that the enemy
found his way in. If 'the ,masses had heen roused to take
the class struggle into ,their own hands and carrv it
through to the end, taking care to distinguish between
friends and enemies, they would have been able to
isolate the counter-revolutionaries in their midst and at
the same.time to provide a check on the activities of the
security po ice.

The answer to our question, therefore, is that, far
from dying away, the resistan.ce of the expropriated
classes was continuing and assuming new forms, which
were more insidious than the old and therefore even
more dangerous. In these circumstances, it was vitally
necessary to maintain and strengthen the dictatorship of
the proletariat, as Lenin had foreseen.

From all this it may,be concluded that Stalin follo'rved
the Leninist line down to r935, but that suLrsequently, as

the pressure of capitalist encirclement increased, he
departed from it in two ways. On the one hand, the new
constitution rested on the assumption that, so far as

internal relations were concerned, the dictatorship of the
proletariat could be relaxed; and {or this reason it was
welcomed by the new trourgeoisie, who accepted it as a
confirmation of their privileges. This was a Right
deviation. On the other hand, since the dictatorship of
the proletariat could not in fact tre relaxed, it was
maintained by administrative methods as a function of
the security police (SCW 13.16o). This was a 'Left'
deviation-the error of what Lenin had called 'over-
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ad,ministration'*which had already manifested itself in
the leftist excesses that had marred the struggle against
the kulaks (SCW 12.368). The rwo deviations comple-
mented and supported one another. Enemies were
treated as friends and friends as enemies.

In this connection, it is noteworthy that in his
Dialectical and Historical Matcrialism Qg3B), Stalin did
not distinguish between antagonistic and non-
antagonistic contradictions, nor did rhe point out that,
according as they are handled, antagonistic contradic-
tions may becorne non-antagonistic and non-antagonistic
contradictions may become an,tagonistic. This is one of
the points at which Mao Tse-tung's treatment of dialec-
tics marks an important advance.

7.The New Reoisionism

As the Soviet Union grew strong.gr, the contradictions
among the imperialist powers became more acute. They
were united in, their hostility to the first socialist state,
divided in the face of its increasing might. This division
was reflected in each country within,the ruling class. In
Britain, the section represented by Chamberlain, then in
the majority, was encouraging Hitler to attack the
Soviet Union in the hope that he would both destroy
socialism and weaken himself in the process, so that
Britain would emerge as the strongest power in Europe.
Stalin offered Britain and France a mutual security
pact, whioh, had it been accepted, would [rave pre-
vented the war. When it became clear that it was not
going to be accepted, he signed a non-aggression pact
with Hitler, who then attacked in the West, and later
overran the Balkans, thus threatening British interests in
the Middle East. Meanwhile Chamberlain had been
replaced by Churohill, who represented that section of
the ruling class which regarded Hitler as the more
immediate enemy. Having strengthened his position in

the West, Hitler was now ready to attack in the East,
and made a bid for British support; but Churchill
replied by ranging Britain, with the support of the
British people, on the side of the Soviet IJnion. This did
not mean that the British ruling class had abandoned its
objective. Only its tactics had changed. C,hurchill's aim
was to give the Soviet Union such support as would en-
able her to defeat Germany, thereby exhausting herself
and leaving Britain as the real victor. 'Once more they
miscalculated. The Soviet people suffered incalculable
losses-fifteen million dead, twenty-five million
homeless, material damage exceeding the output of
two five-year plans; but they won. The first socialist
state had saved the world from fascism and opened the *

way for the last stage of imperialism-the stage of its
final collapse.

Meanwhile, hower.er, the internal contradictions
remained. They might have been resolved, if tthere
had been a call to the masses to complete the victory
over the external enemy by defending the dictatorship
of the proletariat against those who were undermining
it from within; but that call was not given. Faced with
a renewal of imperialist pressure, bringing the threat
of a new war, Stalin resorted to the same measures as

before-further concessions to the new bourgeoisie
combined with further repression. It may be that,
after twenty-five years, his powers of leadership were
failing. No other statesman in history had carried so
heavy a burden for so long.

The bureaucracy was now entrenching itself as a
privileged class, cut off from the workers and peasants
by a large and growing income gap. Some flagrant
cases of bourgeois corruption were exposed at the
Nineteenth Party Congress (rg5z). After Stalin's death
in rq53 there was a struggle for power, resulting in
the arrest and execution of Beria, who had been in
charge of the security police since rg3B; and the
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leadership then passed into the hands of the new
bourgeoisie, represented by Khrushchev.

Khrushchev's aim was to establish the new bour-
geoisie as trhe ruling class in a system of trureaucratic
state capitalism. He did not, of course, formulate his
policy in these terms but, following the examptre of
Bernstein and Kautsky, presented it in the for:n of a

series of 'amendments' to Marxism.
According to Marxism-Leninism, ttre form of state

which must necessarily prevail during the transition
from capitalisrn to 6666sn156-that is, throughout
the period of socialism-is the dictatorship of the
proletariat. According to Khrushchev and the new
revisionists, tthe dictatorship of the proletariat rtrad

ceased to exist in the Soviet Union and had been

replaced by a 'dictatorship of the whole people'. This
concept is alien to Marxism. According to Marxism,
the only alternative to the dictatorship of the proletar'
iat in modern society is the dictatorship of the bour-
geoisie, and that is what Khrushchev's 'state of the
whole people' really is.

According to Marxism-Leninism, the dictatorship of
the proletariat is the highest form of dernocracy, since
it is a dictatorship of the majority over the minority.
According to Khrushchev and the new revisionists, the
'state of the whole people' is more democratic than
the dictatorship of the proletariat, because it extends

democracy to the whole people. This ooncept of a

classless democracy has no place in Marxism. It is a
bourgeois concept, which Krhrushchev adopted in
onder to conceal the fact that his 'state of the whole
people'was really a dictatorship of tihe trourgeoisie.

According to Marxism-Leninism, the dictatorship of
the proletariat is established and maintained under the
leadership of the Communist Party, which, equipped
with the revolutionary theory of Marxism-Leninism,
acts as a vanguard of the working class. IJnder the
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leadership of Khrushchev and the new revisionists, the
Communist Party o{ the Soviet Union 'has ceased to be
a vanguard party of the working class, leading the
struggle to consolidate the dictatorship of the proletar-
iat, and become a 'party of the whole people', that is,
a party whose function is to maintain the dictatorship
of the bourgeoisie.

According to Marxism-Leninism, the dictatorship of
the proletariat must be maintained and consolidated,
not only to cornplete the work of socialist construction,
but to re-educate the workers in a spirit of socialist
discipline, eliminating all forms of bourgeois indivi-
dualism in preparation for the transition to commun-
ism. This was tlhe spirit of the subbotnik movernent
and of socialist emulation, in which, under the leader-
ship of Lenin and Stalin, the workers had performed
miracles of collective labour. Under the leadership of
Khrushchev and the new revisionists, this spirit has
been abandoned in favour of 'material incentives'; and
at the same time it is claimed that Soviet society is
advancing to comm"rnism. According to Marxism, the
advance from socialism to communism requires that
eacth worker's share of the social product should be
proportionate, not to rhis work, but to ,his needs (LCW
25.472), in accordance with the principle 'all f,or each
and each for all' (LCW 4.124). The advance cannot
be rnade on the basis of material iincentives, r,Vhich
represent the competitive element in wage-labour
derived from bourgeois society (ME z.z3).

According to Marxism-Leninism, the ruling class
rules by force, and therefore cannot be overthrown
except by force. In the colonies the imperialists have
always ruled by open force; in the metropolitan coun-
tries they ihave usually concealed the use of force
beneath parliamentary forms; but, faced with a real
threat to their privileges, they have always been ready
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to declare a 'state of emergency' and resort to open
force. This is what every ruling class has always done :

Major questions in the life of nations are settled
only by force. The reactionary classes themselves are
usually the first to resort to violence, to civil war;
they are the first to 'place the bayonet on the
agenda' . . . (LCW 9.I32.)

According to Khrudhohev and the new revisionists, the
possibilities are growing of the transition from capi-
talism to socialism being effected peacefully by par-
liamentary means. There is not a single socialist
country in which the transition has been effected in this
way; but there are several capitalist countries in which,
disarmed by the illusion of 'peaceful transition', the
workers' movement has been crushed.

At all these points Khrushcrtrev and the new revision-
ists rhave abandoned the Marxist-Leninist theory of the
dictatorship of the proletariat.

One of the obstacles in Khrushchev's pat[r was the
veneration in which Stalin's name was held among the
common people, not only in the Soviet Union but all
over the wo,rld. Accordingly, amidst rapturous applause
from the imperialists, Khrushchev denounced Stalin.
Instead of undertaking an objective analysis of past
achievements and failures, with a view to drawing the
correct lessons for the future, he exploited the people's
natural revulsion at his disclosures of crimes committed
under Stalin's leadership in order to conceal, under the
pretext of combating the 'personality cult', his own
calculated betrayal of Marxism-Leninism. He chose to
forget that, as a member of the Party leadership himself
for many years, he too was answerable for its mistakes,
and that, during Stalin's lifetime, no one had been more
vociferous in praising him than he had. It is true that
the praise of Stalin had been carried to extremes,
having been inflated by bourgeois-bureaucratic officials,

who were adept at 'waving the red flag in order to
destroy ttre red flag'; but essentially it was a spontan-
eous expression of popular feeling. The workers and
peasants of the Soviet Union were devoted to Stalin,
just as they rvere de',,oted to Lenin, because thev knew
that to them they owed everyttring.

This chapter may be concluded with the words of
Mao Tse-tung :

The Soviet Union was the first socialist state, and
the Communist Party of the Soviet lJnion was
founded by Lenin. Although the leadership of the
Soviet Party has been usurped by revisionists, tr

would urge comrades to remain firm in the convic-
tion that the masses of the Soviet people and of
party members and cadres are good, that they desire
revolution, and that revisionist rule will not last long.
(PR 69-rB.zz.)
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CHAPTER VIII

The Proletarian Cultural
Reuolution

The cornmunist revolution is the most radical rup-

ture wi,th traditional proPerty relationsl no wonder

that its development involves the most radical

rupture with traditio'^t to"1"o 
mmunist Manif esto

t. National Liberation

The proclamation of the Chinese People's Republic in

Ootober lq49 marked, the victorious conclusion of a long

and compie*- revolutionary war, including both civil war

and anti-Japanese war, which hegan with-the fiormation

of the Ctii""te Red Army (now the People's Liberation

Armv) ,in rgzT and extended gradually over the whole of

China. tt tiat essentially a peasant war (MSW z'366)-
an armed struggle for the land. Peasant insurrections

had ibeen a featuie of Chinese history for more than two

thousand years. They were all 'defeated, because the

peasantry us a class is incapable of leading.a revolution'
'But this was a new kind of peasan't war, in which'the
peasants were led by the p.ol"tatiut and' its vanguard'

ih. Co*.rr.rist Party. Its fighting force was an army of

a ndw type, close to the misses, organised on the prin-

.iol", of'd.*ocratic centralism, active in production and

administration as well as in fighting, providing every-

where it went a practical exarnple of proletarian mor-

ality and self-sacrifice in the service of the people. The
result was that, when liberation came in rg4g, the new
people's government had at its disposal a reserve of
experienced cadres ready to give leadership in all the
tasks of socialist construction. In addi,tion, it received for
several years valua.ble assistance from the Soviet IJnion,
and it had the Soviet experience of socialist construction,
both positive and negative, to learn from.

,In the summer of Ig4g, reviewing the period of armed
struggle which was .then drawing to an end, Mao Tse-
tung said :

A rvell-disciplined Party armed with the theory of
Marxism-Leninism, using the method of self-criticism
and linked with the masses of the people; an army
undelthe leadership of such a Party; a united front of
all revolutionary classes and all revolutionary groups
under the leadership of such a Party-these are the
three main ,weapons with which we have defeated the
enemy. . . . Relying on them, we have won basic vic-
tory. We have travelled a tortuous road. We have
struggled against opportunist deviations in our Party,
;both Right and 'Left'. Whenever we rnade serious
mistakes on these three matters, the revolution
suffered setbacks. Taught by mistakes and sebbacks,

we have become wiser and handle our affairs hetter.
It is hard for any political party or person to avoid
mistakes, but we should make as few as possible. Once
a mistake is made, we should correct it, and the more
quickly and thoroughly the better. (MSW +.422.)

In order to fulfil the tasks that lay ahead, it rvas
necessary that the Party should adapt itself to the new
situation, in which the centre of the struggle had shifted
from the battlefield to the farms and factories and
government departments. In this situation the Party
would find itself faced with a new enemy, or rather with
an old enemy in a new disguise :
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Very soon we shall be victorious throughout the

country. This victory will breach the eastern front of
imperialisrn and will have great international signifi-
cance. To win this victory will not require much more

time and effort, but to consolidate it will. The bour-

geoisie doubts our ability to constmct. The imper-
i"alists reckon that eventually we will beg alms from
them in ord,er to live. With victory, certain moods

may grow within the'Party-arrog.ance, the airs of a
self-stlyled hero, inertia, and unwillingness to make

poogr"tt, love of pleasure and distaste for continued

iruri tiring. With-victory, the people will be grateful
to us, andlhe hourgeoisie will come forward to flatter
us. It has been proved tnlat the enemy cannot conquer

us by force of a.-t' 'Ilowever, the flattery -of the

bourgeoisie may conquer the weak-willed in our

ranki. There may be some Communists, who were not

conquered by enemies with guns and were worthy of

the name of 
'heroes for standing up to those enemies,

but who cannot withstand sugar-coated bullets; they

will be defeated by sugar-coated' bullets' We must

guard against such a situation. (MSW 48n')
Chairman Mao looked to the future with cautious confi-

dence :

The Chinese revoh.rtion is great, but the road after
the revolution will be longer, the work greater and

more arduous. This must be made clear now in the

Party. The comrades must be taught to remain

modlst, prudent and free from arrogance and

rashness in their style of work. The comrades must

be taugh,t to preserve the style of plain living and

hard siruggle. We have the Marxist-Leninist weapon

of criticis"ri and self-criticism. We can get rid of a
bad style and keep the good. We can -learn 

what we

did not know' Wi are not only good at destroying

the old world, we are also good at truilding the new'
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Not only can the Chinese people live without beg-
ging alms from the imperialists, they will live a
better life than that in the imperialist countries.
(MSw 4874.)

The proclamation of the People's Republic was the
outward expression of three radical changes in Chinese
societv.

Firk, the completion of the struggle for national
liberation. Not only had the whole country (with the
excepfion of Taiwan) been freed from imperialist op-
pressibn, but, for the first time in history, the national
minorities, which accounted for about six per cent of
the population, acquired equal rights with the Han
people.

Second, the completion of the bourgeois-democratic
revolution. All feudal relations were abolished. In the
countryside, the land was divided among the peasantry
on the principle of 'the land to the tillers'. In the
towns, the capital belonging to the comprador bour-
geoisie was confiscated, while the national bourgeoisie
retained their ownership of the factories, subject to
state control of raw materials, markets and labour
cond,itions. At the same tirne a system of representative
government was esta:blished, based on universal suffrage
and supported by a coalition of those political parties
which had taken part in the struggle for national
liberation.

Third, the inception of the socialist revolution. In
the countryside, the peasants were encouraged to form
mutual-aid groups. These were to develop later into
agricultural co-operatives and later still into com-
munes; and, thanks to the proletarian leadership given
through the peasant associations, ithese successive stages
were carried through without serious opposition from
the rich peasants. In the towns, the national bour-
geoisie were encouraged to enter into agreements for
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joint state and private ownership. This arrangement
had the advantage of securing the co-operation rof

former factory-owners, with their business training and
administrative experience, in the socialist developrnent
of industry. And lastly, the Party initiated a series of
rn"r, ,rro.r"*ents, 'beginning with the San Fan rytove-

ment of I952, which was directed against graft,
corruption and bureaucracy, and culminating in the
proleiarian cultural revolution (1966-8). These rnove-

hents grew in breadth and depth, as one followed
another, ibut their underlying purPose was the same-
to carry the class struggle through to the end by
calling on the masses to take 'the initiative : 'Dare to
think ! d.are to speak ! dare to act !'

z.The Handling of Contradictions

Are there contradictions in socialist society? If so, what
is their nature and how are they to be resolved?

The answer is, in the first place, that there must be

contradictions in socialist society, because there are

contradictions everywhere :

Marxist philosophy holds that the law of the unity
of opposites is a fundamental law of the universe.

This law operates universally, whether in the natural
,world, in human society, or in man's thinking.
Between the opposites in a contradiction there is at
once unity and struggle, and it is this that impels
things to move and change. Contradictions exist
everlnvhere, but they differ in accordance with the
different nature of different thin'gs. In any given
,phenomenon or thing, the unity of opposites is condi-
iional, temporary and transitory, and hence relative,
whereas the struggle of opposites is absolute' Lenin
gave a very clear exposi'tion- of this. law- In our
country, a gron'ing nr.rrnber of people have come to

understand it. For many people, holvever, acceptance
of this law is one thing, and its application in
examining and dealing with problems is quite
another. Many dare not openly admit that contradic-
tions still exist among the people of our country,
although it is these very contradictions that are push-
ing our society forward. Many do not admit that
contrad,ictions continue to exist in a socialist society,
with the result that they are handicapped and pas-
sive when confronted with social con.tradiotions; they
do not understand that socialist society will grow
more united and consolidated through the ceaseless
,process of the correct handling and resolving of
contradictions. Folthis reasonr we need to explain
things to our people, and to our cadres in the first
place, in order to help them understand the contra-
dictions in a socialist society and learn to use correct
methods for handling these contradictions. (MFE 9r,
cf. LCW 38.36o.)

Granted the existence of contradictions in socialist
society, what is their nature ? They are of two kinds :

contradictions among the people, which are non-
antagonistic by nature, and conrtradictions between
the people and the enemy, which are antagonistic by
nature. Contradictions between the classes that sup-
port the revolution-for example, between the
proletariat and, the peasantry--bsleng to the first
kindl contradictions between the classes that support
the revolution, on the one hand, and the remnants of
the old exploiting classes*for example, the former
landlords-on the other, belong to the second kind.
The distinction between these two kinds of contradic-
tion in socialist society corresponds to the two aspects
of the people's democratic dictatorship-democracy
for the people and d,ictatorship over the reactionaries.

Thus, both non-antagonistic and antagonistic con-
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tradictions exist in socialist society. Moreover, if
handled incorrectly, the non-antagonistic contradic-
tions may become antagonistic, and conversely, if
handled corectly, antagonistic contradictions may
become non-antagonistic. Thus, the contradiction
between the proletariat and the peasantry is non-
antagonistic. Agriculture is required to produce a
surplus in order to provide capital for industrial
development, while it is itself dependent on industry
for the machines 'which increase its productivity; yet,
owing to the division Lre0ween torun and country
inherited from the old society (MEG 64), agricultural
labour is less productive than industrial labour' If
this contradiction is not handled correctly, it will be
impossitrle to maintain a proper balance between
agricultural and industrial development, and then the
contradiction between ttre two classes may become
antagonistic. Conversely, the contradiction between
the national bourgeoisie and the proletariat in the old
China was antagonistic, being a contradiction
between exploi'ters and exploited; rbut in the special

conditions of the Chinese revolution, explained in
Chapter II, this contradiction was handled in such a

way as to become non-antagonistic. It had not, how-
ever, disappeared. IJnder the systern of joint sta'te

and private ownership, the former factory owners
continued for many years to receive a fixed interest on
their capital. This was still a form of exploitation,
though only a mitigated form. The contradiction be-

tween the proletariat and the bourgeoisie has still not
been finally resolved.

For these reasons, it is vitally necessary to under-
stand that class contradictions and class struggle con-
tinue to exist in socialist society and with them the

possibility of a reversion to capitalism :

In China, although in the main socialist transfor-
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mation has been completed with respect to the
system of ownership, and although the large-scale
and tuibulent class struggles of the masses charac-
teristic of ,the previous revolutionary periods have in
the main come to an end, there are still remnants
of the overthrown landlord and comprador classes,
there is still a Lbourgeoisie, and the remoulding of
the petty bourgeoisie has only just started. The class
struggle is by no means over. The class struggle
between the proletariat and the bourgeoisie, the
class struggle between ,the different political forces,
and the class struggle in the ideological field
between the proletariat and the bourgeoisie will
continue to be lon.q and tortuous and at times will
even become very acute. The proletariat seeks to
transform the world according to its own world
outlook, and so does the bourgeoisie. In this respect,
the question of which will win out, socialism or
capitalism, is still not really settled. (MFE r r5.)

Class struggle, the struggle for production, and
scientific experiment are the three great revolutionary
movements for building a mighty socialist country.
These movements are a sure guarantee that
Communists will be free from bureaucracy and im-
mune against revisionism and dogmatism, and will for-
ever remain invincible. They are a reliable guarantee
that the proletariat will be able to unite with the
broad working masses and realise a democratic dic-
tatorship. If, in the absence of these movements, the
landlords, rich peasants, counter-revolutionaries, bad
elements and ogres of all kinds were allowed to crawl
out, while our cadres were to shut their eyes to all
this, and in many cases fail even to diflerentiate
between the enemy and ourselves but were to collabor-
ate with the enemy and become corrupted and demor-
ali-ssd, if our cadres were thus dragged into the enemy
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camp or the enemy were able to sneak into our ranks,
and if many of our workers, peasants and intellectuals
were left defenceless against both the soft and the
hard tactics of the enemy-then it would not take
long, perhaps only several years or a decade, or
several decades at most, before a counter-revolution-
ary restoration on a national scale inevitably occurred,
the Marxist-Leninist Party would undoubtedly be-
come a revisionist party or a fascist party, and the
whole of China would change its colour. (MQ +o.)

Socialist society covers afairly long historical period.
In the historical period of socialism there are still
classes, class contradictions and class struggle, there is
the struggle between the socialist road and the capi-
talist road, and there is the danger of capitalist restor-
ation. We must recognise the protracted and complex
nature of this struggle. We must heighten our vigi-
lance. We must conduct socialist education. We must
correctly understand and handle class contradictions
and class struggle, distinguish the contradictions be-
tween ourselves and the enemy from those among the
people, and handle them correctly. Otherwise a
socialist country like ours will turn into its opposite
and degenerate, and a capitalist restoration will take
place. (PR 69-rB.r5.)

3.The Capitalist Road

In r9z7 Mao Tse-tung wrote :

So long as classes exist, contradictions between
correct and incorrect ideas in the Communist Party
are reflections within the Partv of class contradic-
tions. At first, with regard to certain issues, such
contradictions may not manifest themselves as antag-
onistic. But with the development of the class
struegle, they may grow and become antagonistic.

The history of the Communist Party of the Soviet
Union Shows that the contradictions between the
correct thinking of Lenin and Stalin and the fal-
lacious thinking of Trotsky, Bukharin and others did
not at first manifest themselves in an antagonistic
form, but that later they did develop into antagon-
ism. 'fhere are similar cases in the history of th-e

Chinese Communist Party. . . . At present, the contra-
diction between correct and incorrect thinking in our
party does not manifest itself in an antagonistic form,
and if comrades who have cornmitted mistakes can
correct them, it will not develop into antagonism.
Therefore, the Party must on the one hand wage a
serious struggle against erroneous thinking, and on
the other give the comrades who have committed
errors ample opportunity to wake up. This being the
case, excessive struggle is obviously inappropriate.
But, if tlhe people who have committed errors persist
in them and aggravate them, there is the possibility
that this contradiction will develop into antagonism.
(MSw 11'4+.)

In the cultural revolution the masses were encouraged
to hold meetings in order 'to expose every kind of
ghost and monster and also to crjticise the shortcom-
ings and errors in the work of the persons in charge'
(PR 66-::.2). In the course of these meetings it
became known that for many years there had existed
witihin ttre Party leadership a faction working in oppo-
sition to Mao Tse-tung under the direction of Liu
Shao-chi. This faction represented the in'terests of one
section of the n.ational bourgeoisie.

It was pointed out in Chapter II that in the special
conditions of China the national bourgeoisie was won
over to the worker-peasant alliance in the struggle
against feudalism and imperialism :

In our country the contradiction between the
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working class and the national bourgeoisie belongs
to the oategory of contradictions among the people.
By and large, the class struggle between the two is a
class struggle within the ranks of the people,
because the Chinese national bourgeoisie has a dual
character. In the period of the bourgeois-democratic
revolution, it had a revolutionary as well as a
conciliationist side to its character. In trhe period of
the socialist revolution, exploitation of the working
class for profit constitutes one side of the character
of the national bourgeoisie, while its support of the
Constitution and its willingness to accept socialist
transformation constitutes the other. The national
bourgeoisie differs frorn the imperialists, the land-
lords, and the bureaucratic capitalists. The contra-
diction between the national bourgeoisie and the
working class is one between the exploiter and the
exploited, and is trherefore antagonistic in nature.
But in the concrete conditions of China this anta-
gonistic class contradiction can, if properly handled,
be transformed into a non-antagonistic one and be
resolved by peaceful methods. However, it can
change into a contradiction between ourselves and
the enemy, if we do not handle it properly and do
not follow the policy of uniting with, criticising and
educating the national bourgeoisie, or if the national
bourgeoisie does not accept this policy of ours.
(MFE Bz.)

Thanks to the correct handling of this contradiction
most members of the national bourgeoisie gave their
support to the people's democratic dictatorship; but
some of them, who wanted a capitalist China, resisted
the further advance of the revolution and so aligned
themselves with the counter-revolutionary forces. ft was
this section of the national bourgeoisie whose interests
were served, within the Party leadership, by Liu Shao-

chi. His opposition to Mao Tse-tung expressed the
contradiction between the pro-capitalist elements and
the proletariat, which had been present from the begin-
ning but became intensified after 1945, when the war
against Japan ended, and still more after 1949, when
the bourgeois-dernocratic revolution passed into the
socialist revolution.

The line pursued by Liu Shao-chi was consistently
opportunist in content, though presented sometimes in
a rightist and sometimes in a leftist form. The differ-
ence in form was dictated by tactical considerations,
being designed to exploit the vacillation characteristic
of bourgeois and petty-bourgeois ideology. When the
Party was debating w'hether to advance or retreat, Liu
Shao-chi was in favour of retreat; when t[re Party had
decided to advance, Liu Shao-chi was in favour of
advancing so rapidly as to risk defeat. The develop-
ment of this initially non-antagonistic contradiction
may be seen from the stand which he took on succes-
sive issues in the post-war period.

At the end of the second world war, the Communist
Parties of the liberated countries found themselves in a
stronger position tnlan ever before. Through their
leadership of the resistance they had won the support
of the masses, wheneas the bourgeoisie was divided and
discredited. They were faced, therefore, with a
choice-either to lead the people forward to the
socialist revolution or to hand in their arms and help
the bourgeoisie to re-establish the old order, which had
been shaken to its foundations by the war. It was, in
effect, a choice between the socialist road and the
capitalist road. The Parties of Western Europe chose
the latter. In China, too, this road was recommended
by some of the Party leaders, including Liu Shao-chi. It
would have meant entering a coalition with the
Kuomintang on terrns which would have placed the
revolutionary armies under their control. Tlhanks to the
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leadership of Mao T'se-tung, the Chinese Communists
decided to fight on.

The landJeform was planned by the Party with the

aim of abolishing feudal relations in bhe countryside'
After making a careful assessment of the properties

belonging to the landlords and rich peasants, the peas-

ant as*soc-iations were to take over their surplus trand and

redistribute it among the poor peasants. Th*is line was

for some time distorted by Liu Shao-chi, who en-

couraged the poor peasants to believe that the Purpose
of the redistribution was to give middle-peasant status to
them all. At the eisting level of agricultural production
this was impossible, and the land reform movement
rvould have ended in failure, if the line had not been

corrected by Mao Tse-tung (MSW 4197).
After the abolition of feudal relations, the question

arose, what was to be the next stage ? Was agriculture to
develo,p on a socialist or a capitalist basis ? The Party
line was, still relying on the poor peasants, to advance
throu$h mutual-aid groups to the formation of co-

operatives and so to collectivisation. The agricuitural
surplus was to provide a basis for building up heavy

industry, but part of it was to be invested in light
industry, which would both create a demand for indust-
rial crops and supply a sufficient quantity of consumer
goods to ensure that an undue strain was not placed on'

the pe,asantry. This line was opposed by Liu Shao-ohi,
who argued as follows. Collectivisation was impossible
without machines and must therefore wait on industrial
development. In the meantime agriculture was to be

developed on capitalist lines by permitting the buying
and seiling of land and the employment of wage-trabour.

'It will be time enougrh to talk about collectivisation', he
said, 'when seventy per cent of the peasants have

become rich peasants.' It will be seen that this line
resembles the line put forward in the Soviet Union by

Bukharin, who argued that, given a free market in
agriculture, the kulaks would 'grow into socialism'.

When the co-operative movement was gathering
speed in the mid-fifties, Liu Shao-chi began by attempt-
ing to slow it down. Later, after it had gone afiead in
spite of him, Lre advocated an extreme form of equalitar-
ianism, just as he had done in the land reform. I-ater
still, when the movement was in difficulties after a run
of 'bad harvests, he was again advooating a free m,arket
and freedom of private enterprise. When the Party was
calling on the workers to 'fight self and criticise
revisionism'-that is, to oppose, in themselves and
others, all forms of bourgeois individualism and self-
interest-Liu Shao-chi was advocating'self-cultivation'
and the use of material incentives.

It is clear, therefore, that from the beginning there
had been a conflict within the Party leadership between
these two lines-the proletarian line, represented by
Mao Tse-tung, and the bourgeois line, represented by
Liu Shao-chi. The bourgeois line deviated now to the
right and now to the 'left', but always in opposition to
the proletarian line.

Encouraged by the example of Kihrushchev and the
new revisionists in the Soviet Union, Liu Shao-chi and
his faction made plans for a similar take-over in China.
Their number was not large, but they held some key
positions in the Party leadership, through which they
were able to exert widespread influence, misleading and
confusing the rank-and-fi1e. The issue came to a head in
the spring of 1966. On May 16 a circular, drafted by
Mao Tse-tung, was sent out by the Central Committee
to all Party members. In tlis document it was stated :

There are a number of these represen;tatives of the
bourgeoisie in the Central Committee and in the
Party, government and other departments at the cen-
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tral as well as the provincial, municipal, and
autonomous-region level.

T[re whole Party must hold high the great banner
of the proletarian cultural revolution, thoroughly ex-
pose the reactionary bourgeois stand of those so-called
'academic authorities' who oppose the Party and
socialism, thoroqghly criticise and repudiate the reac'
tionary bourgeois ideas in the sphere of academic
work, education, journalism, literature and art pub-
lishing, and seize the leadership in these cultural
spheres. To achieve this, it is necessary at the same

time to criticise and repudiate those representatives of
the bourgeoisie who have sneaked into the Party, the
government, the army and all spheres of culture, to
clear them out or transfer some of them to other
positions.

Those representatives of the bourgeoisie who have
sneaked into the Party, the government, the army, and
various cultural circles are a bunch of counter-revolu-
tionary revisionists. Once conditions are ripe, they will
seize political power and turn the dictatorship of the
proletariat into a dictatorship of the bourgeoisie.
Some of them we have already seen through, others
we have not. Some are still trusted by us and are
being trained as our successors, Persons like
Khrushchev, for example, who are still nestling beside
us. Party comrnittees at all levels must pay full atten-
tion to this matter. (PR 67-zr.lo.)

In this way the Party was alerted to the danger, and it
responded by calling on the masses to criticise 'its work
without constraint in order to identify and isolate the
enemy:

As Chairman Mao pointed out in his talk in
February 1967 : 'In the past we have waged
struggles in rural areas, in factories, in the cultural
field, and we carried out lhe socialist education

movement. But all this failed to solve the problem,
because we did not find a form, a method, to arouse
the broad masses to expose our dark aspect openly,
in an all-round way, and from below'.

Now we Lrave found this form-it is the great
proletarian cultural revolution. It is only by arousing
the masses in their hundreds of millions to air trheir
views freely, write big-character posters, and hold
great debates, that the renegades, enemy agents, and
capitalist-roaders in power, who have wormed their
way into the Party, can be exposed and their plots to
restore capitalism smashed. (PR 69-lB.16.)

4. Mass Partici.pation in Gooernment

When Lenin called for a 'cultural revolution', he
realised that for tihe complete victory of socialism it was
necessary that the masses of the workers and peasants
should take the work of government into their own
hands, and that to achieve this they must raise their
cultural level to the point at which they could impose
their own proletarian ideology in place of the old
bourgeois ideology and so clear away tilre bureaucratic
of,rstacles behind which the bourgeoisie had entrenched
themselves.

These, too, were the aims of the Chinese cultural
revolution. It was designed, not merely to eliminate the
elements hostile to socialism, but to enaible the working
class to 'exercise leadership in everything', to 'place
politics in command of administration', and to ensure
that everyone serving as an official should 'remain one
of the common people'.

In order to achieve these aims it was necessary to
launch an all-out offensive against lbourgeois ideology
in such a .way ,that the masses would be actively
involved:

Although the bourgeoisie has been overthrown, it
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is still trying to use the old ideas, culture, customs
and habits of the exploiting classes to coruupt the
masses, capture their minds, and, endeavour to stage
a come-back. The proletariat must do just the op-
posite. It must meet head-on every challenge of the
bourgeoisie in the ideological field and use the new
ideas, culture, customs and habits of the proletariat
to change the mental outlook of the whole of society.
(PR 66-33.6.)

In the great proletarian cultural revolution, the
only method is for the masses to liberate themselves,
and any method of doing things on their behalf must
not be used.

Trust the masses, rely on thern, and respect their
iniriative. Cast out fear. Don't be afraid of dis-
order. . . . Let the masses educate themselves in this
great revolutionary movement and learn to distin-
guish between right and wrong and between correct
and incorrect ways of doing th.ings. (PR 66-33.7.)

Such was the 'socialist offensive' against the 'survivals
of capitalisrn in people's minds', for which Stalin had
called in the Soviet Union; but there, 'being less close
to the masses, the Party was not strong enough to draw
them into the struggle.

During the cutrtural revolution there sprang up a new
organisational unit-the revolutionary committee. It is
based on the 'three-in-one' combination : that is, its
mernbers, who are elected, subject to recall, and dir-
ectly responsible to the people, are drawn from the
Party, the People's Liberation Army, and the mass
organisations. These committees are a creation of the
masses. They have sprung up at all levels, from the
factory or commune to the organs of provincial and
regional government, and their function is to provide
the link through which the masses can participate
directly in the running of the country :

This three-in-one organ of power enables our
proletarian political power to strike deep roots
among the masses. Chairman Mao points out: 'The
most fundamental principle in the reform of state
organs is that they must keep in contact with the
masses'. The representatives of the revolutionary
masses, particularly the representatives of the work-
ing people-the workers and peasants-who have
come forward. en masse in the course of the great
proletarian cultural revolution, are revolutionary
fighters with practical experience. Representing the
interests of the revolutionary masses) they participate
in the leading groups at various levels. This provides
revolutionary committees at these levels with a
broad mass foundation. Direct participation by the
revolutionary masses in the running of the country
and the enforcement of revolutionary supervision
from 'below over the organs of political power at
various levels play a very importan,t role in ensuring
that our leading groups at all levels always adhere to
the mass line, maintain the closest relations with the
masses, re,present their interests at all times, and
serve the people heart and soul. (PR 68-t4.6.)

The formation of these revolutionary committees
marks an important advance in the socialist revolution.
The masses have begun to take over directly the run-
ning of the country. When this process is complete, the
,transition to communism will have begun; but it is a
lengthy process, and its success'ful completion can only
be ensured by continuing the class struggle to the end.
As Chairman Mao has said :

We have won a great victory. But the defeated
class will still struggle. These people are still around,
and this class still exists. Therefore we cannot speak
of final victory. Not even for decades. We must not
lose our vigilance. According to the Leninist view-
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point, the final victory of a socialist country requires
not only the efforts of the prcletariat and the broad
masses of the people at home, hut also involves the
victory of the world revolution and the abolition of
the system of exploitation of man try man on the
whole globe, upon which all mankind will be eman-
cipated. Therefore, it is wrong to speak lightly of the
final victory of the revolution in our country: it runs
counter to Leninism and does not conform to facts.
(PR 69-rB.z3.)

5. Reuolution and Production

Sumur-ing up the economic results of the cultural revo-
lution, Lin Piao said:

Our ,country has seen good harvests in agricultural
production for years running, and there is also a

thriving situation in industrial production and in
science and teohnology. The enthusiasm of the broad
masses of the woriking people in both revolution and
production has soared to unprecedented heights.
Many factories, mines and other enterprises have
time and again topped their production records,

creating all-time highs in production. The technical
revolution is making constant Progress' The market is

flourishing and prices are stdble. By the end of 1968

we had redeemed all the national bonds. Our
country is now a socialist country with neither inter-
nal nor external debts. (PR 69-rB.zz.)

He went on to explain the principle of 'grasp revo-
lution, promote production', lvhich had become one of
the key slogans of the revolution :

'Grasp revolution, promote production'-tnlis prin-
ciple is absolutely correct. It correctly explains the
relationship belween revolution and production,

between consciousness an'd matter, between the
superstructu.e urd the economic basis, and between
the relations of production and the productive forces.
Chairman Mao always teaches us: 'Political work is

the life-blood of all economic work.' Lenin
denounced the opportunists w,Lro were opposed to
approaching problems politically. 'Politics cannot but
have precedence over economics. To argue differently
means'forgetting the ABC of Marxism' (LCW 32.83).
... Politics is the concentrated expression of econ-
omics. If we fail to make revolution in the super-
structure, fail to arouse the broad masses of the
workers and peasants, fail to criticise the revisionist
line, fail to expose the handful of renegades, enemy
agents, capitalist-roaders in power and counter-
revolutionaries, and fail to consolidate the leadership
of the proletariat, how can we further consolidate
the socialist economic hase and further develop the
socialist productive forces? This is not to replace
production by revolution, but to use revolution to
command production, promote it and lead it for-
ward. (PR 69-rB.ze.)

This concept of the relation between revolution and
production as a unity of opposites is an expression of
what Lenin called 'revolutionary dialectics' (LCW
23.476, c{. z5.4zz). It is deeply rooted in the thought
of Mao Tse-tung, going back to the rectification move-
ments of the pre-liheration period (MSW 3.328), and
it rests on one of the fundamental principles of dialec-
tical and historical materialism. Marx wrote :

In the social production of their life, men enter
into definite relations that are indispensable and
independent of their will, relations of production
whioh correspond to a definite stage of development
of their material productive forces. The sum total of
these relations of production constitutes the econ-
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iomic structure of society, the real foundation, on
which rises a ,legal and political superstructure and
to which correspond definite forms of social con-
sciousness. It is not the consciousness of men that
determines their being, but, on the contrary, it is

their social ibeing that determines their con-
sciousness. (ME t.362.)

At the same time, while determined by the economic
basis, the superstructure reacts upon it :

Political, juridical, philosophical, religious, literary,
artistic etc. development is based on economic
development. But all these react upon one another
and also upon the economi,c basis. It is not that the
economic condition is the cause and alone actiue,
while everything else is only a passive effect. There
is, rather, interaction on the rbasis of economic neces-

sity, which ultimately always asserts itsel,f. (ME
2.504.)

It follows that in centain conditions, and especially in
revolutionary situations, the consciousness of men, hav-
irr.g comprehended the laws governing their social
being, may becorne the decisive factor. Mao Tse-tung
writes :

True, the productive forces, practice, and the
economic base generally play the principal and
decisive role : whoever denies this is not a materialist.
But it must also rbe admitted that in certain con-
ditions such aspects as the relations of production,
theory, and the superstructure in turn manifest them-
selves in the principal and decisive role. When it is

impossible for the productive forces to develop with-
out a change in the relations of production, then the
change in the relations of production plays the prin-
cipal and decisive role. The creation and advocacy of
revolutionary theory plays the principal and decisive
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role in those times of which Lenin said, 'Without
revolutionary theory there can ,be no revolutionary
movement' (LCW 5.369). When a task, no matter
w,trat, has to ,tre performed, but there is as yet no
guiding line, method, plan or policy, the principal
and decisive thing is to decide on a guiding .line,

method, plan or policy. When the superstructure
(politics, culture, etc.) obstructs the development of
the econo,mic base, political and cultural changes
become principal and decisive. Are we going against
materialism when we say this? No. The reason is
that, while we recognise that in the general develop-
ment of history the material determines the rnental
and social being determines social consciousness, we
also-and indeed must-recognise the reaction of
rnental on material things, of social consciousness on
social being, and of the superstructure on the econ-
omic base. This does not go against materialism; on
the contrary, it avoids mechanical materialism and
firmly upholds dialectical materialism. (MSW r.336.)

If, while determined ultimately by the economic
basis, the political and ideological superstructure reacts
upon it, and at times decisively, it follows that in its
work of socialist construction the proletariat must
maintain and extend its dictatorship simultaneously in
both basis and superstructure. In the Soviet lJnion,
owing to 0he pressure of capitalist encirclement, which
forced the pace of internal development, this problem
was not solved; but the solution has been found in
China, thanks to the lead given by Mao Tse-tung :

The new social system has only just been estab-
,lished and requires time for its consolidation. It must
not be assumed that the new systern can be com-
pletely consolidated the moment it is established, for
that is impossible. It has to ,be consolidated step by
step. To achieve its ultimate consolidation, it is
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necessary not only to ,bring about the socialist indus-
trialisation of the country and persevere in the
socialist revolution on the economic front, but to
carry on constant and arduous socialist revolutionary
struggles and socialist ed,ucation on the political and
ideological fronts. Moreover, various contributory
international factors are required. (MQ zZ)

6. Communist Labour

Let us return to the subbotniks. The first of these, held
in the spring of rgr9, were, as Lenin said, only a
beginning^ On May t, tg2o, an All-Russia subbotnik
was held, in which 45o,ooo workers were involved in
the city of Moscow alone. A leaflet was circulated with
a message from Lenin, in which he said:

Let us build a new society !

We were not daunted by defeats during the great
revolutionary war against Tsarism, against the bour-
geoisie, against the omnipotent imperialist world
powers.

We shall not be daunted by the gigantic diffi,culties
and the errors that are inevitable at the outset of a
most difficult ,task: the transformation of all labour
habits and customs requires decades. . . . We shall
work to do away with the accursed maxim, 'Every
man for himself and the devil take the hindmost', the
habit of Iooking on work merely as a duty and of
considering rightful only that work which is paid for
at certain rates. We shall work to inculcate into the
people's minds, to form into a habit, and bring into
the everyday life of the masses, the rule 'Al1 for each
and each for all', the rule 'From each according to
his ability, to each according to his needs'; we shall
work for the gradual but steady introduction of
cornmunist discipline and communist labour.

t6+

We have shifted a huge mountain, a huge mass of
conservatism, ignorance, stubborn adherence to the
habits of 'free trade' and the 'free' buying and, seiling
of human labour-power like any other commodity.
We have begun to undermine and destroy the
firmest, age-long and ingrained habits. In a single
year our subbotniks have made an immense stride
forward. They are still infinitely weak, but that will
not daunt us. We have seen our 'infinitely weak'
Soviet state, before our own eyes, gaining strength
and becoming a mighty world force as a result of our
own eftorts. We shall work for years and decades

practising subbotniks, developing them, spreading
thern, improving them, converting them into a habit.
We shall achieve the victory of communist labour'
(LCW 3r.r2+.)

It is the same message that r,las been conveyed to the
Chinese people by Mao Tse-tung. Led by the
Communist Party, the masses of workers and peasants
throw off the burden of imperialism and feudalism, and
there is released within thern, freed at last from exploi-
tation, an inexhaustible store of creative energ'y, which
enables them to transform the world. In June 1945,

addressing the Seventh Party Congress, Lte recalled the
following folk-tale:

There is an ancient Chinese fable called 'The
Foolish Old Man who Removed the Mountains'. It
tells of an old man who lived in northern China
long, long ago and was known as the Foolish Old
Man of North Mountain. His ,house faced south and
beyond his doorway stood the two great peaks,
Taihang and Wangwr:, obstructing the way. He
called his sons, and hoe in hand they began to dig
up these mountains with great determination.
Another greybeard, known as the Wise Old Man,
saw them and said derisively, 'How silly of you to do
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this ! It is quite impossible for you few to dig .rp
these huge mountains.' The Foolish Old Man
replied, 'When I die, my sons will carry on; when
they die, there will be my grandsons, and so on to
infinity. High as they are, the rnountains cannot
grow any higrher, and with every bit we dig they will
be that much lower. Why can't we clear them
away?' Having refuted the Wise Old Man's wrong
view, he went on digging every day, unshaken in his
conviction. God was moved by this, and sent down
two angels, who carried the mountains away on their
backs.

Today, two big mountains lie like a dead weight
on the Chinese people. One is imperialism, the other
is feudalism. The Chinese Communist Party has long
rnade up its min.d to dig them up. We must persevere
and work unceasingly, and we too will touch God's
heart. Our God is none other than the masses of the
Chinese people. If they stand up and dig together
with us, why can't these two mountains be cleared
away? (MSW 3.32I)

Four years later, on the eve of the proclamation of the
People's Republic, he said :

Of all things in the world, people are the most
precious. IJnder the leadership of the Communist
Party, so long as there are people, every kind of
miracle can be performed. ... We believe that revo-
lution can change everything, and that before long
there will arise a new China with a big population
and a great wealth of products, where life will be
abundant and culture will flourish. All pessimistic
views are utterly groundless. (MSW +.454.)

Revolution can ohange everything. The proletarian cul-
tural revolution is a mass movement, without precedent
in history, for remoulding both man and nature. In this
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movemen , following the road of the October
Revolution, the Chinese workers and peasants frave

given an example to the world, showing the workers

ind peasants o] a[ countries that through revolution
porr"ity can be transformed into plenty. And the key

io the success of the movement lies in the relation be-

tween the Party and the masses. Having boundless con-

fidence in the masses, the Party calls on them to
exercise their initiative more and more boldly, and the

masses respond.
In 1955, during the socialist upsurge in the country-

side, wrhich led to the creation of the people's com-

munes, Mao Tse-tung wrote :

T,he masses have boundless creative power' They
can organise themselves and concentrate on places

and branclhes of work where they can give full play to
their energy; they can concentrate on production in
breadth and depth and create more and more under-
takings for their own well-being. (MQ I IB')

Since then considerable Progress Ihas been made in the

mechanisation of agriculture, and it will not be long
before the Chinese workers and peasants are equipped
with all the advanced techniques of modern society. In
the meantime, however, rather than wait for machines,
lhey are prepared to work with the same implements
that their ancestors used for thousands of years, but to
work in a new way. On Decerrlber 9, Ig7o-only a few
weeks after the flood disaster in East Bengal, in which
over a qurarter of a million Peasants lost their lives-+
French newspaper correspondent sent the following
despatch from Peking :

A mere twelve miles from Peking Ioo,ooo Chinese

are working steadily round the clock, in spite of the
bitter cold, to change the course of a river. Their only
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tools are wheelbarrows, shovels, pickaxes, and the
tihoughts of Mao Tse-tung.

Diplomats in Peking who take the highway to the
airport south-east of the capital invariably slow their
cars when they cross the hridge over the Wen Yu
River to gaze with astonishment at the human ant-
heap that forms a dark patch, dotted witrh innumer-
able red flags, stretching to the horizon.

The picture is even more striking in the light of
dawn, and one might be tempted to classify it as one
of those stereotypes of the Chinese reality intended for
foreigners.

Acoording to officials, the Wen Yu development
scheme is only part of a scheme for the whole of the
Hai River in north-east China. The Hai has a history
of floods and droughts.

According to the Chinese press, hundreds of thous-
ands of peasants answered Chairman Mao's call in
1963 to 'tame' the Hai. Since then enough earth has
been shifted to build a dyke 3 feet high and 3 feet
wide stretching 37 times round the globe.

Drainage works and the building of goo miles of
dikes for rq main tributaries of the Hai River have
meant that at tfre river's principal outflow point,
Tsientsin, the discharge has risen from r,ooo cubic
yards a second to r3,ooo cubic yards. This has spared
B,z5o,ooo acres of arable land from the danger offloods.

At the end of October the authorities mobilised
Hopei-province peasants, soldiers, militia, and Peking
citizens to work on 34 miles of the Wen Yu, a
tributary of the Hai. The job should have taken four
months, but the authorities say it is already four-fifths
completed.

Recently I visited two of the work sites. There was
no noise of machinery, just the hear.ry breathing of
men swinging pick-axes, the neighing of ponies, the
shouts of cart drivers, the slogans chanted by the
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workers, and the revolutionary music played over the
loud-speakers.

To dig into the river bed it is necessary to broak ice.
Yet I saw one man, aged about sixty, stripped to the
waist so that he could swing his pick-axe better.

Day and night, in eight-hour shifts, and sometimes
in sub-zero temperatures, relay teams deepen the river
bed, construct dikes, and eliminate various tributaries
to give the river a new bed.

For the workers all methods are valid for respond-
ing to Chairman Mao's appeal. They may uproot a
tree-trunk by the sheer weight of their bodies.

They live in huts or enormous tents surrounded by
small walls of eartkr and straw to keep out the icy
wind. Food is brought to the site in great steaming
pots. (The Times 7o-rz-ro.)

As Marx said, 'When theory grips the masses, it
becomes a material force' (MER 5o).

Let me conclude with one more quotation from
Chairman Mao:

Tfrre masses are the real heroes, while we ourselves
are often childish and ignorant, and without this
understanding it is impossible to acquire even the
most rudimentary knowledge. (MSW 3.r2.)
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